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person

victory,

uncalled

the school-master

The

for the arms and neck. Being young and
good-looking, this is not strange.
Now
she tells me that she wishes nothing of the
kind, that she finds these ornaments g snare
to women, that she sees nothing of the kind

worn hy the missionariés’ wives, and that
she prefers to expend money for something
more useful, The texts of Scripture bear‘| ing on this point I sent out to her by Jacob
a fortinght ago, have done her good. Her
mother, Bangsi’s widow, with her family
of fatherless children, leads an exemplary

;

Uhoertainty.
:

y

What steps to take, into which path to turn;
Oh, make it clear.

My faith is weak;
2
I long to hear Thee say, ‘* This is the way;
Walk in it, fainting soul, Pll be thy stay ;”
Speak, Lord, Oh, speak!

:
Let Thy strong arm
Reach through the gloom for me to lean upon,
And with a willing heart I'l] journey on,
And fear no harm.

:

It is Thy child,

Who sits in dim uncertainty and doubt,
Waiting and longing till the light shine out
see,

I trust the Love that never can grow cold—

1 trust in Thee.
And Thou wilt guide;
>
For Thon hast promised never to forsake
The soul that Thee its confidence doth make;
I’ve none beside,

have found this little

house

(the chapel, in

which I live while here), with its low roof,
rather uncomfortable.
Now the sun is
down, and the south breeze is pouring in
grandly through the little holes left for win-

wall.

It is Jate and I'm too

Missionary, Correspondence.
;

are truly grow-

Wouldnt

some of

Jacob will take their turn. Ere long we
hope to see independent” churches at each
of these points. May that day come soon.

Thou knowest me;
Thou kdowest how I now in darkness grope:
And Oh, Thou knowest that my only hope 1s found in Thee.
- =Chris. Intelligencer.

;

er, baptized last January,
ing in grace.
~

your readers like to spend the Sabbath with
us here to-morrow? Well, come along,
and we shall gladly share our curry and
rice with you, and all of these converts will
give you a true eastern greeting.
:
Our preacher Madhu is at the Bhimpore
branch to-night. We now have arrange
ments for visiting each branch twice a
month, - A fortnight hence Purna and

«

>

otherwise doing well. = His wife and moth-

dows in the mud

I trust the faithfulness displayed of old,

1

and her consistent walk and conversa-

This has been a fearfully hot day, and I

Thee
wait the coming dawn;
the thirsty fawn;
to me.

. My Father!

life,

tion are not without their effect upon the
community.
She thinks: that her twin
daughters, about twelve years of age, have
been truly converted. I hope they may
soon bebaptized and join the little church.
The other family here, - that of Tubanath, is
laboring under temporal embarrassment;
but

O Father, hear!
The way is dark, and I fain would discern

Upon the wild,

here seem to be doing well.

as excessively fond of jewels and often tormenting her husband to buy her ornaments

is prima

The Worning Star.

I wait for
As those who, watching,
Pant, as for water pants
Oh, come

women

She is training wp her children in the feax
of the Lord, She had been reported to me

hen Agents receive premiums, no percentage
Fo for the Star is allowed in addition.
BE. A
aa We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning

———

He shall surely

Madhu's wife I have always looked upon
as a very excellent Christian, She is Nard’s elder sister. Her love for the Bible has
alwas been marked, and I find her increasing in the knowledge of the Scriptures,

in

"©

here.

have this chance to do a generous thing,
when he is in the mood of it. I have acceded to his proposal, only keeping Dukhu,
like all the other Santal teachers, subject to
the semiandual examinations - at Bhimpore.

Jacie evidence of intentional fraud,
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To-day he seems particularly free

offer to relieve us entirely of the support of

regularly

for,

only

and liberal, and I am delighted to hear him

the
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from
®
not.
oe ne courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
leaving them

He is naturally about as close-fisted

much to contend with in himself, and

not—is
another's, or whether he has subscribed or
payment.
ble for the
res
he
nued,
disconti
Jape
hs
de
p17
aly
ghia
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con-

and

war ‘broke out, the temporary paralysis this week. The objection that Young has
daily of his own on hand (The
of business crippled and cowed most of a_ successful

Divine grace can enable him to gain the

.
f om {he post-oMca—whether directed to his name or

removing

selfishness, and the claims of God's cause
have found easier access through this to his

Lord’s words about rich men, and guard
him against his chief dangers.
He has

DECISIONS.
a newspaper

For his other strong point was his purse, in death, all point to the brilliant and versatile

have often Lad to call his attention to our

reminder from this oftice.

who takes

sleepy to write more.
J. L. P.

© New York Correspondence.

a

BANDARBANI, INDIA, Aprife7, 1872,

NEw

YORK, June 17, 1872.

Just at daybreak our little party reached
. this small village on the beautiful Cassai. | JAMES GORDON BENNETT AND THE HERALD.
In the burning heat of April and May, travThe death.of. James Gordon Bennett has
eling by day is out of the question. - The given his contemporaries the best opportunights are delightfully cool," owing to the nity in forty years to write of him without
strony sea breeze, and besides this there is saying what they think.
Even the licensed
moonlight now, a fine thing, I assure you; pen of the newspaper correspondent—which
for journeys through the jungles. Leaving he was first to lift—~now swings with batdome at half. past ten last night, soon after ed freedom over the most fruitful of its
our English prayer-meeting, we let the themes,
horses take it easy and did not reach the " Mr. Bennett was not entirely- without
ferry, 17 miles away, until nearly three friends; but they were so few that it would
o'clock, A. M. The people in Palisi, Chin- ‘trouble any one to name a few of them posidra, and Dhedua, villages. where the word tively. Probably the circle was as wide as
of life has been often preached, were fast that ef his confidence in, men.
He thorasleep as I rode along. Oh; may they not be oughly knew and trusted the bad side of
found = gleeping, like the foolish virgins, human nature ; beyond that, he was a cyniwhen thé bridegroom cometh!
At the cal skeptic, He was so far right.in this,
river we waited for a guide to take us by that the bad side on which be practiced
the direct road to this village. So allof us never failed him, as the better side is so apt
when we come down to the river of Coith, to do, but proved, for the city of New York
shall need the Guide to lead us safely over at least, the surest and broadest basis for a

to our everlasting
rest !
The Christians here are making progress.
They are strengthened by the coming of
Dukhu, the Santal school-master, who is a
young man of good abilities and~decided
Christian character. His school has Chris-

public jdurnal,

The Herald has had a

much largér constitueney than any other
otgan of opinion in the United States, and
has had it of right.. Its unadulterated ma-.
terialism suits the large majority in a place
like this, who have no use in their business
tian, Hindu and Santal
pupils,
and he for convictions or sentiments of any kind,
seems to be a very popular teacher. Iam and suits them much better than either the
pleased to.learn that every evening, after high principles or the high affectations of
school closes, he and Nara, eldest son of papers that cultivate a more or less churchour departed brother, Bangsi Mahanti, visit going sort of constituency.
the neighboring villages and preach to the
It is true that Mr. Bennett was the Napeople. They also take Christian books poleon of news, but like the Napoleon of

and tracts, and go to

1

An

our jourhalists,

They were unequal at

is cheering

markets

he plaged at the disposal of his manager
with instructions to pick up all the valuable
news men he could find, and distribute
them over the area of war, Between sixty
and seventy special war ‘correspondénts

and not

unfrequently

have

we

been tried

his selfishness and stinginess,

Parliamentary = blue-book

ly resented.

parochial

om’

Standard) would occur to those who know

paper in the world, if it eost every cent of

But | its earnings.~

.

indeed wn

impertinence has to be quietly but effective-

If wé were asked to name the

word which embodies female politeness, we

should name *‘graciousness.” Women should
be gracious;

graciousness

is their

happy

medium between coldness and familiarity ; us
self-respect is that of men between arrogance and downright rudeness. Probably
there can be no true politeness where there

of Sir Charles Dilke becoming the trjbune
of a great popular movement in England.
This is not because he isa bad speaker—
indeed he could not properly be called a

¥

is'no humility, either real or well-assumed.

bad speaker—but because it does not seem

erate and well informed people, and so “far

the

Herald

Again,

the

failed

to

be:a

reputationof the

newspaper.
Herald

for

But in most cases the bad speaking of the

the Herald will in future conform more and

embryo orator is extravagance,

more to the liberal and cultured standard

habit, save the penny which the ancients put

in yout mouth to fee the grim boatman who
hies you over the river. Did you ever think

news was largely exaggerated by charla- the old and beaten boat might sink with
The modern art of manufacturing
more?

tanry,

news in startling but meaningless terms
out of absolute nothing (by * carrier pig-

There was once a rich queen, who, on
her deathbed, in her anxiety to live and
knowledge of her unfituess for death, cried,

eon express” or special telegrams free of
tolls), owes much of its perfection to the *¢ Millions of money fui one hour of time.”
Herald. The public is mostly very gullible
in these matters, and nobody knew or improved this fact better than Bennett. The
heedless public, nine in ten, have for forty
years imagined they were reading great
news whenever they read the Herald,by
virtue of the artfully sensational headlines
and other coloring matter that often made
some trifle do duty in the absence of anything greatly exciting, for a startling piece
of news. Of course no other paper-had it
in that shape. Headlines are not supposed
to be responsible, and need no ingredient

of truth.

But the messenger

who was

awaiting her

is never bribed ; his hungry eyes never gladden at golden offerings. Ah! you may
hoard and save and heap up; swing men by

your ready coin, and as it were

agitate a

nation with the stone with which you ripple
the pool, anid almost conquer for yourself a
place in the nation’s councils,—it will not

avail.

pitch of exaggeration you please, and still
the actual residuum of statement, stripped
of exciting colors’ of suggestion, will remain sober, insignificant—and unnoticed—
truth.
The drowsy public (begging its
pardon) refreshes itself all the same with
the head-lines and lively coloring, and * the
Heraldis the paper for news.” The truth
is: that for many years past the Herald has
been oftener beaten jthan victorious on the

ey, but make it a means, not an end. After
all, it is all contained in the dying words of
Scott: ‘“ My son, be a good man; nothing
else will give you any comfort when you
come to lie here.”
C.

more important fields of news, such as

a drier, heavier,

the

-

b

iy

Open

I doubt whether there i$ now in England
more

monoto-

Franco-Prussian war, in which the greatest nous and prosaic speaker than Dilke.

He
journalistic feat on record was not'added to is a very young man for English public life
the triumphs of the Herald. The. reason —only twenty-eight years old; and it
is, as above explained, that papers of more is a perfect mystery to me how at that time
culture and character draw higher abilities of life he has contrived to get rid of all the
to their service,
“
levity, ‘all the brightness, all the fervor of

that the young heir takes sole pos. youth, and to become

Now

session of the paper (he is about thirty-two)
it becomes an interesting question, ** What
will

he

do

with

But the Hereld has

it?"

methodical and dry

enough to be an aged President of the Poor

Law Board:
must

hate

He seems as if his infancy
been

cradled

robed in red-tape, and

paper and drying-sand.

in

pitiable to say that there is another hitch in
the treaty business. After the English. de-

young man who started by being rigorously
methodical, cold, dry, and

out

dull, turned

mands

The
afterward a great popular orator,
faults of luxuriance and excess are in the
nature of untrained eloquence ; the faults of

But

Charles

Sir

that

speaker, is an able man, highly accomplishand

ed in literature

has seen
Carthy.

as

Mc-

The Half-way House to Rome.

evidently well committedto memory.
But
it was the dullest, most monotonous Parliamentary harangueI have heard for years.

interruption.

When

= Aldgate

forth

much

re-

good deal of sentiment over this *“ glorious

mark, but none more striking than that in a

treaty” ?

late lecture by the Rey, Dr, Cumming :

Y. M.

ever lived,

and his reminiscences

of her teaching must strangely contrast with
his recently adopted principles, The Marquis was most amiable as a youth.

Ls 5

C.

A.

CONVENTION.

The seventeenth international convention
of Young Men's Christian Associations met

was one of the most devoted Christian wom-.

enthat

in Lowell,

Mass., last week.

There was

a

good attendance, cheering reports of the
year’s work were submitted, and much _ fer-

If ever

vor characterized the meetings.

there was a mother ‘who prayed for her

Governor

child, it was the mother of the young noble-

Washburne delivered an address to the con-

man.

go

vention on the importance of doing its work
faithfully, and other distinguished persons.

he

took part in the exercises of the week.

He remembered
her once saying to

him, “’I even dread to let my

poor boy

into the Church of England ;” and

when

replied, ‘* Why, the Church .of England
as Protestant as our own Church,” she

is
said

‘“ Yés, but there are men in it now'whom

I

am afraid he should come in contact with.”
She mentioned some names,

and

said,

“I

am afraid lest they should taint him with
their principles,and lead him into the Church
of Rome.” It really seemed as if she had a
presentiment of it. The Marquis went to
Oxford to study, where he became acquainted with a * half-way houseman,” who in-

troduced him to a very talented and .clever
priest, who gradually led him
Just before he joined the Church

to Rome.
of Rome,

he came for several Sundays to

ovorship in

the Scottish church, where he i

most,

attentively. A suggestion was made that
he should say a word or two that might lead
hinh away from where Le seemed to be tend‘ing, and he very gently directed some remarks in that direction, but théy had no effect. The Marquis went over tothe Church
of Rome, and is now laying a large por-

The

importance of faithfulness during the excitements of the coming political campaign
was dwelt upon, and appropriate resolutions on various vital and prominent questions were passed. :It was a session of considerable interest and power, and the delegates will carry back warmer hearts and a

quicker faith to their several stations.
THE WORLD'S JUBILEE.
The World's Peace Jubilee had its great
opening day last Monday.
There were
thousands in attendance, the exercises pass-ed off well, and on the whole it was coiisidered a good beginning. All the choruses sang, -the bells were rung, the anvils
beaten, the cannon discharged, and the
foreign artists lent their varied aid.
According to the programme, Monday, of this
week, is styled the American day, Tu®sday
the English day, and then follow the German, French, Austrian and Russian days in
succession.
That is, the national airs and

the national artists of each of those countries will probably receive greater prominence during the days devoted to them.
The programme. for next week is not . yet
Felix, the Martyr.
announced, but it will doubtless offer a rich
Snip pli
Felix, an African, being apprehended as’ and rare treat,
"NEGOTIATIONS DEFERRED.
a Christiay, was commanded, by the civil
magistrates of the city, to deliver up all
Several young gentlemen in the Treasury
books and writings belonging to his church, department, who expected to get a trip to
that they might be burned. The martyr Europe for the purpose of aiding the:inew
replied that it was better he himself should syndicate in negotiating the balance of the
be burned.
The magistrates therefore seny funding loan, are doomed to disappoint-

tion of his wealth at her feet.

him to the Pro-Consul at Carthage, by: ment. Secretary Boutwell has decided that
whom he was delivered over to the Prefect this is not the time to offer United States

of the Preetorium, who was then in Africa.
This supreme officer, offended at his bold
him

bonds in the

on board a vessel, saying

he

should

to

with-

out eating or drinking. He was landed at
Agrigentuin, in Sicily ; and” when brought

by the Prefect as far as Venosa,in

Apulia,

his irons

he

weére

knocked

off,

and

was

learn to sacrifice for the country’s good.
NEW

POSTAL REGULATIONS,

The new postal bill, which became a law
just before Congress closed its last session,
makes some changes in existing postal regulations which are of general interest.
The most important.is.the authorization of
one-cent postal cards for correspondence or

six years, have preserved: the gospel, and
have preached the faith and truth. O my
of ‘heaven

of all

ed to this effect. Of course it will disappoint the would-be tourists, but they must

them,” said he, * but will not part with
them.” On making this assertion, he was
instantly condemnedto be beheaded. “I
thank thee, O Lord,” exclaimed this faithful
and heroic martyr, “ that I have lived fifty-

Lord Jesus Christ, the God

least

owing to the failure of the treaty of Wash-

stand

feet,

market,

ington, or its gupposed failure, are unfavorable to any such movement.
Our relations
with Spain are of such a character that
European “capitalists are not disposed to
touch our securities. Altogether,
Mr. Boutwell thinks it’ best to defer hiegotiations to a
more convenient season, and he bas decid-

his trial before the Emperor. In this voy
age he lay for four days under the hatches
of the ship, between the horses’

European

in London.
The complications that exist
between this government and Great Britain,

be loaded with heavier bolts and irons; and
after being kept in a close and miserable
dungeon nine’ days, ordered him to be put

for printed circulars, similar to those which
were introduced nearly two years ago and

and

earth, I bow my head to be sacrificed to
Thee, who livest to all eternity. —Bpritish
Workman.
i

Good Manners.

are now in use in nearly all European coun-

tries.

The face of the card will bear a one-

cent stamp, and will be provided with lines
for the address, and the back

will

for the letter. The price of
stamp willbe only one cent.

the card and
It will prob-

be

ruled

ably be three or four weeks before they wilt
If" good” manners
amongst

us,

are

reverence

not to
must

be

dic

out

restored.

The old man must be honored, the weak
must be considered! the illustrious must be
deferred to, and most of all, women must be
respected. . Women « have
the . matter

each other.- Hauteur always

v

be ready for sale, as the plates for printing
have yet to be, prepared.
“The postage on
circulars, newspapers and other transient
printed matter, which under the old law
was two cents for every four ounces or less,
snow one cent for every two ounces or
less. ‘Small circulars, which formerly cost:

two gents to mail, can now be sent for one
cent,

an

important

reduction’

business

their business. The change is now in force,
the law being immediate in its effects?”

“
-

mony]

to

men who use the mails largely to advertise

implies want
{

®

;

His mother was a member of his flock and

(5
.

- There is where it rests now,

glish lion is less savage than he has been
represented to be. Have n't we wasted a

fashionable life, has called

in the Herald for months past, and his com pump turns into a catarnct like Niagara, offconsideration for others, and is therefore
Hon

affair.

Bute, one of the latest sensations in English

The house of Commons listened to it with

Bennett, his well-known editorials | mentary

Gene-

whole

in their own hands. They can compel men
to be well-mannered ; and men who know
Mr. Hudson's place, bat was over ruled by unmoved and ktony patience. = Factious ha- how to behave with politeness to women will
his father.
Young's intimacy with the tred itself could not warm even to a mo- by end behaving with politeness toward
present

Bull's

but with a gleam of probability that the En-

blottiag-

possible to keep awake. © The speech was
well got up as to facts, well arranged, and

This got to John

ear, and he asks at once to have the

Marquis of

The marriage of the young

I heard him make

his speech in the House the other night.
Poppies were nothing to it. Hardly was it

were some indefinite statements

va meeting postponed till these statements
can be made sufficiently definite... Sec: Fish
replies that he did n't mean anything, and
that the United States
can’t consent to a
postponement. John says it must, or he
will call off his man, and break up the

who

politics, a man

well as studied.—Justin

there

in the treaty text.

not a

though

Dilke,

had been yielded to, and there was

thought to be nothing more in the way,
Secretary Fisli happened to drop a remark

deficiency, penury, and dryness are,l think,
he
quite antagonistic to it.

blue-bdoks,

fed upon

THE ALABAMA CASE.
;
It would be laughable if it were. not so

in which a

I never heard of any instance

|

BT

again asked whether he had the Scriptures,
and would deliver them up.—“I have

Sir Charles Dilke.
drearier,

Events of the Week.

But

as these.

miakes strong in such cases

in-

redundan-

cy, egotism, want, of mental harmony ‘with
his audignce, Time chastens, refines, and

and candid confession, commanded

‘¢ There's a lean fellow beats all conquerors.” When he calls, you must go; what
you have then, you must lose; it is only the

good you have done with what you have
be wrought to any spent you can take with you. Make mon-

They may

enough once more to recognize his own
significance.— Temple Bar. .

what is already certain, in anticipating
that ran ; and so did Disraeli, and so did Bright.

of the age, will employ a’ higher class of
men, will court a still broader constituency,
were thus employed on the Herald, at a and will become a greater power in the
Vio1,
cost of three or four hundred thousand dol- world than ever.
lars,.and its circulation was in a few months
doubled, selling up to 160,000 copies in one
Our Greed of Money.
instance.
.
Generally, however, Mr. Bennett would * The great defect in American people is our
have nobody on the Herald from another inordinate greed for money.
Foreigners
paper. This exclusiveness, while there was characterize us as a nation of money-getters,
reason and use in it, was a narrow trait, A very short sojourn in our land suffices to
and may introduce the catalogue of the make apparent the fevered heat of our nationgreat journalist’s weaknesses. It conspired al pulse. The dust fies from our wheels as
with his tyrannical and abusive temper and we madly tear along in pursuit of wealth,
his concise ideas of style and character, to saving scanty time for pleasure and happiexclude men of cultivation and broad ex- ness ‘here, and heedlessly periling our fuperijuce from the service of the Herald, ture by our unooncern,
and’ to insure that inevitable coarseness by
Now, money itself i$ an unmixed good,
which a Herald article or report might al- good for promoting our happiness,—to atways be identified.
The power of ideas tain which is one of the objects of our exist.
and of moral forces seems to have been ut- ence,—as we wander along through life,and
terly hid from his eyes; his nature was so for what wie ean accorfiplish with it towincapable of sympathy with aught but the ards alleviating the calamities of unfortumaterial. This was a grand failure of the nates always about us. Jt is not to be deman in his own line. A leading incident in cried on the sour-grape principle, nor that
‘his course illustrates ft., It was manifestly we may take petty revenge on the affluent
impossible fog
him to sympathize with the because we may not become rich ourselves.
sentiment of equality and of humanity that It is not. filthy lucre, except in the comparopposed itself to the extinction of slavery, ative sense applied to all things earthly.
and thus provoked the revolt of the South. But the desire, the greed for it which seems
As. little could he appreciate the power of to take possession of many men, as it does,
that sentiment, or of that other more or for instance, of too many professedly good
less transcendent instinct, the patriotic pas- men, who fervidly pray for the poor and
sion for the Union. His passions: were all needy and never loose their clutch on their
on the side of slavery and the rebellion,and money to give them aid,—that deddens a
his judgment went with them astray. I am man’s feelings and drags him down till he
not talking at random. I knew the ensign- shall hardly enter the happy land.
manufacturer on a neighboring corner, and
How many can be enumerated whose
had from his own lips, before it was sup- whole life, "seemingly, is spent in accumuposed to be a dangerous secret, the quantity lating a fortune, as they express it, hoping
and value of confederate colors supplied for and fondly expecting it may secure them
the decoration of the Herald office, while position and deference and friends.
What
yet the public mind, unconscious of itself, greater mistake than to desire men to gaze
shivered in the defiant blast of treason at you through the medium of your money !
North and South, and James Gordon Ben- No friends are made in that way. And so
nett verily thought with Fernando Wood prominent is this end in their view that it
that the future of New York city and of can be seen even at the death of their
the Herald lay in the path of secession and friends. ‘ How much did’ he leave?” inrevolution.
quired one, as if the amount of his property
Moral insensibility involved the want of measured his success in life. ¢¢ All he had”
truth, and this must be set down as the was the truthful answer. A little flare, an
crowning failure,so to speak, of the Herald empty flicker, perhaps, just enough to draw
as a newspaper.
Mr. Bennett cared very the simple moths towards you, and you are
‘little for accuracy. The worst report was at the gate through which all vanish. And
the best, if only the first. Consequently, there are no pockets in your shroud.
NothHerald news was never trusted by consid- ing of your fortune goes with you in that

indeed,

ed in this section 11865. Our brother's money wag nothing, news everything, He
besetting sin has been his love of money, would make the Herald the greatest news-

with

no part of politeness, save when

In a selfsmaking age we can not be surprised
at
meeting with so much self-assertion and
animate
possibly
ever
could
he
that
me
to
from the different staffs to reduce expenses. once. But in fact his brother James is perI have heard that at this juncture Bennett fectly competent to relieve him of all care by the power of eloquence any public as- so much aggressiveness. ‘We can but wait
for the time when the process will be commade his appearance in the Herald office in connection with the Standard, as he is sembly. Many orators began by being bad
plete, and the individual will be well-bred
Curand
thus,
began
Sheridan
speakers,
I think we are justified, from
with a certified check for $500,000, which now doing.

close by. war, he taught hig rivals how to beat time. attained a position and a bulk in which it
for it will be a He had certain qualities that kept his paper stands of itself, . like the: London TWYmes,
blessing to them as well as to the people. in the van of newspapers in certain re while generations of managers come and
Dukhu was baptized last December, and spects, together with certain other qualities 20; able of itself to attract the ablest ard
bids fairto become a useful worker amongst that in certain other respects kept it. of late install them by natural selection, or even
his own people.
He is one of the four years behind the more successful of its ris to sustain the weakness of inferior men upteachers, who have goife=ont from our vals. His strong point was his single heart- on ogcasion, ft isa great. machine, which
Training School ‘during the past year.
edness, apd even enthusiasm, as a news a feeble mind ean wield with terrible force.
~The headmiin here is Madhu Das, a well- man. He got his money by pursuing not It was reported some time ago, that young
to-do farmer, one of the original six baptiz- money iy
As- between the two, Bennett wished for John Russell Young in
This

when the sand in an hourglass bursts its

prison and becomes a bombshell ; when a

asl ever saw in a black skin, but first in pluck or purse for the exigency. him only to recall his characteristic fondaman
ness for running two or three papers at
grace is doing a good work for him. I Scores of valuable men were discharged
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es for money orders, bank
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orders ma, be demoney
Offoe
checks, and Post
ount due, when thus sent. Agents
ducted from
ested to make their remittances
are partic
- as large as possi e and thus save expenses.
arded until an explicit order is
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blisher. for their discontinuance,
received by the
arrearagesis made as reand until payment ©
law.
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particu
18
ver
b+ Da
his sub
the date on the label for the expiration of ensuing
seription, and to forward what is due for the

Any

Number es

"Perhaps his rivals may have beer as’ 1b: nection with the Russian expedition from
eral according to their means, however. "which Bennett is just recalled by his father's

some little chapel did him good, just as the
good deacon down in Maine seid, * It does
me good every time I give to the Lord's
Cause.” The rupees that this: house cost

heart.
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which he took care to put money, no matter quondam mapager of the Tribune as the boundaries or the laws relative to salmon
how, and where he took careto keep it— likeliest person to give the Herald a new fisheries is sold in penny numbers and eafor he was tolerably close-fisted—until it reaxper under the young commodore. The gerly devoured by reading millions, then I
a grand breach in his wall of could be exchanged for news, When the latter is just home, and Young .is expected shall be ready to believe in the possibility
{him made
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The Bible and Geology.

Wie

If the Star will again aw

088d 10’ have been the

is, this.

case, and even. in these

me room, 1

will add a little to my former article on this

| subject.
, The definitions given by “S.C. K." to
the words translated ‘without form and
void,” certainly teach what I claimed for the

confidently asserted.”
living beings
of ome age axe
found:
“Mext; so that if
universal cataclysm at any time. destroyed
all life, part ‘of the

peated part of.the
mer era. Prof. Dana

ensuing

creation

re-

work’ of the for
says, “The earth's

progress has involved the occurrence at in-

tervals

of

revolutions

or

devastations.

Some of these appear to have been nearly
or

quite

universal

over

the

globe,

while

words themselves ; unless the prophet’s view others have been confined to single contiof eredtion was confined to six literal days and nents, or limited areas, or have been para short time immediately preceding them. tial. - But, whether universal or not, they

. But

in

that

‘‘backward-looking

vision”

have often cut

off short

not

only

species,

hy

which gave him material for his acconat of but genera, families, and- tribes; and yet

creatipn, I believe that Moses saw everything of which he “wrote, from the far-off,
uncertain ‘‘beginning” in which “God creat~

ed the heavens and the earth” to the time

SEA
oh
By
?

diate ym

SAA

.

——

wi

pi

dig

mr

. when ‘‘the heavens and the earth were finished and all the host of them.” The. particular phenomena and specific methods by
which the work was accomplished, are not
mentioned ; only the appearance during the
course and at the end of those long periods,
each of which marked a step toward its
completion; With this view (and no other
can be got from the Bible), Moses must"
have seen all the work of those long periods
which +S. C. K.” thinks to have elapsed before the first day. And they were not periods of darkness, waste and emptiness,
Their work also was most-important in preparing the’ earth for, man. v If a vision or
optical representation of creation was given

the same

isthye

4

instances it is not

genera, families, and tribes have

tad Rew species afterward.”

Geologic ex-

plorations,as now, were not perfect when the
above was written.
The atithor cautiously.

guards against the assertion that the Geologic periods were closed by universal cataclysms or other destructive agencies. That
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of this truth is alwaysacomble.But when fashion assumes su-

preme control, when it becomes the prés-
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1 Y8Bos boy
A

of suffering
id toil before them.
”
ent and ultimate end of being, then ‘the
We have
no inspired men since the
young man becomes jess than the butterfly
.days of the apostles, and shall have no

that flits in the sunlight, for the butterfly’ more till theend of time,
has no vain and wicked thought of itself.
There is one unfailing sign of this particu-

lar class of young men.

In closing the
sacred volume, God says in Rev. 22: 18,

+. For I

The hair, which is’ the words

testify unto every man

and

Fru

that heareth

_ Balasore, Apr. 16, 1872.
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Trials of the Heart.
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hody’s Sons.
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of the prophecy of this Book, If all must test, is often lield to the lips
of those
any man shall add unto these things God who feel that it is too terrible to endure.

called a crown of glory to a young woman,
lies faultlessly and mathematicall parted
shall add unto him the plagues written in
in the middle. As if jealous
ofthe very thig-book.”
small portion of brain which it covers, it is
The world is to be converted by the ordipermitted to cover the entire quantity, with nary
means of grace. By the ordinary
precisely the same number of individual means
of grace 1 here mean the preaching
hairs on each side. This fashionable young
of Christ crucified for sinners, the preaching
man "1s quite a different person from the of repentance
and faith in his name, in op** fast young man.” This fellow has greater position to
preaching the Second ‘Advent
identity, and perhaps a little more gravity.
He has hoisted full sail, and bas dashed off todoctrine. The final commission of Christ
his apostles was delivered in these words,
upon the great sea. He would catch every
* Go ye into all the world and preach the
gust of wind, and make all possible speed.
gospel to every

periodical devastations, often of great extent, occurred, is plain. By sudden convulsions or slow changes, large parts of the
old creation disappeared. At the proper Swiftness and not style is his motto. He
times, the Almighty seems to have added has no distinct purpose. .Life to him is a
special creations of -plant and animal life; narrow chance scene. If he ever gets upon
each creation bringing nearer the end of the right course, it is only the fortune of a
a pre-ordained plan, and preserying the shifting sail. Every day presents a new
likeness of the whole course to ihe recorded race, * He runs, but never wins. Or if winwork of Genesis. At last, he created man; ning you call it, emptiness and vanity are
and there is no evidence either in the Bible the names of the ‘most valuable prizes.
or Geology, that he immediately preceded The ' fast young man-climes short and airy
this act by.a deluge either universal or par- ladders of fancy. He rides upon the whirl
tial. The idea that he did seems to be as- wind which carries him usually into the
sumed to render plausible a literal interpre- midst of deserts. He gathers what. he imtation of ‘‘day™; against which interpreta- agines to be’the ripe yellow: ear of happition there are so many arguments not as- hess, and finds, alas, that he has been graspsumed.
ing husks. He produces only to squander,
J. M.D.
and squanders only to reap a lean hadvest,
and that harvest poverty and disappoint
Young Men.—No. 3.

norrow,

Bepartment,

who belive in the Sedond Advent doettine (rod'bless that Q. M. and niake
it a blessing
tarry on the earth for the fulfillment of this to India! _But remember, dear friends,
that
event, they have riduy long days and years} ‘Prayer§find alms £0 up together.

York,

S8ess

made

fern

Allen

Sunday-school,
leaves,

cherry

leaves, evergreen
8, and scraps of pa.
per, pasted with the white of an egg on to

a background of half-worn po. cloth,
The interest attaching to this banner is
owing, not to its marvelous beauty, al.

When our household idols are torn

though it is fair to look upon,

at the workings of Providence, and to feel
that He has not dealt justly with us,
But if we possess the spirit of resignation to

ist has yet established a studio, and begun

and its rude.

from our
embrace and consigned to the cold armé of ly inscribed mottoes are really worth one's’
hut tothe fact that it was
made by
Death, we are prone to murmur and repine study,
loving
hands away in the north w
of

Michigan, beyond the point where any art.

to wield his brush, many miles

the ‘ ways that are higher than oun ways,” | 4- pioneer saw-mill.
** Somebody's Sons,”

‘we will be strengthened and sustained “by
thé Arm of Power,

Our home

circles

broken, that the ** mansions over the

are

river"

may be filled, and to draw us nearer to the

ndiegon

y
in the well-known
Allen street Sunday-school, gave twenty dol”

lars
to the American Sunday-so
\
** for Somebody's Sofis an
ughters

the West."

The money

mn,

in
was sent to Henry

Densmore, a wi
wake and warm-hearted
missio
of the Society in
, and
Throughout the lengtlfand breadth of our- with it he established two Sunday-schools,
believeth not shall be damned.” Now, the land, there sre desolate homes, where the one of them the: ** Forest Adair School,”
gospel is good news about--Christ and his voices of loving fathers, sons and brothers which afterwards, out of gratitude, sent to
kingdom. Not news about the end of the were once heard. But they went forth in its benefactors this banner; and the other,
world. We have seen that the Bible does the hour of peril, and laid their lives willing known in Michigan as the*¢ Alle
et
school.” The banner was provided
With a
not teach#vhen the end of the world will sacrifices upon their country’s altar.
Amon g frame of Michigan manufacture when it
come,
that nuinber, 1 had a brother, as good and arrived, and now,a lady in New York, who
God will honor his own instrumentality,
noble a'boy as was ever the light of an is the veritable mother ofy some of the
‘*
Sgmebody’s
the preaching of the gospel for the conver- earthly home. Smiling to
conceal the moist- nished it with Sons” in question, has fura glass, and it is a sure and
sion of men,and he will not honor any other ure that gathered in his eyes;
he left us. stirring incentive to missionary zeal, whento Moses, is it reasonable to suppose, or is
means,
Men have sometimes resorted to During sll those terrible years of
strife and ever it is brought before the school at the
it in accordance with other parts of the recother meansto spread the gospel, such as the blood shed, he bore well his
part. Then, monthly meetings.
ord, that the course of these periods was
sword, the mummeries of the Papal church, when all was over, he
bent his weary feet to- | At the meeting on a recent Sunday afterunnoticed and the view confined to the brief
| noon, N. Kingsbury, Esq., made the adand great excitements,but they have always wards his boyhood's home.
But when once | dress and brought
event In clouds them?
Ifthe words were
forth the intelligence of
worked badly, introducing corruptions in- again he crossed its
threshold, it was with a their second Michigun school,
the ** Allen
dictated to the inspired penman, we have a
to the church. The inspired oracles bespesk slow and languid step
and a fever-flushed street Mission.”
In that school a blessed
record which charactefizes the earth during
a millennial day, when the songs of redemp- brow.
Not long didhe remain in our | work of grace is now going on, and since ment.
————
* > an immeasurable time as covered with darktion shall be heard in all lands and the] midst.
Daily
he grew weaker. But amid | its organization, less than two years ago,
BY J. W. BARKER,
knowledge of God expand until the earth is all his sufferi
at
i ness, unformed, and empty ; when Geology
twenty precious souls have found
he . never ‘complained. | the least
Saviour.
Prophecy Yet Unfulfilled. - filled with his glory. The assurance that Never a murmungs,
And yet in our wild and somewhat exbn demonstrated that this description ean
r against that Providence
Oh, that the heart of everybody's sons in
Br.
—
.
this crime-stained world is yet to experi- that had laid
apply only to a very insignificant, part of it, travagant strides onward, we strike out
upon him such heavy affliction our favored localities might réach out after
new
boundaries, we diminish or widen the
“8. C. K.” restricts it toa cataclysm immeThe stone cut ott without hands, men- ence such a moral renovation is enough to escaped his
pray for somebody's neglected sons
lips, but he awaited patiently and
area of vice and virtue, The growth of tioned in Daniel 2: 34; is universally ad- make the sons of Adam sing from the wil- the end.
diately preceding the first day's work.
T¥mes.
One-chill Novemberday, we folded and daughters !—S. 8.
Let me refer to his reasons for adhering ephemeral systems of science, and new de- mitted to mean thé kingdom
_ef Christ, derness and the rock and to shout from the the tired handsabove the heart
<
that had so
velopments in the old systems, have removed nor can this be denied by ie
princi- tops of the mountains.
J.L. H.
to the literal meaning of ‘‘day” in this cha
THE KEY™10 THE MYSTERY. © TO most
achedin life, and which was finally broken
,
ples
of
interpret
the
N.
H.
Tuftonbor
old
ation. Daniel saw in vision
landmarks. We have no special
ter:
!
ough,
and laid the fair casket beneath the sod, while people the mind of a child is an unsolved
riddle, to Soma Jeople a riddle unsolvable,
1. The language would certainly mean reference to those popular and orthodox the rolling on of kingdoms till, in ‘verse 35,
the freed spirit joined the ransomed “hosts Most of the bad management
of children
“
literal days, if it could be proved that ‘the notions of vice or virtue, affecting in par- he saw that' this stone became a great
that dwel in the city of light above. This | comes from a lack of understanding. The
Our , Wants.
mountain, and filled the whole earth. But
{
evening and the morning” really mean sun- ticular the habits and customs of society,
was our first great sorrow, and it was, oh’ | people ho are Re
children, and
set and sunrise. But the sun and moon but to radical changes, disregarding the when did the kingdom of Christ fill the
eralso bitter. Years have passed since then. | the people who spoil children, are
ly
Fm
avho know nothing about ha
DEAR FRIENDS :—Just a few words to tell We have tried to learn
were not set to rule over day and night, and plain laws of life, to ignore whieh is suicide whole earth ? ‘When were China and Japthe lesson of submisAnd it avails little to tell people to ento mark the beginning and end of those pe- to the maturity of human happiness. All an Christian nations? When did the gos- you some of our wants.
sion.
But only those who have passed deavor to know children.
They do not
such
popular
songs
as ‘Give the boy a pel reign,in New Zealand or among the,
Fiyst.of all, we want some ofi¢ to come through the farnace of affliction can
riods; until the fourth day.
know know how to begin to know them. A man
from home to go to Bhudruck ; but you will what a lesson itis. Of all those to be learn- can not set himself to study a child as an
2. 1 do not think we have sufficient chance,” have no reference to American natives of North and South America? Sure
| sgeiety.
intellectual
hear of this from others.
Boys, in our country, do not want
ly, never. It is yet to come, or this m
The call from this ed during our passage through Shis
Childhood will not
sin- be analyzed asproblem.
grounds for asserting positively that, Moses
a botanist analyzes a flower.
| place is so urgent, and the need so great, darkened world, none are so hard
for chances, as a rule.
utterl:
must
Daniel
of
vision
nificent
Chances are numeras
this.
meant literal days.
It is not to be deciphered like an inscripous, opportunities are plenty on every side. . Bat, willit utterly fail? Surely not. It that some how our faith seems to lift up Our wound was not yet healed when
another tion or solved like a problem in algebra.
3. Was the seventh day, God's rest:day, The way to what we are disposed to term will be fully accomplis
hed. But it will re- the obstacles in the way, and almost, or | beloved brother answered td the roll eall of The man who would investigate a child
twenty-four hours? The close of this day eminence and fortune, seems
paved with quire a longer period than the Second Ad- quite, makes us believe that we shall we
Death. The fell destroyer, consumption, in a coldly intellectual way, will find that
% . is not mentioned in the Bible. God is not sunshine.
The way is open, and now the vent doctrine assigng to the existence of come some one here to go there by
laimed him for its vietim. Side by side the child yields no result to all his patient
+
wearied by labor as man is. He rested
question is, How can we persuade our boys the world.
Tt has been proven by repeated the beginning of next cold season. With they lie. Both finished their earth-work be- | thinking. Not by that door can he enter.
The one word that solves the enigma is
While to enter?
from the work which he had made.
j
experiments, that no man cau tell the day,
this prospect in view, we have a few other fore manhood’s prime. All that human love sym ath
We all have precious bits of
his creative energy was suspended, his
A great deal of reasoning and coaxing or the month, or the year, or the thousand wants to name.
could do had not power to retain thom. childhoor leftin our natures, and by holdpower and providence were still exercised seems to be necessary. It
is not enough years, in which the world will come to an | We want our sisters and all our other Our loved ones ean not return to us, but we ing to these threads, we penetrate the
in the preservation of it and the carrying on to prepare the way and stand
and point. to end. ‘The eoming of Christ is spoken of in friends to know that we intend to hold a may go to them. We still wait for our time labyrinth and make a map of it. It is only
by trying to feel like a child, that we are
of the forces set in operation. ' A very com-. better
paths and greater good. We are the Scripture in relation to two events, First, bazar here sometime during next cold sea- to come, and hope whispers it will not be | able
to understand him. It is only the man
mon, and I believe true, view of this subject obliged to do more than this.
Force seems his coming at the destruction of Jerusalem, son, to aid the Zenana work, and anything long. Our angel boys await our coming, | who can play with children that ever comes
is the following: God created the .world in to be Tequired. At least that force
which Second, his coming at the end of the world. they can send us for it, will be most grate- and we long to sing with them, the ** New | to comprehend them. The people who pat
its elementary form, and then in six long, rouses dull and leaden ambition, which In Matt. 24th, chapter, where Christ is fully received.
| them on the back, and cali them * little
“Now I remember my song of the Redeemed.”
indefinite periods, each of which was accu- reaches far down amid lassitude and indif- speaking of his - coming at the -destruction favits this day.”
dears,” are ‘not the people who know any:
4
From LiFe.
thing about, or who are likely to find out
rately distinguished by its appropriate ference, and lifts the spirit into the light of of Jerusalem,he says expressly,in verse 36,
T'have not written you about the bazar we
anything
about, them.
The parson, who
work, brought it, by a suecession of physi progress and usefulness. Sueh is the work ‘“ But of that day and hour knoweth no held here last Oct., the
first and only one
Brevity in Prayer-Meetings. . | says *‘ My dear children” at the beginning
cal changes and special creations, to a state of those earnest and conscientiou workers man. No, not the angels ‘of heaven, but ever held in our
of his address, very often understands nothmission. .It was held in
s
—
Se
He is now who endeavor to educate the youth of the my Father only.” The obvious meaning of
of fitness for man’s habitation.
the mission compound at Balasore under _ Our expectation upon entering a church is ing at all about what is going on under the
resting from creative energy, superintend- present day.
curly locks of the little hlun-eyed boy who
. the passage is, that no man on earth, or the some tents that were kindly loaned to us by ‘to hear a sermon. Yet, as far as the
rn
length
is pinching his neighbor, or chewing a spiting the work of his hands, and carrying
angels
in
heaven,
is able to know or find the Magistrate here. The weather was fine, of time is concerned,
There is an evident tendency to extravthere are some pretty ball. But if the dominie had cherished his
forward those plans for the spiritual eleva- agance. Superfluitie are taken upon our out the time of this event. In other words, and
for a beginning, it passed off very well fair sermons to be heard in our
s
prayer-meet- own sympathy for children, if he would
tion of the race which are made known in
even yet spend
systems and named improvements or devel- God has not revealed it to any order of cre- indeed. The European residents, most of ings. Is this conducive to the
best
interest ing in an edifyinghalf-an-hour of each eventhe Bible. So man, having labored six opments. Extravagance in living is every- ated beings either human or angelic. It is
romp with his own or
them, came in and made liberal purchases. of it? Of the two men who went
up into somebody's children, he would not find it <€
days for the necessities of his bodily life,
where apparent. The appetites are foster- one of those times and seasons which the The exceptions were those belonging to the the Temple to pray, whose was the
most hard to understand his
should spend the seventh in the cultivation ed and pampered. Not only are we living Father has put ilito his own hands,—Now,if Roman
If the
Catholic community, and those sincere, and whose the shortest prayer? father who does not know audience.
what to do with
of his spiritual nature ; in direct co-opera- in an age of general dyspepsia, when sur- no man on earth or angels in heaven was
had been forbidden by the priest to come. What
was #t?
Why, a sentence : con- his unruly little boy would play jackstones
tion with Divine labor in purifying himself feiting and feasting eripple the natural ap- permitted to know the time of Christ's comwith him on the ce
"One lady begged of a Protestant lady to buy taining seven words: ‘God be
dor, he would soon
merciful to find out,
from the evils of earth ard preparing him- petites of the body, but new appetites are ing at the destruction of Jerusalem,
;
:
is it at? something for her, which she did. I pre- me a sinner.” In how
many
words
does
self for the blessedness of Heaven.
the
For there is onedkey, and but one key, to
These all probable that men know the time of his sume she did not speak of this on the next Bible tell us
created, which work certain ruin.
that Our Saviour wept? . And the mystery of childhood, and that is sym4. A departure from the literal interpre- are called the peculiarities of an age of greater and more important coming at the Saturday
when she went to confession. when on the cross, his last, his most earnest pathy. “And it is not knowledge alone that
tation does met involve the assertion that progress. Every department of societyis end of the world ?
)
The native gentlemen -came in well, and prayer was, *‘ Father, forgive them, for they 1s gained by sympathy, but influence. By
the sun was not ¢reated before ,the fourth burdened. Desire runs away with neces- " But if we admit, as most of the Second seemed highly pleased.
Our plan was to know not'what they do.” So might we in the quickest intuition the child detects symage, any more than the arguments of the sity, and necessity is puffed .into unnatural Advents do, that the 24th chapter of Matt. have no fancy
athy. People may love and do love chilpieces, or lottery tickets, and
prayer-meetings.
Sr without sympathy. It is sympathy
other side defer its creation till the fourth proportions, and thus happiness is thwarted refers to Christ's coming at the end of the it was most strictly
adhered to. Our difIf, as we say, it is hot in the number of that brings’ return.
‘Love for childhood +
day. “In the beginning+«God created the of its richer harvest. Is it not an age of | world, then the 36th verse affirms express- terent mission stations sent in
their
«our words that the value is, then let us, in a without sympathy, is like the prayer of a
contriheavens,” (which, I suppose, contained the extravagance? Does not. the life current ly, that; no man or angels in heaven know butions, Midnapore sending:
:
hers by Miss brief, hearty and joyful exhortation, express dumb man .—Hearth'and Homé.
sun, moon and stars), ‘and the earth.” The become vitiated? Are not our hours of hap- the time of the world’s ‘end. If, therefore, Phillips,
who was present and did most exce!- our love to God and our desire that others
account” of the fourth day tells, not what piness clouded? Do not the forms and the “¢ time, times and half a time,” or the lent service.
SCRIPTURE RECITATIONs IN THE CoxThe amount realized was should serve him. But I hear some one
God created at that time in thé heaven, but conventionalisms of society spoil the life of three and a half years or 1,260 days men- not large,
Variety in the exercises of the Sunfor we had no captial to start with, say, ‘* where the spirit of God is, there is CERT.
what, on account of changes on the earth, enjoyment ? Behold the ‘‘ fashionable young tioned in Daniel 7: 25, and 12: 7, form a and
the price of the materials had to be liberty.” Very true. But is it liberty of day-school Concert is necessary in order to
appeared there. The clouds which filled man,” the work of the tailor and barber, data from which men can calculate the end taken out of nearly
all the articles. But we Gog to deprive another brother or sister of keep it up to the best effect, but the 8. S.,
the air much of the fime before the fourth and not of the sage and philosopher, Is of the world, the declaration of the Sav- want to do much
World thinks one or two things should albetter this year. It is not liberty to occupy his or her portion
of time? ways have place in it.
day, the “waters above the firmament,” there indeed-an object commanding deeper iour
in the 24th of Matt. is false, and the designed to make it a fancy fair; but we By
no means, Then, my brothers ‘and siswould obscure the heavenly bodies to a sympathy and more profound commisera~ Bible teaches contradictions. But this can want to fill it with
Children are the gainers by-a share in the
useful articles. All sorts ters throughout this land, shall we
not be services of God's house.
great extent; while the great feature of the tion? He is not his own, he is bought with not be. Prof. Stuart, in his ‘ Hints on the of things would be acceptable. Needles
Moreover, the
for
brief,
and,
giving
an exhortation lovingly Word of God is never more
- third day, abundant vegetation, . ‘‘trees a price, and that, the price temptingly of- Prophecies,” has conclusively shown that sewing, erochet and knitting,
potent than
*
thread of all though briefly, thus have all things
done when coming from the lips of those whose
yielding fruit after their kinds,” (there fered by the goddess of fashion. Ask him the 1,260 days included in the ** time, times sizes and colors,remnants of
prints, delaines, decently and in good order?
hosannas the Saviour lt ¢¢ perfected
Jou.
were phenogams in the carboniferous ages) the chief end of man. He has an answer and the dividing or half a time” means and other woolen goods, thimbles of
praise.” Blan 3 Jorent has first felt the
small
would attract the attention of an observer for you. It is to play the part of.an ape, literally, three and a half years, or 1,260 sizes, gentlemen's socks, dolls dressed
force of some Bible truth when hearing his
in
God
has
a
mother’
s
eapacity
for attending child recite a text conveying
Jn. to know what is decreed by those who sit days, and refers to the long and bitter per- bright colors, picture books
. to the face of the earth.
it, and many
for children to little hurts. The father is shocked
been. aroused to convicat the" ‘a careléss soul
Perhaps Geology will never be able to set on the ‘‘
up er seats” of fashionable life, secution of Antiochus Epiphanes against the learning English, and any quantity of easy broken
nose of his cLild, or at the sickness tion by a little one's Scripture recitation
forth all the minutie of the work by which and to yield tmplicit obedience to every Jews, and his efforts to destroy all .their school books (no matter if‘they are
second that sets the cradle on fire with
in the Sunday-school concert.
The ex-j
fever; but perience of
.the present physical state of the earth was mandate.
Ask him what is most heauti- copies of the Holy Scriptures. " T am “satis- hand), also pictures, and tools for girdening,
years has shown the unvarying
it
takes
the
mother
to
sympath
ize with all" attractiveness of this service in many a
reached. But the prominent features of ful. He will tell you that which is new- fied, aftér a full and careful examination, no {orc wpenters, and for blacksmiths. The
peo- the little bruises of the child.
If the child community; and it has been proved as
that work it may be said to have Very clear- ‘est and gayest. Speak to him of culture, one can set aside the grammatical. and. his- ple Lieve begin to ‘sée the’advantage
of bette.
ly shown. The correspondence of these of a higher and nobler attainment, and torical exegesis which leads to this conclu- tools to work with, than their fathers used, have a splinter in its hand, it wants the much superior in its influence for good, to
mother, to take it out, agd not the father, the common
* talking” exercise of the
general features to the recorded six days’ you will find yourself talking to the idle sion.
Hence the idea of the 1,260 days and many would buy if they could get The father
says, ‘Oh, that is nothing ;» but second session in a host of eity Sundaywork of Genesis is undeniably clear and “wind, Tell him of that ** better land,” and meaning years, and forming data by them.
!
the mother, knows that it is soniething, and schools, or of the monthly missionary meetstriking. I want to add. another reason for he will ask you of the style of the cos. which men can calculate the end of time,is
ing of those schools, as the Bible itself is
We can't expect to realize all our wants; that a little hurt sometim
es is a very great superior to the words of man’s wisdom,
oy
thinking them identical.
all
a
mistake.
tume worn by the inhabitants of that coun.
‘| but a little help would lift the burden ever hurt. 80 with God;
all our annoyances
« Of course, the term Sunday-school conGeology shows a succession of special try, Talk to him of those purer skies, of
The Jews will be converted before the So much, and with money we could employ are important enough
to look at and sym- cert covers a wide range of services, increations of plant and animal lifé to have that whiter raiment worn by those who end of the world comes.
This is fully ever so many teachers to go out among the paghiz:: with, Nothing
with God is¥ome- cluding meetings where children are talktaken place; Although the line of progress shine inthe ¢‘ robes of righteousness,” and taught in the 11th chapter of Rom., es- people and
teach the ignorant 'women and thing. ‘¢ As one whom lis mother comfort- ed to, without their haying a part in the
is not fully seen in every particular, still the you may as well talk to the wild Choctaw pecially in verses 24-26. The whole rea- girls.:
exercises, and others where children recite
We want money also to build a home eth, so will I comfort you." Talmage.
‘book but the
‘* pieces” from almost every
general tendency was from ower to higher of the glory and beauty of civilized life.
soning of the Apostle in this chapter is for some one to live in at Bhudruc
k, and
Bible; but these unsatisfactory exercises
organisms. -As the earth came nearer to
The * fashionable young man” is not the based on the fact that the rejection of the also a little one at Suntpora, where some: of
When, with our feelings duly spiritualiz- in no degree lessen the worth of a service
its present condition, the life upon it ors. wickedest of young men. He is simply Jews is partial, that is, only fora time,
of Bible recitations, , That service can be a
our boys and girls. are going to i, 80 ed, we. comme
nce to open the book of very simple one—the
ponded more and more to what it now is. that airy, empty nothing which has bardly “till the fullness of the Gentiles do come in.”
children reciting such
that when we go there to see them, we can
Psalms,
we find within its pages sucha texts as they may prefer—or it ean be arAt the same time the kind of life predomi- the common properties of organized subIn the 24th verse, Paul means to show tha t have a shelter from the sun. I am afraid I
profundity of wisdom, such a knowledge ranged by the use of such’exercises as to
nating at any period, although it did not stance. Should he drop ont af the great the salvation of the ‘Jewish nation is even shall
tire you by telling all our wants; but
of human nature, such a trust and confi- present by the consecutive recitations of the
contain everything then created and exist- machinery of life, there would hardly be a more certain than that of the Gentiles.. But must
tell you of one greater than ‘all the
several classes the Bible teachings on an
ing, was still sufficiently in excess to Justify perceptible jar experienced. He is missed, the Jews are not yet converted.
dence in the Supreme Being, such a firm reThere is rest. It is that you will remember us
important theme in harmony with the ourat the liance on His mercy, that we can readily rent lessons of the Sunday-sc
a. record which omits détails. and ‘minor but the tailor feels most sensibly his loss. scarcely a Jew on the face of the earth who Mercy
As lon
hool,
Seat,
in
the
closet,
at
the
family
al. |;account for the circumstance that although as the Bible is the best of books, and chil_ facts in naming
its creation as the work of The space he occupies is hardly conscious believes that Christ has come in the flesh. tar, and in
the great congregation. Not the book
on of the
dren are the most winsome
was written for Jews, it
the period. These predominant kinds of of his departure. While living, he places Now, will this obstinate, hard-hearted nation, because of
ourselves; but as your agenst, incorp
- community, so long will" Bi e recitations
orated into every chu
* life, as Thave before said, correspond. in a higher estimate upon a jewel, a curl of which have rejected their own Messiah, and sent to rear
of nearly by children be a useful and oe
relig| their-order to the BiBlical account of the.| hair or the color of his *‘ kids,” than upon their, own inspired Apostles for 1800 years, dark places the standard of the cross in the every denomination. We
sbek
in vain ious exercise.
of the earth, I well remember throughout
the annals of sacled or profane
succession of creations. Now, as far as I any sterling | quality of manhood, or upon scattered and ruled ax they aré among the when
am aware, there is no Geologic proof that real soul wealth. And when he dies, as Gentile nations, whom they abhor;be all con« after a we reached Caleutta a few years ago, writ to find a compendium Yof religious,
Ar THE POINT .or DEATH.
A clergy.
long and hard«voyage, how the teats moral or social
study gq
all the lifeof each period was destroyed at sometime he will, in spite of himself, the verted to God by these Gentile nations ina started,
man
once
said:
“
When
I
come
to die I
when we read that, at such a time, inspired the.
shall have my greatest”
grief and greatest
pen of ft;
world misses nothing that could not be single year, or,at most,in a few years? He ‘the
Boston Q. M., then in session, made rael and
done so
caused the “master-mind to pour joy; my greatest grief that I have
earth's history, when the forces now at work spared.
that believes it must have an amount of you a special subject
little for my Lord Jesus, dnd my greatest
of prayer.” Our’ last forth Wis very
soul,
This young man must not be confound- credulity that falls to the lot of few men.
exerted themselves at times with great viofor
the good of posjoy that my Lo:d Jesus has‘ done so much
Sabbath in Ameriva was spent in one of its terity
‘
4
—Jewish Messenger,
for me,”
creature. He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved, but he that

—
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. and never shall we for,
Byers offered up there, that God et
‘We
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for the parting tha!
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the
love of money shold s bethere
declared not
«¢ the root of all evil

;

each

8

new

on

that arouses
’

ores T

pro

bet

;
in

bis

honbr,

t

ve
ma,

N

,guand Hos,
ambi-

was overwhelmed with
it.was that he bad suc-

loin

of guilt is worse than
would have welcomthe v
flush of trihis
Master that he
his

claim.

pure

and

and the thought is more than he can bear.

And in this process of accumulation,’

to its

formsand

institutions.

Yes, I say

a

Not into Temptation.
Oh, strange and mysterious privilege, that

some bed-ridden woman in a es

garret,

who feels that she is tempted to distrust

the

love and mere of Him who sent his Son to

scarcely

tity ; thatit has a definite

are agonizing ; for the divine in his terrible

value, no matter

how obtained. “Let me get it at any
rate,” the foolish heart says, * and afterwards I ean manage the moral questions
about it. Let me have it here, in my
coffer, and itisa certain solid good, and
none of your fine moral casuistry can reason
it out.” But no; ill-got gaia is not so much

Itisa bur

den on the conscience; it is held uneasily
in the hand; it is tarnished in the coffer;
it is cursed
in the use; it is cankered, and
like fire eats into the heart. Read what
pirates say, and see how it is a kind of ne-

cessity,
that the price of innocent blood
should ever have a cleaving
to it; that

that what is guiltily got should
be guiltily
spent,—in mad and
senseless reveling.
And if there be pirates in society, who seem

JQspierity upon what

they have
gained by fraud, it is all a false
show; or else they obtain that ease by
sinking to a point below the remorse of
Judas himself; by hushing the monitions
of conseience ; by the extinction of the mor-

killing, not the body,—b

pampering the body, perhaps,—but by kill-

Ah! let us be persuaded that

no true good is ever obtained at the expense
of
t good.
0 you not see that this is the great
question for us all? that upon this" very
point the great struggleof life turns?
The question is between
real good and
temporary gratification, between resolved
virtue and seducing temptation, between
Jesus

and

the

guilty Judas.

Yes, between
these,—between
jects, causes and principles of
one involving fidelity, the other
virtue,~there is to be a ehoice
méntous by far than that of a
pursuit, or occupation in life; a
sets a seal on all,—that .sets

"life and death!

What

these obaction, the
treason to
more. moprofession,
choice that
a seal on

in the great martyrdom for truth and for
the world's salvation he diel. The betrayse'fish,

covetous,

living

for

his

own

ends, grasped after them with a. guilty
hand, and
shed in the insane attempt
to make
ure better
But

’

let me

present, as

another

matter

for reflection, and especially upon the character of the betraver, the

immense contrast

between the beginning and the end of his

career. He eould not have been a bad
man when he entered the band of the disciples. There was-wno temptation offered
to cupidity, ambition, or yvoluptuousness;
he could not know that he should be treasurér of that little company, and, if he had,
there were no magnificent funds, to tempt
him to peeulation. and. squandering; he

was

to follow in a life of wandering him

who had
to listen
bukes of
untary;

taken

not whereto lay his head; he was
to solemn teachings, to stern reevil; the ‘vocation, too, was voland it scarcely could have been

up with any bad intent.

In three

where were those years passed?

In com-

Joars the voluntary follower is transformed
nto the base betrayer of his Master. And
panionship with
and vice? No;

evil,

but

fraud,

with

dissoluteness,

purity, truth

and

wisdom ; in the company of the simple dis-

ciples
appears

the helpless,

should

wrestle

with

that doubt, saying the Lord's Prayer; and
that she should be thus asking
help for
those who are dwelling in
es, who
m

way are

of want, yet

inrperil as

in their own

and their immaculate Teacher. It
strange; but is it indeed a solitary

example ? ‘Do we see nothing

great as hers; for the

like it around

ing but the firm purpose, the jealous guardianship, the solemn prayer,
wil do that.
Let us consider again’ “what was the par-

wiles. of poli-

I.

80 ‘many pressing
emergencies, tie
emselves as that.
That was the hard
. strain upon the conscienee of Judas. He
: He

sold his Master

for

|

fendi
”

gla

Bebe ond
oneness
shall

wont

eas Te

| ny

pi

In

3 1

of

ah

great path,
retinue.
and

because he
ave brought.

money.

»

| Christians
po the fame ofo the © Lord
withcall upon

Deneve

Is there

’

from cowardice, despondency, van-

the

semse

of his own

ness, from the shame of past

heartless-

neglect, from

the appalling discovery of evils in himself
which he has demounced in others, from vulfg outward temptation into which he proudly fancied that he could not fall, from dark
suggestions recurring often, that words
have no realities corresponding to them,
that what he speaks of may mean nothing
because to him it has often meant so little.
Of all this the sufférer knows nething, yet
for these she Proje al for the statesman
who fancied the world could be moved by
his wires, and suddenly finds that it has
wires of its own which move without his
bidding ; for her country under the pressure
of calamities which the most skillful seek
in vain to redress;

for

all

other

countries

in their throes of anguish which may
minatein a second death or a new
For one and

into

all

temptation.”

she eries, ‘‘ Lead

terlife.

vs

Their temptations

not

and

hers, different in form, are the same in substance.
They, like her, are tempted to

doubt that God is, and that he is the author
of
, and not of evil; and that he is
mightier than the evil; and that he ean and
will

out

overthrow it, and deliver the

of

it. - This

universe

is the real temptation;

there is no other.

All events, all

things

and persons, are bringing this temptation
before us; no man is out of the reach of 1it
who is in God's world; no man is intended
to be out of the reach of it who is Gods
child.
He himself has led us into this
wilderness to be tempted of the devil; we
ean not fly from it; we ean not find in one
corner of it a safety which there is not in
another;

-

slicVolance
:

we eam not choose

that

we

shall

not have those temptations which are specially fitted .to reach our own feelings,
tempers, infirmities ; they will be addressed

head, at whatever part has not been touched by ‘the fire, and is most vulnerable. We
must not crave quarter from the enemy ; to
choose for ourselyes where we shall meet
him, is to desert that guardianship in which

is all safety. But we may ory, *‘ Lead us
not into temptation”; and praying so, we
pray against ourselves, against our evil
ed‘ to be poison becomes medicine ; all circumstances are turned to good; honey is
gathered out of the earcass; death itself
is made the minister of life.—F. D. Maurice.

How Grace

Transmutes.

i

———

lieveth in

One morning, while many in the cit
were out on muster, I.was sent for to visit
a dying man. I found him delirious, and,
on account of the muster, not

house, and

but few

2a man

in the

left in the immediate

neighborhood. ' He was a very

strong man,

Him should not perish,

but

of the disciple, as of the Master, ‘‘ he

NEW

we got him on the bed, and he partially
vived;

but

in

about

twe

forth in vain, mone ever will be.

hours

he

died.

Never may I sée another drunken backslider die—no,

never,

never !—Nashville Ad-

vocale.

will bless many

Communicating Truth.

LOOK

and

all Men

Address at once for terms

D. L.

SW

AMSCOT

could

could

porcelain, and to

But such

cial consistence is not its best.

artifi-

Leave it

still quiet to follow its own instinct of unity,
and it becomes not only

white,

not only clear, but hard;
and hard, but so set that
light in a wonderful way,
of it the loveliest blue rays

but

clear;

not only clear
it can deal with
and gather out
only; refusing

ad-

terious, infinitely

parallel lines, which

have

for the blackness that

it had, obtains in .ex-

7

he

her habits have neither

been

delicate

nor

self-indulgent. To help the mind of such &
woman to unfold to the recognition of ‘the
endless delights of truth ; to, watch the dawn
of the rising. inteliigence upon the too still
face, and the

transfiguration

MACHINE

COMPANY.

AMOS

AGENT,

SOUTH

best living

poet says—but no; I will not

note.
ft isa distinct wrong that befalls
the best
books to have many
‘of their
best words quoted till in their own place
and ‘conneetion they cease to have force and

influenct.)

The meaning of the passage is
the
ex-

not
of
of

PAUL,

NEWMARKET,
MANUFACTURERS

?

Lan-

*

x.

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully
drilted in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic
Angien Geography.
neient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
pecial attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poétry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
School, affords

advant-

ages of association with
students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.

d

A

CENTRAL INSTITUTE
PITTSFIELD, ME,
Furnishes College, Preparatory,
Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10
:

i

WAITT, Teacher of Writing
sickness.

ing

Half

;

SHAFTING,
‘
TURNING LATHES,
:
:
MACHINISTS?’
:

(both

Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass Castings, Gas-

meoters and Gas Works.

Freewill

Baptist

.

Books, meruding

School Books, muy be obtained
Rev. L, C: Preston, Hillsdale,

Best and Oldest Family

Sunday

at Dover prices
Mich.

,

Medicine. —SAN-

FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR~A purely Vegetable
Cathartic apd Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all

derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask |
: your Druggit for it. * BEWARE OF IMITATIONS. *
rr

lyeowd

:

i

.

AGENTS! QUICK li:
|

you will

"

in

and

clybs,

Bot’ territo:

(there is a rush for it)on

DAO LEWIS’

last an

greatest work.

OUR

DIGESTION;

or, MY JOLLY FRIEND'S § CRET’
It is by odds the most taking and saléable book 0
the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :.°*
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. :.
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest

book

ever sold by subscription. Agents, the people :»
eager for such a book, and will urge you to bring
to them.

1yl7

*

Write for terms, &c.,

free.

.

CEORGE MACLEAN, Publisher, ssvIx

4

3 SCHOOL

8¥., BOSTON,

CUNDURANGO !
BLISS, KEENE & Cos FLUID EXTRACT cures
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Ulcers,Skin diseases,
all Blood diseases, and is
:

The Best Known Blood Purifier.
Sold by all druggists. Price $3
per bottle.
WoL
OvFICE, 60 Cedar St., New Fork
:
w2.

More New Books
For the Sabbath School.
.

Price.

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
=

$1.26
1.50

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870,
The Judes

Son,

$1 50

appy Summer,

g 125°
125

Building Stones,

125

Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,

Book-Keejp-

The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincqln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,

Nattie Nesmith;

the

>

varies from

$1.60 to

50

or, The Bad Girl,

Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
LR. BURLINGAME, Dover. N. HI,

A Fine Premium.

except on

commence at

200
5

To any person sending us three new

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.

in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
paid, the “ CriticAr Greek AND ExGLISH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW

ii

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

in

WEST

LEBANON ACADEMY.

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
A. N. MARSTON,

|

TOOLS

:
of every description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery,

YF

Books.

subscribers, with a year’s subscription

N. H,,

Portable Steam Engines,

for
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low Prices
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small montMy
modall
PIANOS,
installments. New 7 octave first-class
ern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
of
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Te

ne Year of my Life,

are formed.

a

PIANOS,

HORACE WATE
of ONE HUNDR.

and ORGANS of six first-class

MELODEONS

Ladies’ clubs as well ‘as gentlemen’s

OF

?

A GREAT OFFER.—
481 Broadway, New York,will dis)

Hestans

half a term,
terms

and middle of the term.

$2.00 per week.

STATIONARY

Aaarese, . WHITE:
H.
Nw Jersey.

A. M. JONES, Sec.

MAINE

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks;

Lg

-~

Ancient

A. B., Primcipal,with three Assist

ants.

Plam and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe;

of the ‘whole

form, as the gentle rusticity vanishes in yet
gentler grace, is a labor and a delight worth
the time and mind of an archangel. Our

L.G.JORDAN,

'he price of board,

cidents of humanity; because she neither|
nor philosophy ; because

-

CHICAGO,

5000 AGENTS WANTED.
Samples sent free by
mail, with terms to clear from $5 to $10 per
day. Two en
new articles, saleable as flour.
8wl7

Mathe-

-

Tuition $25.00 a year.

beg

Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap
Welded Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s Patent Expansion

learned grammar

M., Prof.

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.

45tf

Monday, June 24.

account of

|

poverty-stricken,

change the power of reflecting all the rays that the communication of truthis one of
of the sun at once, in the vividest blaze greatest delights the human heart can
. Does
that any solid thing can shoot, We call it perience. Surely, this is
the teaching of men form: a reat part
then iaond.
Son,
Last of all, the water purifies or unites “the divine gladness?
Therefore even ‘the dull approaches
itself, tontented enough if it only reaches

\

—
—

Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and Iron
Valves ; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.
lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Patent

though neither sordid nor unclean f because
the woman is old and wrinkled and brown,
as if these were’ more than the transient ac-

NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST

here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.

ing.
No deduction for "less than

begun to grow and manifest themselves unite circumstances have
interesting, because.
and

we have
Of all the money we had placed on loan,
cases
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those
Fire
in which the buildings were consumed and the
| Insurance companies have failed.

SpriNG TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March 22.
SumMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes

D. M.

blest and loveliest and likest to God have
bare

A.

Fire.

LOAN AGENTS.

ESTATE AND

REAL
?

ig
m

& CO.,

PERRY

GRAHAM,

MRs. AROLINE M. FILE
ssociate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prim. of Normal Dep't.
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER
Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and
Wood Carving.
M&S. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.

be children! And shall we find.the hunian
heart in which the germs of all that is no-

narrow,

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,

11 Warren St. N. X., PROVIDENCE.

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

usfinto vessels of honor! in teaching us to

been

CASTING,

Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.

mire good people ; she could trust in God
her Savieur. And now fhe loving, Godbrick-dust, which is burnt clay,) mixed made human heart in her was going into a
new school that it might begin a fresh,
~
with soot, a little sand and water.
Let us suppose that this ounce of mud is beautiful growth. She was old, I have said,
left in perfect rest, and that its elements and plain ; but now her old age and plaingather together, like to like, so that these ness were about to vanish, and all that had
atoms may
get into the closest relations made her youth attractive to young Tompble.
t the clay begin.
Ridding kins was about to return to her, only rentself of all foreign substance, it gradually dered tenfold more beautiful by the growth
becomes a white earth, already very beau- of fifty years of learning according to her
tiful, and fit, with the help of congealing ability, (God has such patience in working
palaces.

SPENCERJ. FOWLER, A. M., Prof.
matics and Nat. Philosophy.

weeks.

forget herself; she could be sorry for what
she did or thought wrong; she could hope ;
she

ant 2
rmation,

Firmest;
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After the Chicago

RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.

the College and Theological

Randal MH, Foote's Financial Pamphlet
contains sensible advice oh he sub ost. as itis based
u
common-sense
ciples, which an experience
of many years as a Eire of" the Gold Board and
New York
Stock Exch
has fully corroborated.
Sent free:
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.,
1y19
70 Broadway and 15 New Street,New York.

Holds

. Metal Journal

Sec,

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
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fore her, that I had to pass through after
her.
She had no theories—at least, she
gave utterance to none ;she had few thoughts
of her own—and gave still fewer - of ‘them
expression ; you might guess at a true notion in her mind, but an abstract idea she
could scarcely lay hold of ; her speech was
very common ; her manner rather brusque

Easiest Working

CURVED CLAMP

di

MCMILLAN,

Durable

Double Spiral
Cogs.

September 4—Fall Term begins.
December 4—W inter Term begins.
For College Catalogue apply to
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

“Member of the N.Y. Stock Exchange.

Moulton Rolls,

Miss Alice I. Libby, -

June 20—Commencement.

I2mé6

1872,

Most

W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO. B, SARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
ainting.
MELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in* Instrumental
and VocalfMusic.
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French,
CALENDAR, 1872.
March 20—Sprjng Term begins.
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through be-

NEW

and

E.C. LEWIS,

A.B,

Principal.

Miss. H. L. STKVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
of Instrumental Music.
Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draw«
ing.
TUITION:
Primary Course,
=
+
- $&00
Common English,
.t
4.50
Higher English,
#H05
Cm
5.00
Languages, =+
+»
8.00 1,
Penmanship, (12 lessons)
LH
ik
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
«
8.00
rg

“

(10 lessons) ‘

500

®4e of Instrument,
«2.00
An excellent Spporunity will be
given those desiring a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
from Massachusetts,
qualified to tedch
rough
Bass, Secular or Sacred
Music.
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
Work formed, if desired.
i
Special attention given to those preparing for
College.

voli
W
BOARD :
Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week, or pleasant. rooms furnished to those
wishjng to board themselves.
.
JOHN

:

WHITESTOWN

H.SHAPLEIGH.

Sec.

term of this institution, will

open

The Boarding

Hall has been refitted and furnish.

March 25. Six complete courses. of study for both
sexes, in which gtudents are prepared for gollege, for
ver fifty graduates anteaching and for business.
nually.

od, ana placed under ho care oftheprincipal,
erms moderate.

.

en

'

7's. GARDINER, Principal,

Whitestown, N, Y., Feb, 1,1872,
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Testament,”

a work

of the

highest

value to all careful students. The regular price of the work, here and elsewhere, is $2.50.

New

Question

Book,

«BY

. MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for customers.

It is adapted

to classes that have

just compléted “The Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

being in every way worthy of their
patronage.
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The summer

.

.

Providence Wringer.

ALEX. C, RIDEOUT, Prin, Com. Department.

GUERNSEY,

N. H.

The new Institu i, building ie afine brick and

Belles Lettres.
.
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Department.

dealt with.

©
Worthy the..

of all friendsto a thorough

Miss L. D. Moore,

to

guages.
HIRAM COLLIER

to clear

8
school oo

3, of
beautiful architecture, affording
ample
; and is
on an eminence overlool
e
8 of Lyndon Center and
and
Sole
of
Lyndonville,
ape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic,
« W. BANBORN* Treas.and Sec,
Bl
he
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.

F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and

BUSINESS

be honestly

Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD,

(rod was the one blessed thing, who was passing through the same dark passage
into the

she could wish to be better;

Cronin

h

French

granite

HILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
FACULTY:
REV, DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.

furnish a ¢ aance with

but little Capital

confidence and patrol
and liberal Sdudasion,

commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction.
:
Per order,
f
M.E.SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.

WANTING

THEBESFTRAVELING

which

thetr interest to do so, and

a heart like my own; who needed-the same
salvation I needed; to whom the love of

she

fests

course
00
Trustees to make the

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA

alone

tap.

pxira.

se od aout Te

.

PIKE SEMINARY
THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will

.

;

Miss T. A, R. Dow,

.

GEORGE

n endggyiniing.

rom-boarding,
$A at pe mies.
week, hom,and. wathing,

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

from $100 to $ $200 per nionth.
REMEMBER
THIS, and do not fail to send for our Cireulars
giving full description of the business, before eng; aging
AGENTS and PEDDLERS will find tit to’
elsewhere.

was being taken away from them? It. was
enough for me that here was a woman with

love;

eternity

22,1872,
‘

This Yuskivution Olfers to studentsoi
uliar
advan
.
For
cu!

love.—Zion's Herald.’

of friends, who felt that the very light of life

but she could

and

April

for catalogue to the Principal or to

will measure the influence of your labor of

Why should I linger over the death-bed
of an illiterate woman, old and plain, dyin
away by inches? Isit only that she die
with a hold of my hand, and that therefore
I am interested in the story? I trust not.
1 ‘was interested in her, Why ? Would my
readers be
more interested
if I told them of
the death of a young, lovely creature, who
said touching things, and died amid a circle

light that the Lord had passed

hearts;

;

_ New Hampton, N. H., March I5, 1872.
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begins Aug.
TUITION, fro
00 fo $6.00

Sifser.

Tor

fine

Calendar :

Music
and Penmanship

H.M, Willward,
Miss E. L. Gordon.
EXPENSES. Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,
of whigh there are several in successful o
tion,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students de- |
sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide thew own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels.
:
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department,” which has been vi
successful. * It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Cotirse,
of two
years each, which opened for the
admission of students at the commencement of the

You may

not live to see the good results of your endeavor, you may not see immediate effects,
but as the’ sunshiné and frequent showers
cover the earth with beauty, and render it
fruitful, so your sympathy amd kindness

re-

©

A. P. Shattuck,

AT

Sue,

MESERYVEY, A. M., Principal,

W. E.C. Rich,A. Bs

went

EAE

, French.

INSTITUTION.
begins

J.N.Rand, A.M.,

~ Carey, Coke, Judson, and a host of
others, whose hearts of benevolence have

However,

HAMPTON

A.B.

prof
to the consecration of life for the
nefit of the degraded
and benighted, will
fourd three men who agreed
to go along
with me; buf as soon as they saw the fright~ not be forgotten while aif) part of our earth
ful appearance of the dying man they ap- is unchristianized.
Mrs. Fry, Harriet Ne
Mrs. Judson,
peared
much affrighted, and took their
seats near the deer.
Having made, as I and many more truly ‘‘’sisters of charity,”
sympathizing heart
thought, suitable
visions for him, I show that woman’s
by grace shrinks from no
started home; but had proceeded but a lit- when
tle way, when, remem
g that I had danger, or hardship, or suffering in efforts
forgotten something, I returned after it; to do geod.
It has been well said, * there are no cir
and what a dreadful sight I saw! Themen
had fled, as if they
had seen a demon. cumstancesor situations in life which preA litThe man was up in the middle of the fleer, clude the exercise of benevolence.”
his face almost black with rage, struggling tle maid in the family of the Syrian general
with his wife, who was trying to keep him was instrumental in the removal of his lepfrom rushing
into the streets. I spoke to vosy, and of his acquaintance with the
phet and worship of Jehovah. If you
him, but all was in vain. I then laid hold
ave the heart to do, opportunities will not
upon him, and with the
st difficulty
;
got him near the bed, when he fell back in be wanting.
No truly benevolent effort was ever put
a dreadful fit, and was certainly one of the
most frightful sights I ever saw.

n o

id

Flag t,o,£10 esky : bg Ao .
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Principal.

INSTITUTION,

Facdty :
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SEMINARY.
ued

LITERARY

LYNDON CENTER, VT,

Miss Eien AP

March
6, 1872, and continue

The SUMMER TERM
continues ten weeks.

about doing good.” The names of Wilberforce and
son will be had in everlasting remembrance for their unwearied exertions in behalf of suffering humanity.

accents,
If they did turm me out, they
need not always keep me out.” I found
lie was an old backslider, and had fallen by
strong drink; and now, when it
ed too
late, was lamenting aver his case. [ went
out for some personsto stay with Him, and

4

students for

LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
April 15, 1872.
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
”
:
G, H, RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I, March 15, 1872.

Send

)

Miss Sara

publicly actake Shis opportunity of
recen
of a rary and Chemin
in all to about
y—
Yan Dame of Noftinghai, N.
H.
THOMAS
TUTTLE, M. D. Pres.
:
BE. 8. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N, H., Feb, 19, 1872,
;
6°

everlasting life.”
:
A truly
benevolent heart is the fruit of
divine grace; and as grace triumphs in
Jour affections; you will evince by the exibition of this virtue, that-you are a partaker of the divine nature.
¢
on
The philanthropy of Howard clearly
demonstrated
that he possessed a heart in
no ordinary d
in sympathy with Christ,
so that it may in
a_qualified sense be said

April

Music.

i AE

kaow
A)
from the Rev,

have

:

kJ. C. Hopkms, A. B,, P¥inéipal, Latin sad Greek.
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ul beaupts ofFatt scilomle Education:

manufacturing town. That ¢lime we shall
findin most cases composed of clay (or

in king's
be kept

NORTHWOOD
00. on WEDNESDAY,

sition in life monopelizes it, noris it lima
| P®
ited to any particular object.
You may be
fate than he deserves, to be trodden under
rich
or
poor,
and
in
either
case
if you have
our feet I
the
disposition,
you
ewill
find
ample
oppor** But Solomon said: ‘It is the part of
wisdom, to learn of the lowest and weakest.’ tunity for its exercise. It was mot to the
And he commanded his train to turn aside rich that Christ said, * the poor ye have aland spare the ant-hill.
i ways with you,” and when you will you
good.
¢ Then all the courtiers marveled gheatly, may doyouthem
improve
every occasion of speakand the Queen of Sheba bowed her head
ing a kind word of encouragement, or of
and made obeisance to Solomon.
your sympathy to those who
“Now know I the secret of thy wisdom. expressing
indness,
humanity, aud tenThou listenest as patiently to the reproaches need it ?
derness are made of benevolencg.
In its
of the humble as to the flatteries of the
fullest
sense
it
is
the
sum
of
moral
excel‘great."—John G. Whittier.
lence. Its highest manifestion is found in
God who *¢ so loved the world that he gave
A Backslider’s End.
his only-be
n Son, that whosoever be-

than gentle;

"Take an ounce of the blackest slime of
a beaten footpath on a rainy day, near a

fire, to be made into finest

friends send us some

1

’
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Mies

om well,

For further particulars. address the Principal. 2

" M. B. SWEAT, Sec.
«N. Parsonafield, Apr. 14, 1878.
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Board and Tuition at the same rates as formor

It fi one pure lip, or language, to
an
great king,’ he heard | Serve hiut with one consent.— Bunyan.

Queen made
And the creature,
insolent
O king!answer:
It is

week,

opens Aug, 27,—continuing. 13 weeks,

on

earth, as

oak

wk

t-hill lay | Christ's matters; then shall every

An an heard its?
Solomon
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SUMMER TERM

The SUMMER TERM will commenceon Tuesday,
May 14th, and continue
ten weeks."
.
<M, K.MABRY, Principal.
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ormer experience; and in his mentalywanderings would he frequently say, in broken

the povey of Jolt Dural not merely the, blue
rays, butt he blue, green, purple, and red
ticular passion that wrought the downfall rays, in the greatest'beauty in which they
of Judas. It was covetousness. Or per-- can be seen through any hard material
- haps: we should come nearer and ‘more pre- whatever. We call it an opal.
cisely to the point if we should say, it was | In next order the soot sets to work. . It
the want of money. There 'is no polit of can not make itself white at first, but. inSemplagion, il
to which men are so stead of being discouraged, it tries harder
distinctly and so
often brought as that. My and bardef, and comes out clear at last,
obseryation of life has taught me that there and ‘the hardest thing in the world ; and,

objected to Mary's offerin
wanted the money it would

nl

—e.

olli

©, |

:
:

and his wife and the females who were
with him could scarcely keep him in bed.
As soon as I went in he knew me, and my.
resence brought to his remembrance his

us? Can any decency of life, any holiness
of teaching, any sanctity of friendship or
of fntnily bonds, protect us? Have not gigantic delinquencies, stupendous frauds, ap- ‘the rest, We call it then
sapphire
palling 'betrayals of trust, disorders the
Such being the consummation of the clay,
‘most appalling, drunkenness, libertinism, we give a similar Jermission of quiet to
becomes, first a white
\murder, sprung from the very household the sand. It also
‘bosom of purity and virtue?
No; not any ‘earth, then proceeds to grow clear and
circumstantial aids will save a man; noth- hard, and at last arranges itself into mys-

is nothing to which so many

*

Now there

student, who in
his chamber is haunted
with questions which would seem to her
monstrous and incredible, hut which to him

gain better than Jodliness, pleas- tendencies, our eagerness for that which
than virtue.
Truth to virtue, I will ruin us. Praying so, that which seem-

sa, or treachery to virtue, —this is the queson.

die for

shall bpour choice? | to these ; they will be aimed atthe heel or

Jesus suffered for virtue's sake, pushed
aside the allurements of ease and wealth
and honor lived a patient aud holy lifé ; and
er,

1h

To

Orin.
einaists: Mishelis wish
| “And Solomon told the Queen of Sheba, aaBengvolenct
hard, and dead to every
a general
a hii BO
For nothing else may | who rode with him, what the ant said,

It is sharper than the point of the soldier's
spear. It is more
ble than the eye of
vengeance. He casts down the pieces of
silver in the temple, asif they burned his
very hand. He goes away, and rids himell of a life that is worse than death.
There is a delusion ever likely to beset
the seeker of gain. He is apt to think that
a certain amount of money is a fixed quan-

d away.

with

w

man, even new, even to-day, may betray
.his Lord for gold.— Religious Magazine.

spotless life, of his sacred and loving heart;

the innocent

i
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joosely | ** One day the king rode out, of Jerusa- | ofall swerving and unsound opinions in

without its attainingto any such success,
religion may die out of the heart; the nebler sentiments may die out of it,—from
simple disuse,—and the man may deny the
very spirit of Christianity, while he holds

said, *“ in that 1

have betrayed the innocent blood.” How
striking
the testimony! Was it that he

ing the soul.
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Wishing to encourage the friends who
take an interest in the cirenlation of the

Star, we make the following offer :
To any person sending the names of two
- new subscribers with a year's payment in
advance, $5.00,and 10 ets. additional to pay
postage, &ec., we will send a copy of the
*farge and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26
inches, entitled ‘‘MERCY'S DREAM,” the subject

of which is

taken from Bunyan's Pil-

grim’'s Progress ; or,

ish

If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
Ramsey's Poems, a volume
choicest products of her pen,
readers must know, make up
real beauty and worth.
We will also send either of
miums

to. any

present

containing the
and which oar
a collection of
the above pre-

subscriber

to

sent for these premiums.

The number

of

copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
and we can fill orders for it only till the
Promptness will be

necessary in order to secure this rare work
of art.
v

Summer’s

:

Rest.

The

schools and colleges are closing their summer terms ; the men of business are getting
counting-rooms;

clergymen

are

getting away from their parishes; the disciples of literature are going to find new
inspiration on the mountains or by the sea;
everybody, who can, is getting ready for a
Summer's rest.

We hope that rest will be sweet and
broken,—for

at

least

three

un-

months.

It

would be the easiest thing in the world for
us personally to weep with those who weep
—over

staying

at

home.

But

to rejoice

with those who rejoice in the feeling of freedom that comes with

release

from

toil,

is

quite out of the question. So the best thing
ave can do is to stay behind and give coun-

sel to those who go. But we don’t feel like repeating the advice that his appeared so regularly each Spring, addressed to those who
have a name to live at home, warning thém

lest they become spiritually” dead “while
abroad. - How Christian recreationists have
been pursued by cautions and warnings at
the beginning of each’ vaecation-season.

How like a broddof lugubrions ghosts they
must have seemed, ‘flapping shadowy wings

over thé tourist's pathway,—we have suppos-

ed them to be winged ghosts,—and interposing a gloomy ‘‘oh, don’t!” ateach departure. from the preseribed gait and mien.
Vacations’ are for rest and
recreation.
They come after toil, to repair wasted eplergiesand restore exhausted vigor. They are
the rejuvenators of ministers

and

teachers,

of lawyers and editors, of doctors
dents, of marchants

and

keep the

of society

machinery

during The year.
added

and

stu-

clerks,—sueh

as

iz motion

Perhaps we should have

the tailors, for they are not

the

least

in public demand.
Now, we hardly feel like "ollowing the
footsteps of these men, urging them, to be
cautions and gircumspect. Why should we?
They want light hearts *and . free limbs.
Why

should we

visit. our

stance, the night befor»

minister, for

in-

his departure,

to

. remind him of his sacred calling and to urge
him not to go to racing and dancing so
as he approaches the mountains or the
If he isa true man, such cautions
needless and impertinent; if not,

soon
sea?
were
they

woulddo no good if they were given.
The time for us to advise our. ministers,
and admonish our deacons, and caution our
a

church-members, is when we have
home with us, and life is running

them .at
in even

and unvexed chignnels.

and Mt.

Saratoga

Washington, where the spirits are

as

light

as sea-foam and the blood rushes like i
* brooks, offer poor opportunities to bolste
weak morals. Do the first ' duty faithfully
and well; let one be established in the truth
and faithf) in that which i$ least, at home,

and he need not be followed into his place
of ‘recreation

by. groups

of

admonitory

counselors.

There is in China

a Buddhist

temple

built of brick, and on the face of every brick
is stamped the image of Buddha himself.
Pressed (iptoy the yielding wlay (anid then
burned in the furnace, the image became
fixed, and when the birick left the maker's
"hands it was teudy for its place in the temple. And not only;on the face was there
an image, but also on the

them on

them

reverse,

rvA-

so

that

all

the lawyers,

&o.,~ waiting for their word.

the others,

the students,

Would that

under

the ih of Christian

But you need

ons just the same.

Take them, wherevera;
taste may
choose them, and that ‘before the vanished
month of June has’ borne away half their

charms.
Be merry.
Tramp, and get
weary, and rest. Chase sleep over the hills

STAR.

Nin Hamat al
gratifying their selfish’

may you be.cheerful, and void of care, and
intent on pleasure, and come back to work
with fresh vigor in every nerve and muscle,
and with a sense of God’s bounty and goodness that shall lead to the consecration of all
your energies.to the promotion of all tr uth-

Ended

.

religion

and

theology countenance

Mr. Sumner’s speech against President
Grant will whey ignremembered as an ut-

There is

its bitterness, its evidence of personal hate,

its vindictiveness, and they will ‘be remembered, let who will be President. There are

multitudes who will persist in thinking that
it would have been a more direct statement
of the case if Mr, Sumner had gone personally to the President and told him frankly,
“You tipped. me off from the Foreign Reia-

He

is the former

ture is in harmony with its maker, its laws

and government

was determined $o* know the worst. The
reform in the New York Custom-house, the
judicious and conciliatory treatment of the
Klans,

the amnesty to rebels, its share in the Treaty
negotidtions, its steady refusal to make fuilands to railroads, its

general 1¢gislation relating to the Indians,
negroes, and other comparatively helpless

Men

have cor-

the noble

gifts bestowed in

infinite wisdom and benevolence, and there-

by wrought
nature or the

it was obliged to,

his.

rupted their way, violated the laws of their
being, abused

But there is a better side of the session
than this to dwell upon. It has Fbored
with some interest to promote the general
welfare of the country. - Tt Has taken hold

—with a ‘thoroughness that showed that ‘it

are

confusion and ruin.

But let

not charge their follies and faults on
God

of nature.

If the

first

man sinned and violated the laws of his being, he sinned against nature ; and if others,
all sin, they equally sin against. nature.
Man did not constitute nature, sarely fallen
man did not. ‘The suffrage and practice of
the whole world can nt nmake wrong right.
God is true, though every. man were a

liar.

Nature, as established by its divine author,
is ever in perfect order and harmony.

Fallen beings pervert their own niture,
and so bring disorder in every form with
all its awful ccnsequences.
They make
sin a habit and rule of their fallen nature. So they are ‘by nature” children

of its Bate.

plete when it was put back in its place,
Let the members of our churches

stamped with
love, his grace,

be

e of Christ, Let his
rity, his benevolence,

his simple mete his chi , make their impress

rtthe Tife. Then will they
on the heaand
be fit for the great temple, and neither time

mor place will affect the image.
$b

Saratoga, the Test of ug

, suspense while
heart and mind

aré go

"The pure

rayer held at 5 g'clock Thursday morn-

And this is the time and place for saying
that some of the methods adopted to secure
his defeat are as disgraceful to their authors
as they are humiliating to the state.

were drawn upon in a way that was perhaps
more appreciative than charitable, all combined to render it an occasion of rare signifi
ance and interest. Dr. Barns was called
out in connection with almost every topic

The

most extravagant charges were. not too
extravagant to be flapg at his charaeter.
He was accused of settled hostility.to the
administration, of treachery to republican
principles, of a practical and official con-

that was considered, and he always respon-

tempt of the rights of the colored people,

ded without hesitation, besides preaching
a most excellent, suggestive and quickening sermon. But he never failed to be fruitful in the substance of his utterances, or to

of prostituting his privileges
and powers as
a Senator to mere personal and selfish ends,

of making

himself

rich .by dishonorable

satu- || speculations in connection

with

which

he

| He honors every draft made upon him, and | the iniquity of his proceedings, &c.,
the thoroughly hearty manner in which he | Worst of all, these charges were iiexdoes it, gives to his choicest service at least | plicitly made until it was too late to inves-

and the public something to talk about, and |
Mr. Beecher a little more notoriety. Let | |
us hope that the Master was Iionored and |
the standard of truthfulness raised higher.
—~——Miss SMILEY RECEIVES Baptism,
Sarah E. Smiley, the Quakeress

Miss

who

lately

preached for Dr. Cuyler, received baptism |
in the Hanson Place Baptist church, N. Y., |
Sunday evening of last week.
it seems, had contemplated

Miss Smiley, | |
this act
for |

half its: value. Used to hard work, and tigate or formally disprove them; they
thriving through his high activity, we trust { were put into the languageof the potthat his ample and generous giving while | house; they were animated by the most
among us may make his soul delight itself | malignant spirit; they were flung freely
in a fresh fatness, as we are sure it will les- | abroad with: reckless vehemence, and théy
sen the spritual poverty of our brethren and | were largely voiced in private and public,
churches wherever he makes the. . briefest | in the State House, the hotels and the street,
tarry. We have no need to commend one | by deputatjons of men from Washington,
so well and favorably known to thé confi- | who were employed to carry on this slan-

some time, but bad kept deferring it on ac- | dence of our brethren, but we do_bespeak | derous crusade according to the worst meth| ods with which their discreditable career
. .
count of the opposition of the Friends, She for him a right warm welcome.
The generous hospitality of the Manches- | elsewhere had made them familiar. They at
has now formally
withdrawn
herself

from that sect, She does not join the Bap- | |
tist church, but prefers to remain indepen- |
dent, for a time at least. The affair has
created quite a sensation, the more so gs it |
wasenot generally anticipated. Miss Smi|
ley will continue to preach as fieretofore,
|

ter church and the active

courtesies

of its | once disgraced theraselves, impeached their

pastor did not a little to give the meeting | employers, and humiliated every honorable
man whom they approached. That they
its excepigpnal interast, power and glory.
HoME

Missions,.— All

| disgeissed not a few whom they hoped to
| win to their alliance, and made Mr. Pattercommunications |

for the Executive Committee, applications || son's friends ‘more resolute to vindicate
him, is obvious enough ; that they strengthfor aid, and any correspondence relating to |
| ened the opposition to his re-election is still
wee THE BIBLE AND LONG [ISLAND SCHOOLS. | the general interests of the Home "Mission |
more certain. If these hired and intruding
The efforts of the Irish on Long Island ave || Society, should be addressed fo the Corre- | accusers from abroad shall be encouraged
at last successful, and the Bible is banished | | sponding Secretary, Rev. A. H. Chase, Hills- || by the resultsto make such visits
to this
All remittances of money
from the schools,
That is the order from | dale, Mich.
and
other
states
in
the
future,
and
repeat
the Superintendent, but the principals of | should be made to the ‘Freasurer, Rev. Si| their interference and moral mud-throwing,
{ many of the schools refuse to comply, and | las Curtis, Concord, NH.
| it will prove a sad precedent and a misthe Catholics threaten vengeance. There is | | chievous novelty in political tactics. The
uo direct appeal from this act of banishment |
Editorial Correspondence.
| protest against all such operations as these
except to the Legislature,and it will be someA
—
—
should be prompt, indignant and general.
time before that meets again. In the mean- |
Coxcorp, N. H., June 14.
| We trust that New Hampshire will smite
time let us hope that Bible reading may not |
It brings a change that can not well be!
be farther scandalized by being made the ignored, ‘When one passes from the editor's { this pitiable piece of strategy with a voice
of rebuke that will beget a wholesome fear
pretext for an Irish mob.
| sanctum into the legislative chambers of |
| if it can not rouse the sense of shame, and
| the State House.
The solitude and quict
{cbe heard both at the National Capital and
| =~—~THE GOLDEN AGE EXPBRAINS.
Someof the inner office are goue. In their place |
how, people got the idea that the Cincinnati | one finds the pressure oi'the muititud@, the
convention would indorse woman suffrage. | buzz: and murmur of many voices, the ea-

Hover: the country.

|

No room

is left in which

other matters in detail.

to speak

of

The Legislature

Denominational News and Nes

country has been led to expect much better
results in Civil-Seivice Reform than it has

be Subordivate, and which have been per-

got. After the President's recommendations
in his messages, and the grave consultations
of the Commission, we were hardly pre-

idly the apostle sets this forth in the seventh

verted .and debased by sin, rise in opposition and prevail in the conflict, vHow vivof Romans;:

pared to see the - President himself suspend
the operation of some of its important rules,

¢ For that

swhich®

and then for the ‘ Commissioners to quietly {
and so suddenly

subside.

Was it deemed

safestto wait till after election?
rate, the

explanations thus

far

very thin.
The failure, for the present; of
Rights bill, bills to make the
electable directly by the people,
for the greater safety of persons

|’

no Sp

Sa

to po

Christ J eons, hi walk nn

which

after

but after the
Spirit.” Tt iit a_ great mistake
to suppose A thie
- Ohristidnotis ‘hasa

erty on steamboats, the punishment of polygamy in Utah,to make a one-term amendment 10 the Constitution, —the’ failiire of all

orpressin the
ascendand eleOne is

entresultsy

In the

meantime, let the country. go on to reap the

triumph

to. God,

but equally also, opposed to man—opposed

to our welfare, to: our

Island

anil at the trial it is shown that the most in-

human

treatment of the inmates of

8 here, and

the

House.preyails, Boys are hung up by their
thumbs, whipped on-the bare back, kept for
days in dark holes, and ‘served worse than

In the one, the lower propen- ‘one could think.

sities prevail,become usurpers and
these shows a great diversity of public opin- ors, depressing and degrading;
jon, though on some ‘of them the opinion of
| other, the higher powers gain the
the public has not been very freely consulted. ancy; maintain their rightful sway,
They offer an amount of solid work to the vate the soul to God and heaven.
next Congress that should eall its members
subjugation by sin, the other isthe
together with clear heads and pure hearts,—
“of
grace.
* {)
—so'fat as those conditions may enter into * Sih,
‘then, id rot only roi

head and heart.

scandalized by

(New York) House of Refuge. A young
prisoner fecently committed murder there,

moral whifare; the ‘siiner has one (also,
though mere’ severe, and with very differ-

the Congressional

Our re-

disclosures concerning the Randall's

are

the Civil
President
to provide
and prop-

this boon of voting, unless some magnani- | | teous and self-reliant, conciliatory and firm;
mous male convention indorses their right | dignified and "affable, mixing jollity with
gravity, never forgetting fealty to party,
to it in its platform?
but always remembering the higher claims

form institutions are again

At any
made

indeed.
The Cincinnati convention had |
graver matters in charge, and it couldn't af- | Wadleigh is a man just fairly into the forford to admit such a body of mischief-mak- | ties, with a splendid physique, of genial
ers to its ranks. But how are ladies to get || spirit and agreeable manners; at once cour-

——HoUse-0F-REFUGE TORTURES.

Bat the public has got its

eye upon these abuses, the law has put its
hand on the officers who allow them, and it
isthoped that a reformation may be brought

about.

Aren't the boys afflicted severely

enough: in being the wretched

villains

that

they are, without adding inquisitorial
tures to their poor bodies ?, |

tor-

~—THE NOMINATIONS ACCEPTED. ' *Giener-

without

tion. _ The former replied to the commitiee

and voluntarily submitting to a

sins against fod, wrongs his own soul.

in a few short sentences, to the effect that
he expected such a result and it was n’t best
to wasté words about it, The reply of Sen-

its of sin as become in him a kind of second

never asked for the nomination, and ‘prom-

out

“-

STORER NORMAL 80HOOL.,

With the com-

pliments of Rev. N. C. Brackett we have received the ;.nnual catalogue of -

departmen: of Storer Colle
ood

conscious

knowingly

Normal

akes a

appearance, and its well-filled pages

show that ‘the school is well patronized.
To summarize, there are if the graduating
class, 8; in the first class, 16; in the sécond,

self-degradation,

bondage most unworthy and base.

He that

How great is the triumph of grace in ator Wilson, both that spoken to the comChrist. - Through him, he who had become mittee who waited on him and that written
a rebel and alien is restored to. loyalty and to the Secretary of the convention, was gencitizenship, even to, be a son and heir, . He, uine and ‘honest. He thanked the people
who by transgression had formed such hab- for’ their confidence in him, since he had

If they go 96 ;.in the third, 60; andin the preparato- ‘mature, is restored to his right mind, and
't feel in ry, 113. This makes a respeciable aggre- his rue nature. And he who was carnal,

will regulate the conduct

He is sure to carry with ‘him into a

more privaté sphere an esteem ‘which is no
slight possession and no poor reward.

At least, the women themselves got that’ gerness of aspirants, the adroit fencing or
| promptly organized with republican offi| idea, and because they were disappointed the “sharp antagonism of rivals, the pun- | cers, the President of the Senate and the
of
wrath,
i.
e.,
aceording
to
fallen,
corrupt
|
classes, its reduction of the revenue taxes,
| they have waxed wroth and made spiteful gencies of debatéy, and especially just
| Speaker of the House are both finely fitted!
and especially the abolishment of the odious nature.
| speeches. One lady of Oregon has declared now the maneuverings of the Third Ho use
| for their positions and duties, the new Gov-.
Not
only
is
the
system
of
nature’
from
income tax,—this, and more, remains in the
|-unqualifiedly that Horace Greeley is a hen, whose sphere of operations is the lobby.
| ernor is a solid man in a double sense, and
|
God,
but
our
individual
nature
is
expressly
|
record of the Congress just closed.
anothef pronounces Mr. Tilton a traitor, and
Concord has been for the past week in a || the Work of législation appears to find awassigned
to
him.
'
He
made
man
in
his
own
|
We are not certain that its most imporso it goes. But lest it go wo far, the Gold- constant ferment over the question of electtant act was not among its closing ones,— image, endowed him with faculties like his en Age explains the situation. It says that ing a U. S. Senator. The heat of feeling, ple ability in the men charged with its perthat of the enforcement amendment to the .own,and gave him an immortal destiny. | «the: Convention was called for no such | the extfavagance of partisanship,and the bit- | formance.
Then the various powers and susceptibilipurpose ” [as declaring for woman suffrage].
Appropriation bill. 1tis to secure purity
terness of personal malice have had a free |
+4.ties -of -our-moral being;~the intellect, the
of elections, and provides for the appointThe call was made to existing voters, They and pitiable exhibition. There were plenty |
sensibilities and the will,—reasen, conare men.
Consequently the call was ad- of candidates.
ment of two official witnesses of eath regisA willingness to serve the |
science, memory, imagination, emetion, afdressed to them.
But if a female -dele- state in this sphere was a somewhat prevtration and election, even to making up the
Rhode Island Intelligence.
fection, desire, and the like, —are not only
gate from
Wyoming
had appeared,
final returns. To be sure, it pe ssed ‘in a
alent thing, and several gentlemen had
good in capacity, but also in tendency.
where the ladies are allowed to vote, she earnest friends working resolutely: if not almild form, compared with that in which it
MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION.
‘Who could believe that the tendency of reawould have been admitted as a Jelegate. ways wisely in their behalf.
was first drawn up, but there was" intense
son in man is to deceive and mislead; of
The
annual meeting of the Association of
And it is added:
partisan opposition to it, and we may be
The caucus held last evening was
y
a most |
the conscience to fayor wrong rather than
Free Baptist churches of R. 1., convened at
Nor ‘was there any determination, so far gnimated one,
thankful for the amendment as it is. Even right; of any of the original faculties to
It emded ‘at midnight, Pawtucket on the 4th, 5th and 6th inst
two witnesses,if they are faithful, maybe such evil rather than good? | Wicked as the as we know, by that Convention, to put any after putting in nomination Bainbridge | Though the weather was, for the most of
sti
ot even the slightest—upon the Wadleigh, Esq., of Milford.—~Very likely
a terror. to evil doers as to prevent much ilworld bas become, much as man has coc- principle of woman's political equality with
the time, unfavorable, the attendance was
legal voting. Let there be purity atthe rupted his way, he has not been divested of ‘man. But the Convention had nothing the name will be a new one to quite a large good, and the interest of the meetings was
ballot-box, which this amendment aims at, his God-like nature and attributes. He is more to do with pronouncing. an opinion for portion of the people of New Hampshire.
sustained to the close.
In addition to the
and there could be little danger to our libagainst. woman's 8
for or But it représents ability, enterprise, ener‘still § noble being, even Tn his tuin. - There or
‘ministers
of
the
Association,
there were
against temperance or labor reform. The
erties.
is a warfare inthe breast of every sinner, ssaiuiilage was called for another purpose, gy, character, and a political record most present Revs, C. O. Libby, A. Deering and
That the Forty-second Congress failed to
| creditably free from the stains which make
His higher powers,~those which should snd it adhered to that purpose.
| J. Erskine from N. H., 8. D. Church from
put in effectual-operation some very’ desira- ever. control him,—are for the right and
|
Which ought to bea sufficient explanation | the biographies ofso many politicians bad .Me , W. L. Noyes from Vt., and J. Burnble reforms only marks it as human. The good ; the lower propensities designed to
and blotted and sadly prophetic.
Mr. ham Davis from Mass.; and, what gave

Jit still bore the image.

‘Carry it t0 the beach or the mountains, it
was not effaced. And the temple was com-

ment.

dertakings, the animated’and fervent season

so are you

benefits bf which the last Congress has sown
the ay dictates of al Grant and Senator. Wilson were both
the part on which mortal vye‘could not look the seed, hoping that. the tares, of which it hereafter ; opposed to
“pore the sacred sign, as well as that which has also sown the seed, may.1 not effectually our nature, to all our nobler tendéncies. waited on last week, and officially informed
We can not yield to the service of sin with- of the action of the Philadelphia conyenwas exposed to constant view. Take it choke them out.

out

found it a little hard to assert to his retire

fective presentation of our benevolent un-

the newspapers got a sensatiohal paragraph,

of

vails belongs not to man as God made him,
but to falleri man. The moral disorder
that pervades the world is perversion. Na-

that much of the best sentiment of the state
called emphatically for. his veturn; and

which the business was disposed of, the ef-

But that is
before last.

And

and eloquentin speech, —it is not. strange

mon was added to the Plymouth series, and | pated with Christian enthusiasm and love, | constantly uttered or acted base liesto Bide

our bodies and the father of our spirits, in
whom we live and have our being. He
|
created the world and all things therein.
|
He constituted and maintains the laws .of |
|
nature. Now, to'suppose tht nature thus
made and established is evil, sinful, opposed to God, is a manifest absurdity,—contra<

them

ther grants of public

&

ed: *‘ Let us not make his statement true by
denying the charge.” » And so another ser- | kindie by his ferv id speech which was

But sin is not natural. To assume the
contrary is a grave error and perversion.

tions Committee, and I hate you for it!”

of the Ku-klux

--

while being a pronounced republican, a

a national reputation for philanthropy and
statesmanship, comprehensive in thought

who ‘water your kerosene. And you who by the appropriate and forcible sermons
ed, and especially the cheering face
advertise cracked wares. And especially?
d always quickening words of Dr,
you women who pad, and puff, and erimp,
and paint yourselves, to deceive the -eye. Burus, whose resources of voice and thought

cable now as ever.

terance of this Congress, but we fear it will
operate more against the Senator himself dictory to the very being and. attributes
than against the President. Suppose it should of God.
No; the depravity which so fearfully pres
Lave the designed effect, and General Grant

routing

.

sand] your sugar are liars,

sand years afterwards the apostle Paul took
up the same language (Roman 3) and
charged it upon the world. And es a general description, it is confessedly as appli-

God.

:

* dignified,

Said he, in effect: You merghants. who

the old dispensation, but more than. a thou-

Nature is from

—

NEw HAMPSHIRE Yor “The sition of wanly in bearing, earrying
with bin ’
this body, held last week at Manchester, was a moral nobility of nature, ever
truly.

You workmen, who shirk when the boss is
wags you school boys and girls, who rely
itself upon the convictions of * mankind.
ei
translations
and keys; you servants,
‘The Lord leoked down from heaven upon
who are wasteful; you church-members,
the children of men,
see if there were
who shed crocodile tears,—you are all liars
any that did understand, and seek God.
together.—But theré was no protest; no
They: are all gone aside, they are all togeth- rising up of the congregation; no shaking
er become filthy, there is none that doeth off the dust from their feet; but rather an.
good, no not one.” True, this applied.to implied assent, as though they had reason-

al amount of bitterness and wrangling.

South, the

:

time that it is Mr. Béécher's.
what he called them Sunday

natures.

Dé

v
PTR

:

frious. do rite

redd

are with the multitude; pursue an unnatural career when he chooses
the way of sin that leads to death.—J. 3, B. one of special and unuspal interest. A large
fashion. How. can they be |,
atténdance of delegates and visitors, the preabove the prevailing standsenc# and influence of not & fow of the faCurrent
"l'opics.
do better, which the selfthers
of the denomination who brought the
perhaps such are subject
past
into
living sympathy with the present,
——A
CONGREGATION
OF
Liamrs.
You
to some higher law, They thivk it enough
the dispatch and = general harmony with
might,
and
you
might
not,
guess
the
first
for them to follow the dictates of their owt

The doings of the Forty-second Congress
have passed into the Congressional Globe.
That body finished its work Monday night
of last week, and "adjourned without day.
It has been a characteristic session. There
has been the usual amount ef debating, filibustering, lobbying, and more than the usu-
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kind parent, acts an unnatural part.

this view ? We are taught that sinners are
and through the woods, and when you have
caught it in that way it will refresh you bet- ‘* by ature” the children of wrath—that
ter than wine. Pursue a vanishing appetite ‘+ the natural man” receiveth not.the things
with gun and fishing-rod, and having secur- of the Spirit. The doctrife of native deed it thus, you may eat and grow fat. pravity, though rejected by some theorists,
To your numerous other sins do not add is so confirmed by universal experience
that fearful one of working the body to and observation that it has always forced
death, for that'will impair the mind ; nor the
mind, for that may ruin the body. And so
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Star, who will make payment for his own
copy one year in advance, and also forward
the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,
and 10 cts, additional for postage, &c.
N. B, No percentage isallowed on money

small lot is exhausted.
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gate, and speaks very well for the mental
growth of the colored people.
:
boa
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EL

ised to adhere faithfully to the vital principles of the Republican party, liberty and

‘equality.
He expressed himself as clearly
sold under sin, is now the Lord's freeman.
the great soldier,” who
Let no
dmenindulge sin under the plea | of thé op'nion that
°

A

of principle. He blends the assertion of
personal independence and power with the
deference fo others that insures popularity.
As chairman of the Committee on the Ju
diciary, he is at present the recognized

leader of the House here, and his ability,
1 parliamentary knowledge and practical
skill unite to make his ‘leadership acceptable and effective.
He will ‘worthily fill a

seat in the Senate Chamber at Washington,
and is almost sure to make

himself recog-

nized and felt even in that body of eminent

special interestto the occasion, Rev.
Burns, of London.

The

Dr.

Ministers’ Conference was a season

of special enjoyment, and served as a fitting preparation for what was to follow.
Appropriate resolutions were passed in ref-

erence to the recent death of Father Allen,
and the sickness and partial recovery of Rev.
J. A. McKenzie. The sermon of Rev.J..
A. Howe before the Conference was able, ~~

timely and appropriate. The prayer-meetings were marked by the Spirit's presence,
though

not so well attendedas. could hdve

been desired.
The business of the Association was trans-

acted promptly and harmoniously, Rev. A.
R. Bradbury presiding. The changes in'
the Asscciation, dctual and prospective, led

to the selection of some new men for the
men.’ The somewhat intense personal feel- positions which fave been so ably filled by
ing which has showed itself among the old- | others, Rev, J, A, Howe resigned his poer and; more prominent candidates. doubt- sition as Clerk, and Rev, J. M. Brewster

less furnished

the

strong

reason for se-

lecting a new man, who stood. entirely out-

was chosen to take tho position. ' The Ex.
Committee for the year to jcome, will

con-

side the cirele 8f recognized aspirants, -and | sist of Reve, Heath (Chairman), Mariner,
who supplies no small amount of freéh and Phillips, Brewster (Secretary), and Geo.
highly vitalized blood ‘to the body of re- Jepherson, Esq., of the Roger Williams
publican leaders in the state.
~The young- church. « This committee was instrueted to
er members of the legislature who voted for make arrangements for the holding of three
‘him, hailed his nomination ‘with an enthu- days’ meetings with all the churches, adsiasm that was almost sublime ‘in spite of vise with destitute churches in reference to
its boisterous wildness, Of his election - the settlement of pastors, and to dispose’ of
next Tuesday there seems no room left for a large amount of other business left in
doubt, for the example set by certain re- their care. The interests of Lapham Instipublicans in Connecticut’ is not likely to be tute received - appropriate attention, the
followed. And so the exciting question is managers reporting its condition through
at rest, the vexed air of the «State House Prof. Ricker. The letters from the churches
settles into a grateful calm, and legislation were, for the most part, encouraging. ' Some
can now go forward with fewer and feebler of the churches have enjoyed revivals and
hindrances,

| received accessions by baptism, while the

The special friends and earnést support- financial condition of others has been greaters of other candidates, though feeling ly improved.
The Sabbath-school s¢ems
some disappointment, will cordially and generally; to be an increasing power for
hoartily support the nominee.
But there good. Thus the work moves “steadily on.
seems a special reason for saying a word ‘The great thing to be deplored is the fotual
|
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of

character

ad-

and

sermons

the

dresses ‘wis a special feature of interest. 1. Thatwe
d as. a the cheapest 8.
The sermon by Dr. Burns, who

8,

regad

and asie, Tn qumity. mid mould . po

of total ‘abstinence.

Bro. Wallace abound- ture, to
other

Bro.

ed ‘with rich religious instruction.

8.

Boyd gave interesting and stirring incidents

Sabbath-school addresses were just such as
Thun
oti 2
ig
vwere needed.

The communion season at the conclnsion of the sermon on ‘Thursday afternoon,

1. That we.

of Pawtucket, preThe presenceof these

to

representatives of Congregationalism in our
own country, was a scene deeply impressive, . Their words of Christian love and
union, detailing some of the most precious
heart is

hib

the duty

Pawtucket, and especially their pastor, Bro.

Hyatt, for the hospitable manner in which
they entertained those from abroad. And
. in view of what we saw and

heard, we can

not but say, happy is such a flock with such
pr shepherd.
.e

OF

DR.

This ‘was the third baptismof the year.- A Card,

wil?

all paid.

6. That we recommend to "the Executive
Board of Prairie City Academy the imperative demand of completing their contem-

Milton church, and has already entered upon
' labors.

demands

the

Parsonsfield

and

thisY. M.

one preaching service.

nation of classes.

Class, commencing

HOME MISSIONS.

Signs of the Morning.

A. Howe presided with dignity and aptness.
~~he toasts were responded to by Gov. Padelford and others, and replied to by Dr.

ommend the continuation of the present
system of labor,
2, In orderto give a new impetus and
greater efficiency to this work of church extension, we earnestly recommend. that the

In his address, of great power and

beauty, the honored guest showed himself
to be the friend of all that is good and noble, whether4n religion, temperance or pol- ities, The impression produced was of the

most favorable character, and all went away
lifted up by

shaking the hand and listening to the words
of this friend and benefactor of his race
The oncasion was the result of a happy
thought of brother Heath #nd the efforts of
him and his colaborers.

J.‘M. B.

81,

1872.

Exercises

Conferéuce organized by the

election of Prof. J.J. Weage,
O. D. Patch, Clerk; and D.

Moderator;
G, Holmes,

Treasurer.

After thé reading of the
last annual

meeting,

minutes

and

the

of the

constitution

and bylaws, the following Committees
were appojnted by the chair:
:
Missons, D. G. Holmes, H. Blackmarr
and K. F. Higgins.
Education, J. M, Kayser, W, 8. Harris
.and 8, J. Mendel.
Sabbath-schoals, J. 8S,

Dinsmore,

C.

B.

Griffin and J. Thomas.
Temperance, L. E. Bixby, 8. T. Dodge
and S. Pauley.
State of the

Country,

H,

S.

Limbocker,

E. Griffin and P. Thorp.
> Letters were received.fromall the Q. M's,
and delegates from all.except the Adair

and Schuyler,

of Mo.

A fair degree of

prosperity was indicated among the churches generally.
Rev, J. 8S. Manning was
_present from the Southern Ill. XY. M., beur-

inf a letter from that body which represent-

ed them as in a presperous condition,
‘Rev. M. A. Shepard was received from the
North-west District QM.

of General

Bap-

tists, bearinga fraternal letter of Christian

greeting. A letter was also received from
-the St. Francois Q. M., of Mo., accompanied by instructive remarks from the bearer,

“W. 8. Taylor, a former laborer. in that field.

The St. Francois
with

any Y.

M.

Q. M.is
A

not connected

letter

was received

from the McLean Q. M., containing a request for admission to the Y.M. The request was
S. Harris,
Rev. P:
sponding

granted and their delégate, W.
took his seat in the Conference.
Christian: was appointed corredelegate tothe next session of the

Southern Ill. Y. M., and O0.'D. Patch to the

_ ‘next session of

the North-west District Q:

M, of General Baptists,

ministers of this Yearly Meeting

and also to the

next meeting of the Association to which
that Q. M. belongs.
»
Thé report ofD. G. Holmes, Y. M. mission agent, indicated prosperity in the mis-

raise at least five hundred
work.

from Iowa,

were present and participated in the “exercises of Conference,

The preaching Friday

evening

by C, B.

Griffin, Saturday evening by J. 8. Man-

~ ning,Sabbath morning by H. 8. Limbocker,

and Sabbath afternoon by Prof. Dunn, was
instructive and inspiring.

The childrens’

meeting, Sabbath evening,

was conducted

byW. 8. Harris, and was of special inter

est.
eh:
en
. Kollection for church extension Sabbath
morping,

in cash and

pledges,

lection Sabbath afternoon,

$210.

by J,

ning, for Freedman's mission,

Col-

8. Man-

$68.38,

Sabbath-school

to

our

hearty

sympathy

deem

it

a

bound societies was also presented, but

for

lack of time for a proper consideration of
the subject it was laid on the table till our

next annual meeting,

;

:

0. D. Parxch, Clerk.

E. Hale,

of Bos-

baptized

large

Corporation.

A

full

attend-

7
Sec’y.
Sw2b

I. W.SANBORN,
Lyndonville, Vt., June 4, 1872.

At

22,

PENOBSCOT Y.
,

M. will

meet at" Dexter, Aug. 20—
A. L<GERRISH, Clerk.

in-

barrassment in being somewhat scattered and
having no central place of meetings. This we
hope will be remedied by the erection of a house
of worship at no distant day. They also need

INDIANA YM. will hold its next session with the
Union church,Switzerland county,commencing Aug,
9, at 2 o'clock, P.M. Delegates from Switzerland id
M. are Benjamin Welch, John Buchanan, Henry Sedan, Stephen Ricketts and samuel Hess.

Minneapolis

caurch

is prospering.

L. ADKINSON,

Poss

A

| sustained chiefly by members of this church,
their indefatigable pastor being the founder and

Meetings.

LITTLE Scroro Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Pine Cregk church. The delegation
was smaller than usual, and some of the church:

|

es were without representatives.
Next session with the Union church,
mencing the 3d Saturday in August.

Office Addresses.

com-

winter.

W Hills—L

Hull-J

Hodge—M C Huff—J A Howe—J L

Holbrook—Mrs LC Hodgdon—WW Irish—C 8 Hendricks
—K
F
Kiggins—J D Heath—J James—W Johnson—L D
Jeffers—
Keeler—R T Kelley=—H Kibling—C Kelley—
Mrs E Laiten—H W Loomis—A Libby—L F Lothrop—M
Lamphere—E M Lindsey—J Plonsiey 3 Low—W
W
Morell—Mrs H W.Macomber—S P_Morrill-=W R Norton
Peasley—S

Pattingale—H

elton—L Reed—J

Pink-

O Perry—B

O Pratt—

rs—T

L Runnells

ollins—P C Stire—dJ

8

r—J
Tickner—B H Titus—W F Van Tuyle—C
Webver-R
Woodward—I Wolf—M Williams—Mrs M P Ein =
Whitcomb--8 C Weatherby—H
Whitcher—J
tecomb
W E Willlams—N Young—A York—E C Williams—J D

churches were well
the : Jost

Waldron—N

The meetings of worship were spiritual

and Interesting.
’
. Next session with the Laona charch,

P. 8. DOOLITTLE, (Clerk.

Warner

WB

Lindsey.

Books Forwarded,
’
BY MAIL,

-

The St. Joseph Valley, Mich., Y. M. held
its annual session with the church in Burlington, Calhoun Co., May 24—26. The reports from the Q. M’s indicated a good degree of religious interest. The preaching
was earnest

and instructive.

encouraging.

ed

That this

Y.

M.

Next

1872;

=r

with

the

thus passed

Bellevernon

EDMUND

JORDAN,

1872,

25,

to

church,

Clerk.

No.

27;

re¢’d

Home

Muy

25,

into

the

be §o0n.
supplied with bi ed preaching and must
Social meetings were good,
op od or lost tf us.

gdod preaching enjoyed.
Next session to be at Nu Dativille.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
y

RUTLAND, 0. ‘There is now a better religious interest in the First Freewill Bap-

tivo years
H. Drake,
meeting,
first, some

goon became revived, and joined in the
work, and much good was done. From |

ing, persons were converted, baptized, and

The

presence

Farr added

evs. A. H. Chase and N. H.
:
to its interest.

of

much

Next session with the church in New Lyme,
B. F'. HERRICK, Clerk.

they

time to time, during the process of the meet-

;

if§ last session with
b ASHTABULA Q. M.—Held 24=26.
A session. of
the Plerpont ehurch, May
foo interest was enjoyed.

and

On the 2d of June,

Parties.

CUT

Also

Service, Weddings
}

FLOWERS,

;

during the session of the Meigs Quarterly furnished promptly to order. CHOICE PLANTS for
the Garden on Parlor; Roses,
Kjgwering Shrubs,
Meeting, held at this place, two more were Vines, &o., &c., at low rates. Pleaf® call at the PINE
also baptized.. The Sabbath-school isin g STREET GREEN-HOUSES EXETER,N. H, >
:

flourishing condition.

3mlt

;

*

Freedmen’s

CHARLES

32,63

Mission.

Concord, N.H

BURLEY.

2,00
2,10
1.00
13,50
3,00
10,00
at

Gen

100,00

5,00
9,00
6,70
1,24

|

+ STLAS CURTIS,

374,55
Treas.

CORRECTION,
In the Star, May 22,850 was credited
to Miss Annx§eribner, late of Raymond, Me,, for Freedmen’s Mission, It should have been Raymond, N. H.,
g
and for Home Missions.
»

Foreign

Ridgeville, Ind,

per I D Adkinson,

Me,

°

15,00

8,10
5,60
14.66
83,00
6,00
5.00
7.00

11,00

Y, per H Van Gelder,

28,45

10.69

L B Tasker,

Col New Hampshire Y M
‘West Campton, N H, per ¥ Morrison,
Starkshotes Yh per RM Minard to con

Mrs

Mary

—

4

CANTON STRAW CARPETINGS, a superior article
made from cultivated grass, for25 cents per yard.
Don’t buy trash, but look at’ my mattings and “get
the best,” at the lowest prices. CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall, Mercantile Bank Building, marble front,
887 Washington Street, Boston.
CARPETINGS.—The

heaviest

A

and mos

solid makes in new designs, and nvoice of 50 rolls)
Just received under value at CROWELL’S New Carpet
Hall, Marble Building, 387 Washington St., Boston.

Blessing.

INDIA BRUSSELLS.— 1 have a small invoice of
these goods, and regarding them not very desirable
on account of slight imperfections, shall close them
tion of Brussels
Carpet Hall,

A
|

CROWELL’S
}

Belknap h M. N H. per 8C Kimball,
Gilford village, N H,
* to con Mrs

8 Kimball LI. M,
2d Ossipee, N H, per J Ohick

Ednah

New

Address

“DOMESTIS”. 8] M. Co., 96.Chiimbers
St; N.Y.

the best carpet in the

market for the price : 624 cents
ELL’S New Carpet Hall.

3m22

per yard, at: CROW -

THE MYRTLE.

CROWELL keeps FLOOR OIL CLOTHS. Don’t

This semi-monthly, published by the Free--

_pay fhe high prices usually asked for these goods till
you have been to CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall,
Marble Building; 387 Washington St., Boston. ;

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for

For anything in the CARPET! line it will pay to
visit CROWELL’S.
No trash; no shoddy; one price
and polite attention.
dw2i

DISEASES.

No name,

N

H, per J Morse;

IL

Stony Fork church, Bradford & Tlogd Q M, Pa, per
J Ingeriek,
g
Erie Q M, N Y, per C Cook,
Bonegap,

Ill, ver G H

Send your direction to Dr.
714 Broadway, New york.

CASTORIA—a

8. 8. FITCH

substitute

Dover, N. H.

All orders and remittances for. the paper
should be sent to L. R.BuRLINGAME, Dover, N. H. _

-

ne

1}

od

than

on

a

single

one.

The

;

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
Single and by the dozen;

also

Postage

on

the same

Price. Postage.

Psalmody,
18mpo«in Sheep, single, 1.00
16
do
0
dozen, 9.60
1.
do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
16
do
do
do
ozen, 10.56
1.96
.
do
32mo,
single, -.85
08
do
do
ozen, 8.18
56
Butler’s Theology,
single, 1.60
23
do
do
dozen, 15.36 © 3.26
History,
single, 1.20
20

Mr. Stanley F.

do’

both of 8.

;

dozen, 11.52

Christian Baptism, Bownd, single,
25
do
do
do
dozen, 2.40
do
do PaperCov.single,
.15
do
0
do
dozen, 1.44
Life of Marks,
single,1.00
do
0
zen, 9.60
Church Member’s Booky
single,
.30
0

do

Treatise,
0
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
do
TheBook of Worship,

do

Clarke's ‘New ; Method
REED ORGANS.

ozen,

2.88

dozen,

9.60

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

.25
2.40
.25
2.10
1.00

StoryofJesus,(
Ques. Book) single, .I5
do
dozen, 1.44
0

WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,

15

. do
do
dozen, 1.44
Butler’s Commentary,
Jas
doVol.1 TheGospels,
single, 2.00
Vol. 2 Fhe Acts Romans, ge,

& Corinthians

$2150,

Is so universally regarded as a Standard Meth

|

od that an advertisement is only needed as a reminder. The music is so attractive that the student
will retain it as a book of Organ Pieces, after finish.
ing the instructive course.

do

Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) ingle,

do

do

do

Communionist,

0:

Chégatisy

:

ozen,

i

dozen,

single;

2.40

Total.

1.16
11.52
1.26
12.52
93
9.14
1.88
18.62
40

13.92

04
A8
02
28
20
240
08

2
2.83
J1
LR
1.20
12.00
33

60

3.43

04
36
04
56
20

29
2.76
29
2.66
1.20

2.16

11.76

“ 23

04

J19
1.

23

1.72

04

do

20

77.

6

24

19

2

3

do

do do

Ot

24

20

97

12

87

8.64
144
720,
Minutes of General Con:
ence,
95
20
single, = 15
\
Ph. 4 There is no discount on the Minutes by the

A fine colored picture of Dolly Varden is on the titles of DOLLY VARDEN Song, DOLLY VARDEN
Galop, DOLLY VARDEN Scottische, and DOLLY
VARDEN Waltz. Each piece 50]Cents,

®

Now Ready.
;
Eaton’s New Method for the Cornet, A |, The Commentary on the Gospels by
Price, $1.50,
Rev. John J, Butler, D. D.,is now
Is now in season. All who wish to mgke a noise in
for delivery to our customers.
the world, may easily accomplish it by “taking up the ready
practice of this fascinating instwasenty with: the aid
of this excellent Method.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
GEMS OF GERMAN SONG,
GEMS OF BACRHD SONG,
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG,

EATH

This number is nearly half of all that

bave been printed. This simple. announcement is sufficient to show that.
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit.” At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soen be off
our hands. Price $2,00.
Postage.
extra, 24 cents. Special terms giver

OF GEMS.

The above collections of Vocal Gems contain each
200to 250 pages full of the choic®ut German, Scottish,
Sacredor miscellaneous
songs, Very valuable, and
y
very moderate in price
$2.50'in Boards; $8.08 in Cloth; $4.00 Full Gilt.
The aboye Booksand Pi
t
-paid,on receipt of retail price.
Pieces seni, post-paid, om re
0.

C. Hl. DITSON

DITSON

&

& 00., Bostoh.

CO, New York.

24

THE GETTYSBURG

to agents who sell 100 or more.
derdare solicited.

9,62
.

CQ

AN: the
IN GENESIS
AND IN GEOLOGY:
i
ount. ‘of
Bibli
or,

851
2,80

mn 5 he Hl JH A.

9,00

LLD,
She vol, [4MO, rice, , $1.
illhe 4 B.-D.,
POSE, On receipt xy AS Willha ‘sent prepaid by

5,00

5.50
12.20

coo

0)

Moon,
»

{

address,

cation.

i

rice,

a year °

postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
o percentage i§ allowed on money sen
us for the Myrtle.
dias
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

& SON,
1y18

.

cents

PoSTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any
number between one and 10, when sent to

for Castor Oil—a

Etta S. Nickerson,

copy, 30

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
| cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

ing by Dr. Samuel Pitcher. Its Rorfect] harmless
and far more effective than Pills, Narcoti Y,
ps,or
Oil. By soothing the system it produces natsleep, and is particalarty adapted to. ¢
or
testing children.” It kills
Worms, cures sfomach
Ache, Constipation, Fiatulency
and De:
ement of
the Liver.
family can afford: to be without this
article. It cosgs but 50 cents—ask your druggist to
get it for you, and he will always keep it.
4w22

and Miss

:

TErMS.—Single

family physic which is pleasant to take and does not
distress or gripe, but is sure to operate when all other remedies have failed. It is a parely vegétable
preparation, containing neither Minerals, Morphine

by Rev. L..B. Tasker;

the

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved aboutthe first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed to “ THE MyRTLE,”

870

2d Weare, N H, per B 8 Fifeld,

DOMESTIC
Necessity.

“WILL LAST A
LIFETIME.”-

They are made in imita-

and Tapestries.

DOMESTIC
Luxury.

A DOMESTIC

9,50

Sutton, N H, per E Smith,

1st Newbury,

32,63
15,00
1800

and
appli

No. 12 Pine Street, New York,
FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY.
3ml3
ha

CARPETS. —Hartford Co’s best double-extra Superfines for $1.25 per yard. It is well known that these
are the best 2-ply Carpets produced. The price for
this invoice is ten cents per yard less than manufacturers sell for. At CROWELL’S New Carpet Hall,
Marble Building, 387 Washington Street, Boston.
—

pamphlets

JONES & SCHUYLER,

Co.,

awd

"

Mission,

Pralrie City 2 M. Ill, per J 'E Bayless,
Barneyville
hope W Pierce,
Oswego Q M. NY, per 8 Griffeth,
Waupun Q M, Wis, per H J Brown,
Kenduskeag, Me, per J J Banks,
Martinsburg, W.Va, per A § Dudley,
per T P Moulton.
Wheelock Q M, Vt,

Sandwich Q M, N H, 2

Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS
for the

Church

27,00
3,00
7,00
22.71
8,07

NH YM,

Biddeford,

GREEN-HOUSE FLOWERS !!
or

10.69

Central Ohio Y M, per A K Moulson,
>
P
East Liberty ch, O,
Broadway ch, O.
F
Ashtabula Q M, O, per A H Chase,.
”
Michigan YM, Mich,

Mt Washington, N

[I

Funeral

Sandwich QM, N H, per L B Tasker,

M H Fellmore. Mich,
Montague, Mich,
Claybanks, Mich,
Hart, Mich,

all their work and others are weak and some
ave wot.
pussing through Severe trials. A few
and

6,00
11.83
13,26
7.62

Wheelock Q M, Vt, perT P Moult on,
Rock & 1h
M, Wis,
r L Hulse,
Strafford Q a Vt. per J
Moxley,
M. N H, per 8 C Kimball,
Belknap Q

Conf,

May. 81.
the West Derby ghurch, commencing
The-ehurches were all reported by letter save
with
and
harmony
in
done
Business was
3 or 4.
Some ¢hurches report good interest in
dispatch.

rp—

NEW ENGLASD CArprr

of Chester.

Mission.

David Morrill, 8 Tamworth, N H,
Eliza P Morrill,
5
Rolf L Smitiy
\ a
Weare Q M, N H, per E Smith,
Md Lovina Fox, Ashford N.Y,
C B mills, Mich, pledged at Gen Conf,
v E. W Norton, Sparta, Mich, pledged

WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its June session with

,

Further and full partiedlars, with

maps, furnished by us on personal or written
cation.

at our New Warehouse, 76 to 82 Friend St., Boston.

0!

T
Home

2Col

Pe

A collection was taken on Sabbath to aid
theological students at Hillsdale College.
M. KxowwLEs, Clerk.

NEW

In Norway,
June el by oRev. G.W. RI
at the
residence of the bride’s father, Joel Millett, Geo. C,
Chase, of Unity, and Miss Emma’F, Millett, of N.
In Chester, O., May 23, by Rev. R. E. Anderson,
Mr. M. M. Moon of fowa and
Miss Bettie Gilmore,

Raberts, Milton Mills, N H.
Preston, Hillsdale, Mich. (Freight)
Copp, Center Harbor, N H.
Bean, Hallowell, Me. o -

v

church, 7; No. baptized, 4; No. miles teayeled,
500; Amount ree’d, $85.09." M. R.- Mckee, Home
Missionary.
v2
WM RISINGER, Clerk.

en-

roll.

In
Melrose, Mass., June3, by Rev. J. X. Emery,
T. Frank Hanley and Augusta
A.Smallcorn,all of M.
1n Springfield, Me., May 25, by Rev. 8. M. Raggett,
Mr, Samuel H. Clay and
Miss Ida
Brock, o 8,
June
Le Mr. 2 itn F. Leighton ‘and Miss
a Hall,

Raymond Rideout, OherrfReld, Me.

attended, 79; No. sermons,

visits,

voices just received.

Quinby

EXPRESS,
T H
1. C
H A
Joel

Business conference at 9 o'clock,

No. meetin

59; No. family

dowed.

added to the church,

and

session.

Mission Report from: Feb.

as soon

Urethren were faithless; but

‘session

followers,

Durant, Wm. Risinger and H. Risinger.
Next session with Pierceville church,

logical instruction, and cease not their efforts

of the

were

Saturday

land Q. M. Chose
delegates to
Yearly Meeting:
Revs.
BE. Redlon, W.
Tucker, M. R. Mckee.
Laymen, D. A, Tucker, Chas. Larabee,
H.

a8 possible, more ample provision for theo-

tist church in this place than for
past. Early in the spring Rev. T.
of Middleport, held a protracted
lagted several weeks. At
which

churches

meeting

the Franklin church, May 24—26. The. churches
were alli reported steadfast. The religious interest of the meeting was lively and deep. Bro. M..
R. McKee is corresponding delegate to Switzer-

That we earnestly roquest the Trus-

Revivals, &c.

of the

each

3-PLY AND ENGLISH TAPESTRY CARPETS, ALSO
EXTRA SUPERFINES.—Suited to the New England
trade. Dealers are invitedto examine. Fresh in-

In Sandwich,

RevO C
rad Co, Pa.
~
GWW
*¢ D Robbins, Union Cen.
+
L J Bates, Lombardville, Stark Co, Ill,
Lewis Brown, Strong, Me,
’
FE Fales, Freeman,
Me.
Almon Shepherd, Chelsea. Wi
‘Adon Ames, Wolcottville, La%range Co, Ind,
L A
Knight, Garland, Me.
H A Blake, Sutton, Vt.

RIPLEY, IND., Q. M.~Held its May term with

heartily

tll the theological department is amply

humble

Saturday morning.

purpose of the Board of Trus-

tees of Hillsdale College to make,

his

Sept. 7and 8.

tees of Hillsdale College, to add- $50,000
to its endowment, and we hereby pledge
our prayers and contributions to do our part
of the noble work.
pi

.2.

by

off a Very interesting

The business

manifest.
1
Fhe following resolutions were adopted :
1.

social

saints in honor of our common Lord was attend-

welcomed, and a feeling of brotherhood,
broader than denominational bounds, was

pproves the

The

afternoon was good, aldo that in the evening, and
Sabbath morning and evening. - At the close of
the morning sérvices the communion of the

was transacted harmoniously. A cerrespondent from the M. E. church was cordially

Resolied,

The reports

in

.

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 93
and accrued interest in’ currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at the rates of the day.

* MARRIED

J Nickerson. Richmond Corner. Me.
ham Co, Mich.

WESTMORELAND Q. M.—Hel its June session
with the Bellevernon church, June 1 and 2. In
the business conference everything passed: off |
pleasantly,

traverses.

rolls, now landing, will be sold to our customers at

.

N 8 Harrington, Box 40. Parkman, Me, (2)

St. Joseph Valley Yearly Meeting.

also, for the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral ‘section of the State which it

DR. S. 8. FITCH,

ham—A

represented by letter and delegates. The Laona
and the Manchester and Caledonia churches
during

ed Block and Bituminous Coals of Park County, as

20 CENTS PER YARD,— 200

#8 per roll, containing 40 yards

SKIN

—~G W Nafus—A Pierce—G W Price—E GP:

BooN (0. Q. M.—Held its May session with the
reported revivals and additions

CARPETINGS

~5
L Adkinson—C Aldrich—BF Andrews—R E Anderson—
A Akin—T J Anderson- A A Abbott=T Allen—F Bu‘terficld—A F Bryant—H E Boon~--J M Bunker—D W Beamer—H Baker —( 8 Bosutck—V Bowen—R O Beebe—M H
Brown—E W
Fglcher—8 Bowden—Mrs MJ Bachelder—
For Moth Patches, Freckles
M W Buinett--K
Brpckett—J Baker—Mrs M T Brewer—
AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
W Brown—dJ W J'agbenter—W J Cole—E P Chandler—S8
LOTION.
The well known, reliable and harmless
Clow—S Cleavel
E A Crosier—=J B Collins—T Clark.
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Pre—W Cade—G B Clowgh—R M Cruikshank—E W Cole—M"
pared
only
by Dr. B.C. Perry, Dermatologist,49 Bond
L Craig—J H DeCoster—8 M Corey—Mrs J Carey—W C
Cook—=R
H Dennis—J L Drake—A J Dutton—I A Drown
prec, Rew York.
Sold by Druggists everywhere.
—H T Douglass—A H Downer—I C Dyer—E Davis—T G
m
:
Davis—Mrs D F Thompson—E Davis—H Dinsmore—(x h
Davenport—A M Elwell-S R Evans—J N Emery—~J W
Eppley—D W Eames—Mrs A Eaton—J C Epley—J Dassance—OH Durrell—J
Ferguson—-J A Fernald—B H Fish
sends his “FAMELY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
—E Eisenhart—D A Fellows—J D Drake—Ellen F Chase
pages, free. by mail, to any one. This book is to
—A L Gerrish—C A Gleason—G W Gardner—W C Gove
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
—A BGould—L Gilson—W Hendryx—N Hyde—T H R
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
‘Havens—O 8 Harmon—-M Hewett
Harrington—J

*

The

The issue is limited to $16,800 per mile, in denaminations of $1,000, $500, and $100.
This Road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest ex*| isting outlet
to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansport'and intermediate points for the celebrat-

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions,
BrLoTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond St., New York.
.

Leirters BBeceived,

ISAIAH SMITH, Clerk.

Cherry Valley church.

Clerk.

Rev 8 R Evans, Caroline Center, N Y,
* J Woodman, Pelham, N H,

| mission has been started in the eastern division,
| formerly the city of St. Anthony, which has been

Quarterly

COUPON AND REGISTERED.

* Or on their arrival from the East,

STRAW

THEY

INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY
IN NEW
YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE

Lo.

Trains leave Dover for Wolfboro’ & Center Harbor,
10.10 A Mai vanes 2.40, PMosssanes B.45 P.M,

THREE-PLY DUNDEES,
SWITZERLAND Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Harmony church, Switzerland Co., Ind.,
commencing Sept 7, at 2 P. M.
L. ADKINSON, Clerk.

~The

TAO

I. Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
10.10
A Mess ve nne2el0 BA oy eaes 5udB PML

out at 624 cents per yard.
~~

has

and

Bid5 Ll.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.

THREE-PLY

teresting Bible classes are formed which include
nearly “#ll the adult members of the congregation. The church still labors under serious em-

privi-

lege to operate cheerfully upon that plan.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted :
3
Resolved, That we deeply sympathize
with- our dear brethren in Chicagc in their
noble struggle tb establish
permanently
a F. Baptist church in that metropolis, and
that we pledge our prayers and, so far as
practicable, substantial aid in that work.
A resolution against secret. and oath-

Societies

Litera

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
ANNUAL MEETING.

proper business of the

toil in

in the same neighborhood

taken a new lease of life, and two

|

hearty approval, and we

.an executive Mission Board for the com ing
Prof. Dunn, from Mich., ‘W. Joy,

LYNDON

a social meeting and communion service after
the baptism, some fifty persofis took part. The

:

FOREIGN MISSIONS.

The address before - the United

ance is earnestly requested.

Russell

iu

‘a

8 Per Cent.Gold

DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGEE R. B.

;

tion for the encouragement of those who

L.

100 10.35 oes B40.

—

Bates College.

cheering “ signs,” among whieh he would men-

elevén persons Idst Sabbath at Crystal Lake,

dollars for this

fon

of

ton, on Monday eve
June 24, instead of Wednesday evening.
e Junior Prize Declamation will be
on Wednesday evening.
§
0: B.C.

and fervent prayers,
3. That the readiness of those in heathen chief forwarder of the movement. Itis a small
Jands to receive the Word of Life, and. the beginning, but are we not taught not to despise
large success of our missionaries during the the day of small things? It is hoped this little
past year has been such as to inspire bright one may become a thousand.
hopes for the future and prompt us to more
Rev. J. D. Batson hus, after some years of
liberal - efforts for the” Foreign Mission active service in the ministry, entered upon a
cause.
| course of study af Carlton Colleges but continues
4. That the plan for raising Foreign { to supply the Castle Rock chureh as usual.
Mission funds recommended by the Gener- |
WATCHMAN.
|
al Conference at its last session meets our

J. M. Kayser, were, appointed to constitute

from Ohio, and E.' Dudley,

:

Re-union

The Annual Meeting of the Fhrporators of the
Lyndon Literary and Biblical
Institution will be
held in the Chapel of the Institation at Lyndon Center, on TUESDAY, July 2, 1872, at 9 otlock, A« M., for
the choice of officers, and to fransact any
other

the vineyard, that Rev. C.

up-

M.

will be delivered by Rev, Edward

1. That we regard our Foreign Missio
work as of great denominational impor- | more preaching and pastoral work than they are
:
3
tance and renew tq it our pledge of hearty now getting.

sion work, O, D. Patch, J, 8, Dinsmore and
year.

rec-

urge

+

The ‘ Watchman” has
net fallen
asleep,
though he confesses to have been a little drowsy.
Not so dozy, however, as to fail to notice some

on their congregations this subject within,
at most, the next six months und solicit
their active cotperation in prayers and substantial aid.
8. That we take immediate measures to

| as to entitle them

commenced by the reading of Scripture and
singing, after which prayer was, offered by

L. E Bixby.

greater, therefore we

2. That the gi
sacrifices and arduous
| labors of our Foreign missionaries are such

This religious body held its thirty-second
session with the church in Prairie City,
May

be proportionally

support.

Illinois Yearly Meeting.

commencing

hope that if our
nt ‘* plan for work "
is carried forward with as much vigor as
the circumstances demand, our success will

at 8 o’clock, A.

the Alumni, at 3 1-2, P. M. rromenade Concert, at
8 o'clock, P. M. Music. by the Manchester band.
,
A.B. MESERVEY, Prin.

and

1. That in view of the success which has
attended our labors the past year, and the

of the City Government, of
temperance cause, and of
ligious dénominations, and
Baptist ministers and their

fund of ten thousand

ollars at the earliest possible moment.

ford, Rev. Dr. Blodgett, the representatives

TUESDAY EVENING, June 25. Prize Declamation
by the Middle and Junior Classes.
WEDNESDAY EVENING, June 26. Address before
fe Literpry Societies by Rev. Geo. T. Day, D. D,,
over.
:
P
THURSDAY, June 27. Exercises of the Graduating

Church.

the press, of the
the different remost of the Free
wives whogwvere
Rev. J.
/ in attendance at the “Association.

lated endowment

J

AM. AM. P.M. PM. P.M. PML PM. PM.

t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

MONDAY EVENING, June 24. Sermon before the
Y. M.C. association, by 8. G. Kellogg, Tilton.
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, June
25, 26. Exami-

his

prepared

"jONDS
oF iE

Trains leave Dover fdr Great Falls, a
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M, PM. P.M. P.M, P.M. P.M,

Tel

«

Logansport, Crawfordsville and SouthWestern Railway of Indiana.

= 01010135... F040... B.48V 5.000. LL.

New Hampton Institution.
NINETEENTH ANNIVERSARY.

The field is now open,

and any of our ministers who are

——

Trains leave Dover, for Portland.
AM. AM.

i

_ FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD

' Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. PM. P.M, P.M.
: 6.50% 8.00 11.20% sees sess 0.00 8.40%

AT BEST.

ANDWO

: 91-2 Per Cent.
'on the Investment.

ENGLAND CARPET CO, 76 to 82 Friend Street, Boston.

Fhe above named Institution and church are
in want of a man to take charge of the school,
and also supply the church on the Sabbath with

sympathy, co-opera-

tion and patronage of,

Seminary

©

WINTER ARRANGEMENT. June 5, 1871.

"MINNESOTA SOUTHERN Y. M. will hold its next
session with the Spencer church, Iowa, commencing
June 21, at 2 o’clock, P. mu.
,
8. A. Stow,

would like to occupy «it, are invited to correspond with the writer at South Parsonsfield,Me.,
immediately.
[In behalf of both Institution and
church.
C. B. PECKHAM.

been

BAD

|

HOSTON AND WAIVE
BAIL ROAD,

Notices and Appointments.

Harper’s Ferry, W. Va., June, 1872,

4. That it is the duty of our people wher-

of, and

had

and front

later invention of the twisted loop-stitch made by
the Willcox &-Gibbs Silent Family Sewing Machine,

ing House debt at Winchester,!
Va., is, by the

.

idence. This was given at the Roger Williams church on Friday evening. The tables were bountifully furnished, and there

that they

ARE

| MORE INCOME
THAN GOVE
RNMEBONDS,
NT

I". Special Notices.

1

=

:

IAL
1414
+
BIEN!

Cent.
60 Per
Payi
ng

tes

Remarkable Cure, also Permanent
Cure, in Star, Feb, 14, and 28,

A———————

non-elastic lo¢k-stitoh are both alike udafied for family usg, and are being rapidly superseded by the

EDUCATION.
;
*
Ministers and Churches.
1. That it is the duty of every Christian
to make use of every available means for
Rev. F. B. TANNER, of French Creek, N. Y.,
is reported in failing health and nearing the
self education.
2. That education in its highest sense grave. Bro. T. has given his best, years to the
embraces both intellectual an heart cult- service of Christ, and now has His friendly arm
ure.
to lean upon. May his spirit aseend joyfully to
8. That the graded schools of our xillages ‘meet its Lord.
>
and cities, are not as yet prepared to accomplish this noble and much-needed
REV. J. F. Joy has accepted a call from the
work.

BURNS,

sat down to them, with the honored guest of
the occasion, His Excellency, Gov. Padel-

-

BOTH

This is to'say that the Freewill: Baptist Meet~

of generosity of friends far away, now

Burns by the Free Baptist churches of Prov-

feeling

See

lowing the Lord in his appointed service,

What may be regarded as a fitting sup- f ever practicable to sustain a denominationplement to the meeting of the Association, al school of as high a grade as possible,
was the reception extended to Rev. Dr.
5.* That Prairie City Academy is worthy

Burns.

0."

White alike the back

=

¢

RECEPTION

CS
m

0 10Ghe Manda
appWo le.
01%

oY

AN UNDOUBYED SECURITY

Eo. LIBBY, Treas

MOY NH, por $0)

eA
—————

every.
an
thropist ’ the Many thanksto all those who bave aided us. This is why so many thousands of lock-stitch machines of the best and latest make are annually ex.
state to give
Furthermore, every item received i8 recorded,
2. That we will Tughce fe ES uatila: and our books are open to the inspection of ‘any changed for the Willcox & Gibbs.
"in any wits so far as practicable, those who who wish to sée the details,~names of persons,
Best and Oldest Family Medicine, —~SANsell intoxicating
: churches, Q. Meetings, &c., that have contribu- FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—~A. purely Vegetable
cating drinks as a beverage.
3. That
we regard it our dutyto labor in
Cathartic and Tonic—~for Dyspepsia, Constipation,
all lawful and Christian ways, as by exam- ted to the cause. If any sums haye been raised, Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
and
have
not
yet
reached
us,
let
the
donors
be
ple, precept and vote, to suppress intemderangementsof the Liver, Stomach and Bowels.
assured that we have pressing need of them for Ask your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
perance.
lyeow3d
4. That we can not hope for the full tri- our poor students, young ministers, &c., &c.
Yours Gratefully,
umph of the temperance reformation, while
A. H, MORRELL.
there is indulgence in the use of tobacco,

in

brethren

to our

is due

:

fi

.

:

lhe

"

Brees.
awd
“Lo [EMBle
on

one tmmini Jaros DOT,r y

!

Flashing in their peacly sheen,
From the glorious coralline,
See those teeth untarnished!

N+

80. PAnrsoNsFeLD, ME. ' Baptism was

e

-

;

iy Sift uve | SaReLIBRY. Peas
| yyiue,

by the fragrant SOZODONT,
administered in this place June 9, five fol- joi. Yes,
May beauty’s mouth be garnished!

acquainted, caused manyto say from their
inmost souls, “ Lord, it is good for us to be
especially by ministers of the gospel, in any
here.” Many, we trust all, went away of its forms.
of
strengthened for the labors and conflicts
the future.
Much credit

.

a

The single-thread raveling stitch and the Insecure

indorse the

re

England,
and the other one
of the ‘noblest

experiences with which the human

a year, and prosperity seems to be still attending it.

;

itory law passed
by the Ill.

men, the one a Baptist from

two venerable

recommend

TEMPERANCE.

mentivn. . Rev. Dr. Buriis

and Rev. Dr. Bl
sided at~the table.

Fourteen have boen baptized aud twenty

the F, B. Printing Establishment, the publication of anothier 8. 8. paper, alternatin
with the Myrtle
and adapted in style an
matterto youths
rll

connected with his mission work, while the

deserves special

t this conference

Te

aundio
and creates a

of three added to this church within less than

Myrtle, and also the
publications
of our denomination.

ha

.

EFL

:

TRY

en

:
pion Bk dt hover
|| Wrenn
YB [ns

Asam qomulth ways A0eri op ie ube
of Atwebd’s QUIMINE TONIC BITYERS, 1 ‘comibats

the
¢' ag one of
BACCARAPPA, Me, Baptism was adminispapers in America, and ,tered
to four converts Sabbath before last,
and they were geceived into the F',B, church.
,. and ‘sho

substitute for Rey. C. 8, Perkins, was war,
ca
earnest and practical, so that many caught found in eve
bbath-school.
Mariner
ihspiration' from his words.’ Bro,
2. That we regard it the first
regards 8. 8, li
made 4 noble and powerful appeal
in behalf | preewil)

i
:
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.
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BLOW.
SPIT,
SETS SET
HAWK,
Rut- | | DODONTandHAWK,dei
intn, the second RutThe interestingsting revival
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Saray
AVN,
vM.
with th thhp anit
‘wid prospective changesfn the pastoral re- | N xtiobdion
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iyi
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has,
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past
the
during:
church!
land
|
adoptwere
resolutions
following
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“DOVER, N. H.ai
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:

has an air,

And the snoy-drop a grace,
And the swee

4 WAY,

And the heart’s-ease a face,—
Yet there’s nothing like the rose
‘When she blows.

&

IL

Where innocent, bright-eyed daisies are
With blades of grass between,
Each daisy stands up like a star

But he turned them over and over most
longingly; and the-more he looked at them

over #he

chest,

*

with

You've

his
heard

lost.

»

lauge

but I don’t see why you

at

&hould.

me,

uncle,

The an- |

events in the Sight of birds, er by thé
trails of beasts. If we cannot’ do so,
it seems to me #t is because we have
{ the power, not because the signs are
there to be read. The wisest men have

Vv.

The honeysuckle waits,
For summer and for heat,

‘

But violets in the chilly spring

Make the wood-path sweet.
Christina Rossetti.

been ashamed .to be

read it to me. - Only tell me what
puzzle it is.”
:

entoo,
lost
not
not

superstitious.

tl

the fools, Paul.”
a
Paul, who had been

Spring bids us to his banquet
With chime of snow=drop bells,

defiant

hitherto,

~ A week after, the lieutenant

And spreads his feast of dainties
Tn sheltered dales and dells.

blushed with pleasure. “I dont know,”
be continued, ‘* what credit to give to spir-

He pledges us in crocus cups,

itual mediums.
Faet is, I've run after
them till I'm about tired. They've got all
my last two quarters’ allowance, and so
I've had to go without mew clothes this'
winter. But if I could sueceed! If I

Pearl, amethyst and gold,
‘With amber wine of sunlight,
Of preciousness untold.
Meek violets his handmaids are,
In modest purple drest,
His lackeys, dandelions gay,
In green, with yellow vest;

life!”
.
“ Very true,” said his uncle,

In many a grassy field,
Stand ready, at his hi
ng,

,

to yield.

ot

book

“ [ don’t know,

The pranks of antic colambines,

so often.

Decked out in red and gold.

for

*
awhile,

with feverish

Parker

told

The glad musicians sing,
And carol forth the chorus,
“ All Hail, to joyous Spring!”

But Spring’s a tricksy fellow :
lures us out fo roam,

aple, indeed.

His notion of a banquet,
His festive revelry.

So, with the glad musicians,
Let every ereature sing,
And card] forth the chorus,
“¢ All Hail, to joyous Spring!”

was to be consulted only at night.
that was several years ago.”

The Fumily Circle.
The Pot of Gold.
Lieut. Calderwood was at his
house on & visit, during his two

with

sister's
weeks’

her ome

evening in the parlor, while her two chil.
dren were. studying their léssops at the
r
table in the back room.

“Nothing will ever restore hin to. common
«¢«Jtisa long day until sunset,” said

provided “his studies suit his fancy. Bui
* what are they? If you look over his shoulsome

over

der now, you'll find him poring

History of Capt. Kyd
Book of Dreaorms,
and his treasures, imstead of his school
books. The boy is deranged on the subject

at some bold
would talk to
him just now.
him out of his

« But oughthe to be ridiculed ?”
:

“ Well, call Clara in, and I'll go

him awhile,” * |

talk

to

:

Mrs. Forbes ‘beckoned her little girl to

gayly,

“ To make our_fortune,” he said,

asheran out.
~~
No. 81 Poplar Street

was

er were before.

soon

found.

Beside it was a narrow, dark entry, lighted

by a red lamp, which gave a ghostly and
murderous light. Paul went up the wind-

ing stairs, and found at'the top a door with
a placard, on which was printed ‘with a
common pen,—

«MADAME D' AUBREY, SEERESS.”
Paul tapped... No answer. He. tapped

again.
:
‘« Futer!” said a hoarsé voice.
He pushed the door open, and

The,

,

went

in.

\» was share of furniture, except

another
red lamp, which

shed {its bloody

her, and’the lieutenant sauntered into the glare over the gray walls, and a black an:
back room, and, Iam serry to say, lighted ‘tique chafr, in which sat a tall, gaunt
a cigar.
=
woman. She was robed in a loose, falling
“Well, Paul, my boy, hard at it? habit of black from head to foot. Her face,

What's the book P Latin or Algebra P”

Paul colored a little. ** Oh, I can run
over my lessons in the morning. They're
so horribly dull! I'm reading now.”
« Head of your classes, I hope, aren't
you

yr

vag

Mm

of which Paul could see little but the

chin,

was deathly pale. Now and then, he
caught a glimpse of g pair of keen eyes,
which he thought were both fierce and
!

threatening.
She did not bow nor rise. - He

yomained

Paul laughed. “ No, indeed, nearer the standing before her. The very assumption
other end. Well, the truth 1s," throwing
of authority which this implied impressed
down his book, and leaning over confiden- and awed Paul.
tially, ** I’ve got it into my head to make
. “I came to consult you,” he stammered.
money. Mother has hard work to get
The black-covered head nodded. It is
along with Clara and me.”
unnecessary
for you to explain yourself
“1 know, Paul,” said the lieutenant,
further, Your name is Paul Forbes. You
gravely.
:
~ + Now, what good does this scanning of desire to know by what means you may obdead

languages

and poring

over

cube

roots do? How much meat will that put

honest little boy,” sobbed Ned,
himself into her arms.
»“ Who
said you was

and

tain a certain treasure,”

.

»

| Paul was terrified. The other mediums.

&e

the candies
den spring
ful face as
despairing
heart.

oi i

He

and accepted

takes

up

opinions to disprove or

sets himself to get attention

man

a thief,

fails for lack of proper

of the generally

periences
mind, honey !” she

warning of the
cently fall.

foolisheold

the

doubtiul

look changed into one of certainty

and de:

termination,

nurse;

and

then

little

Ned

said

slowly and gravely—

gain its prey, in the

Pm

dess

going to wait for mudder,

and tell her all about it;” and slipping
down from Milly’s ‘knee, he went to the
window to watch for his mother.

f

ro

be held back

but

She came into the room, and “h® turned
slowly from the window to meet her.

A little pocket turned -inside out, and
covered with a mixture of sugar and cream ;
a tearful, penitent face; and a tremulous

conviction, and wounds

The

that Mr. Lincoln

a

the public

and

supernatural

tiveness. We strongly incline to the opinion
that there) was a marked change here, after the
during the

war,and

with

or driven into

they

represent terrible

realities

doors,

it is a false taste

which

them

out, and

at our

protests

a mischievous

tention. The larger portion of the material composing the volume has appeared in a series of

ous change in this respect togk
place after
wards, though he confesses
that he
can not
speak on that point with such unequivocal posi-

President went to his martyrdom

same novice ought oo’

and motives entitle his views to a respectful at-

Christianity, and is well assured that no seri

inauguration and

seeming

' vices are to be dealt with, that will not be generally approved; but the author's intelligence

statements on this.

rejected

of its

moral cowardice which declines to reach out a
hand for their removal.. There is now and then
a hint of methods in which some of these social

point are strong, the proofs, it must be confessed,
are difficult to, dispose of, the distrust thrown
upon the opposité representations can not be ignored or easily mastered. Up to the time of his
inauguration, Mr.~ Lamon is thoroughly confident

glare

by his conscience

against searching

papers published in the Galaxy,but they deserve
this more permanent form.

A-SATCHEL GUIDE

that the

a better

faith than that which Mr. Lamon confesses had

long been the burden and the torture of his heart,
Mr. Lamon’s anti-Christian creed would, perhaps unconsciously, affect his estimate of Mr.
Lincoln’s theology; and if the President did rcally reach the richer faith through his agonies
that the lawyer never knew in his ambitious.
struggles
for place and power, he would hardly
be likely, reticent as he had always been upon
such sacred themes, to make a confident of one
who had no sympathy. with the new life whose

peace and trust and hope had begun to spring u

FOR THE VACATISY Tour

IST IN EUROPE. A compact itineracy of the
British Isles, Belgium and - Holfind, Germany
and the Rhine, Switzerland and France. ‘New
York:

Hurd

&

Houghton.

1872."

188. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Taking into account the objects

and cruel-

the sympathies

hopes of the best souls,

as

very

of the public;

against

false

of pictures which are here spread out before us;

pot the least significant,

most strongly

inno-

safety by his wholesome fears, And, on the
whole, it seems to us that much the larger part
of the influence of this book will be of this last
mentioned sort. It is a sad and sickening series

merely or chieflyto advance himself to a new
and coveted distinction is boldly announced ; and
his steady and confident look for a great tragedy
to be enacted in his experience and life is given
great prominence,
But it is chiefly in making Mr, Lincoln a Deist
of the Theodore Parker type, instead of the
Christian that he is generally painted, that Mr.
Lamon strikes

they
rit

He means that his ex-

such a position so that this

ty to the Indian; his readiness to use other men

:

which

successes, and in the shame and horror of its
last results. His papers do indeed make it easy
for the novice to find and pass into the various
circles of the. great city’s sin, if that is what he
wishes to do; but he also sets forth the perils of

and many

clung tb him like the love of the war

“Den I'd be a badder tjef than I was before.

life are

into

impulse of high motives,

of melancholy ran through all his after years.
He is made a far more ambitious seeker for office for its own satisfactions than he has heen
esteemed ; his boorishnesy
is declared to have

very

‘

and

dangers

posures. shall do good and not evil, He paints
vice 80 that it oughtto appear repulsive, even
when he sets it forth decked and gilded and outwardly fair; and he mesdns also 0 enlist the general public as well as the officers’ of the lawin a
wise but resolute crusade agaivst it. He tells very
plainly where it may be found and in what shapes
and aspects; he photographs it as it appears in the
streets and as ft is when found in its own hidden
lairs; he exhibits it in the methodsit adopts to

measure, owing to these that the deep undertone

doubtfully into the dark face of the loving
but

views

many

Mr, Crapsey has evidently written sout ofa
largé and accurate knowledge, and under the

for there isa decided element of romance in
{*them, and it seems to have been, in no small

said, as the blue eyes filled again, and the
big tears began to roll slowly down the
round cheeks. “I'll put you on a clean
dress, and wash out that pocket, and we
won't say one word about it.”
For one moment the grieved eyes looked

be-

accepted

And

ply because there is nobody to give them a plain

He denies

biographies

knowledge.

temptation that meet them in the city, do so sim-

in almost every respect, and

makes against the earlier

moral

of thes¢ who fall victims to the plotting and

ly band. It is sure to be read, and it can not
fail
to make an impression.
In the massof its
facts, many of which will be wholly new to the
public, in the formidable array of its proofs

honey?

attention is calledto these

ulcers, the work of curing the diseases which
they denote is either not undertaken at all, or it

which he uses. It is an attractive piece of biography, fashioned by a strong.skillful and master-

throwing

easy to deal with such

unless public

having been crushed in his sud- much less can we stop to specify in detail the
into Milly's arms. Such a dole- points upon which Jresh and valuable informalooked up into-Milly’s then! Its | tion is afforded. The book must be carefully
read in order to be really appreciated.
But the
expression went straight to her | facts bearing upon Mr. Lincoln’s domestic ex-

+¢ There, there, never

1

the

preparation

of

this

little

16mo.

aiméd

handy

pp.

at in

volume,

which would not strain an ordinary pocket, and
hardly be noticed in the satchel, it may safely be
pronounced a real success. It is arranged with
reference to a brief tour through the countries

mentioned;

it points

out lines

of travel

and

methods of procedure adapted to secure the larg-

est ‘advantages at the smallest cost in money,
time and perplexity,~which is always large
enough;

it condenses a large

amount

of infor-

mation, and omits very little that is needed in a
general guide-book. Tourists goingto Europe
for a brief summer-run over Gaeat Britain and

the most intek@sting portions of the continent,
will do well in taking with them this little book.
Le,

‘THE STANIFORDS OF STANIFORD'S FOLLY.
Story of winged and wingless Riches.
Mrs. E. D.
Kendall, author of * Master

A

By
and

Pupil,” ete, Boston: D. Lothrop
& Co. Dohil N.H.: G.T. Day & Co. 1872, 16mo. pp.

PERCY ROYDON ; or, Self-Conquest, ByzEmma
Leslie, author of “The Orphan and the Foundling,” &c, Same Publishers. 16mo. pp. 213.
MAGGIE’S MESSAGE. A Story for Girls, Same
Publishers, 16mo. pp. 150.
)
Hére are some, juvenile books that may be
Mrs. Kendall, who

emphatically recommended.

has exhibited her large and original ability in
her previous books, and whose graces, felicities
and brilliances of style and expression single
out her volumes Yrom any

us a live, breezy,

collection, has given

wholesome

and

morally

ear-

nest book in the Stanifords, It has hot a single
dull paragraph or doulitful lesson, The other
te from the publications
two volumes are rep

of the London Religious Tract Soclety, and worthy

of their

indorsement

both the

by

English

in his soul.
\
and American Houses, and thatis a statement
But we can not discuss the question, nor linger
Mrs=“€halmers, as with a sudden move- voice saying, brokenly—*‘ Mudder, I isn't a
that means something.
ment she knocked down from the toilet .welly honest boy ; I'm dess a naughty tief” longer in the effort to characterize this remarkPart Iv. of the NATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA has
table before which she stood, a box of su- —greeted her,as she came in. Mrs. Chal- able hook. It will be widely read, and it is idle
its interes, ability and power, or de- been received, Th¥ single volume in which this
gar plums which, dressing in haste, she had mers caught his meanilg more quickly than tony question
the important bearings
of its assured influ- work is tobe comprised will be crammed with
* Here, Neddie, come help Milly had done.
not neticed.
ence,
more information upon an immense variety of
“
Have
you
been
eating
mother’s
candy,
ne
mother, I m in a great hurry, for Aunt
| subjects than almost any otter nook that has
Helen is wllting for me. If you will pick Neddie ?” she asked very gravely.
BOOKS oF SoNG. By Henry Wadsworth been issued from the press; and for use by the
« No'm, ‘not eating ’em only squasbing THREE
up all these candies and put them safely
Longfellow, Boston: James R, Osgood & mass of readers, who can not afford the money

help

‘em ; but I was going to eat ’em.”
»
And then the story was all told—how he

Little Ned was sitting on the fl5oF playing with his blocks, but he jumped up at

on the table when it is ready,”

had at first struggled with the temptation,
and then been overcome, how at.the very
last he had repented, only to find to his dismay that he could not restore the stolen
candy. Mother heard it all, with the tearstained face laid close upon her breast, and

then you and

the sticky, chubby hands clasping her own

away in the box, you will be a great
to me.”

mother's call, and his busy

fin-

to pick up, the scattered sugarnimbly.
Chalmers,

go out and

‘* and

play with Milly.

shoulder beneath your clothes, and an un- When we all come home we will have a
make a ‘healed
afterwards, J could
sum, ‘then,or what
wound below your knee. If I can nice tgpat ont of that box.”
1 plend of myself.”
scholar
tell
you
about these things that other eyes
“ Arent.
you nfraid to leavedNed alone.
had
Paul
book
the
w
e
r
d
© The lieutenant
can not see, you can afford to trust” me for with all that candy?” said Aunt Helen, as
ns
latio
‘Reve
him,
toward
g
readin
‘been

with all their little strength. = And then she
knelt down, with -her penitent boy beside
her, and thanked the dear Lord Jesus, that,
although he had yielded to temptation, she
could yet fel that he was his mother’s honest little boy.—Julia A. Mathews.
*

a

:
ok

7
RS

room.

But, alas! the chubby hand came out
again, a sticky mass of sugar and.cream,

¢ Oh, see what I have done!" exclaimed

that he had consulted had never told him
in the pot?”
a
once at his
actual facts.
TN
shi
«How do you propose to help your «4 When-do you hold a seance »
| gers began
mother 5%
re
“Now,” in 4 hoarse, grating Voice, ‘1 plums very
« Well, sir,” whispered Paul, eagerly,
| no frumpéry” tables, of cards, or said« PutMrs. it
for this 3]was his first patient listener, ‘if I need
machinery.
Do you ask whether I can see
get
had a large sum of money that I could
into
faturity
? You have a scar on your Lillie can
large
—a
delay,
any
, without
at once,
all

ZA
EP, Te
AEE

stimulated.into unhealthy action by laying bare
the social vices and erimes of the city. And ‘vet,

ofrespect.”

They'd better not let old Molly catch ‘em I” when proofs are called for, in tlie.almost audacious fearlessness with which it reports what
said the nurse, thinkipg that some one had
often seems of doubtful propriety; in the intellibeen teasing her darling.
| gence of its critical judgments, and especially in
‘I | its readiness to fly in the face of every statement
: “T'was me said so,” faltered Ned.
tiefed some candy out of mudder’s box. | which makes Mr, Lificolya believer in evangeli| cal Christianity,—~in all these things it exhibits
0, Milly dear! what shall I do?”
“Did you eat it, honey?" asked Milly, - features that must command careful attention
and keep both the brain and the heart of the
the truth beginning to dawn upon her.
“reader active,
.
“No, it’s here,” said Ned, mournfully
We have no space in which to speak in any
thrusting his fat hand into his pocket.
proper way of the points which Mr. Lamon

Neddiels, Temptation.
Y

many of the

appeared, of one

the right of ignorant or misguided biographerdto

For an hour the flushed face, with every
Why, that you must have worked hard to
‘| now and then another tear rolling quietachieve so much, Paul.”
“ Yes, yes, it took hard work!” nodding. ly over it, was pressed aghinst the glass,
« It's queer, too, what trifles will drive 8 | waiting, * waiting for mudder,” as he said
:
in answer to all persuasions to go out for
fellow on the Yoad, eh?"
the lieutenant a play in the bright sunshine.
Lillie, his
after,
months
Several
came upon Paul one day, who was looking two-year old sister, could not understand
at a bit of yellow paper, covered with fig- his peculiar mood, for she was used to havures and lines.
x
ing her merry brother ready at anytime for
“Do you kifbw?” said he looking up, a romp and frolic; but now when she coax“ there's a puzzle that tookme years to ed him to come out and play, his only
work out ? I did it just before I left home, answer was a few big tears, and a sobbing
—“1I'm waiting for mudder;” and to all
and found the answer to it,—nothing.”
The lieutenant paused,—smiled. * Hard, Milly's persuasions he returned the same rehealthful study, a good profession, -and ply.
a good income, will not serve for a’pot
At last the carriage drove up the avenue.
of gold, then, Paul?” he said, with a shrewd Motheky stepped out, and in another motwinkle in his eye.— The Companion.
‘ment he heard her foot upon the stairs.
re

{

wholesogag,and relieve them of their .mischievous tendgncy. A prurient curfbsity is often

remarkable

«0, Milly! I'm most a tief; a wicked
prison tief; and mudder said I was her

* Think?

+ \

only—

which

in bis portrait, of vigor and emphasis in the tone

"3:

Uncle Jem: wrung his hand.

mass’ of works

of his pale face and startled, troubled eyes.

the

New York: Shel-

paper. pp. 185.

as are

painstaking and exceptional ability. He reveres
Mr. Lincoln's character, sets him up as a most

blesg ye, honey, what

By Edward Crapsey.

It is not

to his true portrait by flinging out of the way the
caricatures upon which he insists the nation and
the world have been gazing. And Mr, Lamon
has dertainly done his own work with eminent

stood there, all trembling and

Why,

olis,

don & Co. 1872, octavo.

such a
prove

scout them, and so

What should he tell

v

topics

ails ye?” she exclaimed, as she caught sight

"What do you think of that,

Uncle Jem?”

boy

de—

earlier

mislead the public in its estimate of such a man;
he insists upon it as the duty of those who know
the truth to tell it in so plain a way that serious
misconceptions shall be henceforth impossible.
And there is no lack of plainness in his words,
of sharpness in the outlines or strength of color

her brother, quoting kis favorite proverb.
“Been appointed assistant surveyor of
The next night, Paul put on his over-: this Territory, sir! Attached to the Explocoat just after supper, and his last dollar in ration Party under Gen. Hay. I can't tell
his pocket. His uncle had not been at you all now, only that 1 have the position
home during the afternoon. Paul kissed for tam years, at a fine salary; and mother
his mother good-by once or twice.
and Clara are snug and happy as they nev-

« 80 Paul is a lazy scholar, eh?” said the
lieutenant, lowering his voice.
+ No, not at all. He is diligent enough, | _“ Where are you going, my son?”

the

*“Neddie!

grudge the dollar for the prophecy?” he
said. ‘‘As I look back now, I don’t quite approve of my manuer of teaching you your
lesson, but you have shown yourselfa better
scholar than I feared.”

sense or usefulness.” *

These

or em-

treated by Mr. Crapsey in this book in
way that the discussion of them
will

prevalent

and Milly, his nurse, an old colored woman
who loved him almost as dearly as if he

no

Paul jumped to his feet, turned red, and
then burst into a shout of laughter.
“You were the seeress! I kmow you

looking in the fire for a long time.
“ The boy is ruined,” sighed his mother.

of the public.

freshness

biographies are generally dismissed almost with
a gesture of contempt. He says: ** Out of the

sake of exact truth and rigid justice.

you come here P”

you

the false estimates

was too

As

laughed, and ended by kissing

*‘Do

temptation

bewildered, the door opened from without

young fellow jumped

nodded.

the

any péculiar
:

THE NETHER SIDE OF NEW YORK; or, the
Vice, Crime, and Poverty of the Great Metrop-

or contradicts the statements of other biographers, or undertakes to correct what he deems

dismay at the bare thought of such a thing.

caught him by the shoulders,

were !”
The liedtenant’

them,

not noticeable for
inent merit,

and well-arranged evidence,
the case when he challenges

has apparently no wish to rob him of a single
element of greatness and worth that belonged to
him. He insists that he writes chiefly for the

« Paul Forbes! Bless you, boy! bow did

“I'll go and see her to-morrow night,”
said Paul. He was more nervous and unsettled than usual that evening, and sat

crystal

Lillie? The naughty fingers might steal
the pretty candies, but ‘the little tongue
had never yet been stained by a falsehood,
and it shrank back from the cherry lips in

him like a girl.

But

beautiful

throw off the yoke

up the third Book are only a handful,
and are

He fortifies mast of his important statements with

_ His hand was on the door, but the guilty

his talents and real tastes
we can not say. But itis
the end of three years, he
enter the highest class in

bright-eyed

shook him,

« At 81 Poplar Street,” said his uncle,
after several moments of hesitation. . ** She

— Christian Register.

one of

little heart stood still.

three strangers dashed. up, and a stout,
bearded,

and step of his progress.
And the
shows no lack of capacity, and his

degree

A year later, Lieut. Calderwood was
seated in the door of his tent, when two or

off his horse,

every stage
biographer

religious enthusiasm

of the usurper is at times grandly brought out
and in a style truly dramatic and thrilling.
There are passages here that reproduee the poet's
full genius and power, and it is this part of the
yolume that holds the chief fraction of its val
ue. The handful of Translations which make

contemplated the preparation of a biography,
put all his abundant information and ,voluminous documents into Mr, Lamon’s hands,and frequently and freely advised with bim at almost

and,

the high

which animated that effort to

also

ing them as deep into his small pocketas
they could possibly be pushed down.
‘I
must go find Lillie, and give her one. I'll
tell her"—
:

lege.

She sketched out his whole

Two more of those

had been her own child, entered

work,

who

Dr. "Holland’$=is it possible to speak with any

Practical Surveying of the Polytechnic Col-

career for him.”
:
;
“ Who was she? Where is she to be
found ?” cried Paul, forgetting
to ask
whether the prophecies proved true.or not,
—and they were most ridiculously absurd
and untrue.
:

Yet heed his invitation!
For pretty ’tis to see

.civb

were his proper

Mr, Herndon,

ively portrayed,

to con-

Lillie," he said, grasping them and thryst-

‘

mathematics
|

struct his narrative,

great for his resistance.
“Dey dess left deirselves out for me and

tervals, as he was stationed on the frontier, but every letter brought accounts of
Paul's incessant, steady labor in the one
direction.
‘
Whether the hope of the treasure still
urged him on, or whether he found that

some remarkable predictions, very remark-

For mortals who would dine!

of

He heard from his sister but at long in-

sulted here as to his future life, who made

.- Are surely insufficient

“James”

other sign.

that for which
best fitted him,
A friend of mine, Capt. Johns, told me of
that, at
a woman, a fortune-teller, whom he con- certain
‘was’ ready to

Then, spite of all his dainties,
He sends us hungry home.
For honey-drops and dew-drops,
And even sunlight wine,

of growing rich suddenly,
master-stroke. Iwish you
him. You are supreme with
It may be you could ridicule
absurdity ; I can not.”.

his

clairvoyant advertisements in the paper
every day"—
.
:
‘ As to those mediums,” said Lieut. Calderwood, thoughtfully, ‘ my opinion - is
that they will take your money, and you
will get no information in return. 1 have
never had any intercourse with them, for
I have no belief in their ability to tell you
‘| anything you do not already know yourself,

And stir of preparation
Is sounding everywhere.
From blossom-laden branches,

to

laid on

laughed, but made

materials out of which

abundant, strong
Especially is this

after, Mrs. Forbes, writ-

The lieutenant

with the amplest

drops! As he bent over them, and saw the
delicious creamy substance which filled the
center ‘peeping out from a break in the top

ed himselfto all his studies with renewed,
assiduity. But mathematics appear to be
a passion with the boy. He told me that
he designed studying topographical engineer ing, the very profession I would have
chosen for him. 1 can not tell you how
thankful I am for his sudden change.”

haste,

the characters are clearly conceived and effect-

of studying Mr,Lincoln,and he has been supplied

eve.

taking agreeable, I presume, he has devot-

the

We really need money

And then Fred

was

Judas led, The history is faithfully followed,

had many and rare opportunities

@hethod is adapted to win the reader’s confidence.

busy every

book

sacrilegious tyrant, Antiochus Epiphanes, which

|to lay the box mpon the table, something
lying beneath a chair close by caught his

ing to her brother, said,—
“J have something to tell you of Paul
\which I know will please you. Much to
my surprise, he took the first prize in mathematies at school last term. Finding prize-

stories of Kyd's treasures, and I see these

Bright butterflies, with messages,
h fragrant air,
Flit througthe

furlough. He was sitting

silent

The dream

Several months

glancing up, now and then, furtively,. at
his uncle,
‘* What first put this matter in your head,
Paul ”

The May-flowers hear his call,

And timid, pale-faced liverworts,
“The lowliest of all;
Ji ag
While delicate anemones
2

.

both

the leaves of his

Are blushing to behold

and pencil.
the shelf.

Mr. Lamon

with a great sigh, ‘Neddie dropped the two
candies into the box, and shut the cover,
tightly down upon them. As he sprang up

night with his mathematics and his slate

lieutenant smoking, and Paul turning over

In depths of dusky woodlands

He

They were

He noticed Panl

his regiment.

could only find the pot or chest! Just
think! Tt would make mother easy for

And buttercups and daisies,

returned

boy,”

fasthfully and foreibly presents the great features
of that herdic struggle of the Jews against the

It

whose very appearance assures of something
significant.
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But then something else seemed to whisper, * He is a very honest little

fellow’s Muse. The second Book 8 & poem, in
dramatic form, entitled Juda’s Maceabwus, and

has come at last, a bulky, noble-looking volume,

8 | here,” he whispered.

elbow, smothering a yawn. “It Sebms to
be a mathematical puzzle, Paul; the description of some loeality, I think. I |
won't interpret it to you. It would need a
good topographical engineer to do that.
Where did you pick it up?”
Paul mumbléd out- something, and . disappeared.

only fools who think there is nothing in the
world but what they can see and hsadle.”
“I quite agree with you with regard to

Spring’s Banquet.

sort of

The lieutenant raised himself on his

It is

upon having this biography in'our®hands.

They

areby no means the best products of Mr, Long-

bore testimony against that
estimate: But it was
not till recently that we knew
‘we might depend

little one,”

candy lay bé¥de that already in his hand.
+ Dess two, and dere’s such a big.lot
““Don’ t|

full of figures, lines and diagrams.

before now on the pages of the magazine,

him some two years since, diregtly” and foreibly

lie, and one for me,” and another sparkling

“What is this showing him a paper

the hours during 4 dreary, drizzly, stormy day.
These tales are of different degrees of merit,
though all of them are pleasant ahd musical and
significant, Several of them have seen the light

parthel; was quite.
"to pronounce the general estimate of the religious character of the
martyr-President wide of the truth, we were
plainly ‘assured; for a long letter, written by

murmured Ned, taking one of the prettiest
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every. side. ‘‘ No, des two. Ome for Lil-

the stairsquder the red lamp.
morning by daybreak he was
The n
Rpocking at the door of ‘his uncle’s cham-

cients called in the aid of oracles and
dreams. They knew how te read coming

Among the violets

tation to taste one,
“ Ofie little one, dess one
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dom, for twenty-five years Mr. Lincoln's law-

the harder djd it become to resist the temp-

Begome! you are answered.”

his money in her out
Paul
stretched band, and went stumbling down

J

“¢ Perhaps you will

O Wind, where have you been,
That you blow so sweet?
Which blossom at Your fect,

honest little

of this paper alone. You are to reegive
no assistaneein reading it; if you do, all is

stamding

“ Yes;but"—

What's fu the sun to flush about?
i

said' I was a welly

him

So they buried

“ How will I find ¢hé place ? Well"—
Paulbegas to fidget a little, turning over
the leaves @f the book.

140K the sub thet makes her flush,

mudder

boy.”

the incidemt P”

The rose with such a bonny blush,
‘What has the rose to blush about?

_
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“On these eonditions,” she said in a hollow whisper, “‘that you solve the mystery

| drawn sword in his: hand.
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fellow stepped out, and stood firm till Kyd
shot him through the heart.

Out of a sky of green.
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to sing us now and thena song apimated: by
surely
make
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siek
with
it.”
hidden Treasures.” Paul
the old
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though pitched perhaps in a new
“¢ Oh, #10,” replied Mrs. Chalmers, * Ned“How am I to obtaiu the treasure !” said
keenly, as-he read ithe title, but not the veskey and
‘by a changed movement. But
die won't eat it ynless I give it vo him. He Tug Lurk or ABRAHAM LINCOLN; from: his we shall listen with gratitude and molst eyes
tige of a smile flitted over the lieytenant’s Paul, tryingto speak boldly.
_ birth to his ina
n as President. By
is a very honest little boy.”
.
«How.
should
I
know
what
treasure
you
Ward H. Lamon. .
Mastrations. Bos-| ® ven when we find the singer's voice oroaking
face.
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ton:
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octavo.
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that
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i to be Bend om hi on
time
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came from Jersey,
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at
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window
struck
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looked piereingly at the terrified Paul.
Abraham Lincoln’s life, and a méntal portrait of not be long postponed.
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his treasure. You kmow the place
“The pot of gold waits for you, enough them as they lay on the floor, and the crys- the man marked bysiniple fidelity to tbe facts.
This last volume
of his is marked everywhere
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dt the state by his well-known characteristics. Thé first
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guard.ever it for a hundred years. So ane hand.
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the truthof whatever else I may say.

by Clairvoyance and Spiritualism regarding
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Qo 1872. 16mo. pp. 204,

Sold by E.J. Lape

20,

There is no danger

"

that Mr, Longfellow will

to buy an extensive Cyclopedia or the time to
wade through a mass of information that rung

into details, it is likely to be both peculiarly val-

uable and timely. it is to be comprised in 18
iu the
to subscribers at 50 ots. each.
world, parts, and supplied
Pub. Co.
to sing New York : National Encyclopedia
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fail of {*
or GOLD is a little and eautifully ilcommendation at the close. It is not at all like
Apprrd
ly that he will really add anything to hig already lustrated weekly of four pages, intended for very
enviable reputation as a poet; much less likely young readers,issued by Messrs. H. 0. Houghton
ge, for the Am. Tract, Socis
is it that he will produce anything new that sur- & Co.,CainbridMass,,
passes in power, skill or sweetness the poems
ety. They have just sent us the first half year’s
that make delicious 'musicin the homes of two numbers, bound into a volume with paper covers.

lack

readers so long

as

it. shall please
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to

write poetry. He has gained such a place
sympathy and affection of the literary
gins
that every new strain which he
d not
will at once gain silent attention

heniispheres. The guage of his powers has been
taken, the range of his imagination is welt-understood, the creative period of his Jife as a poet

Tt makes a charming book for the little people,

equally ‘attractive in its stories, itg poetry and
its pictures,
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4 Cpriain A puistie Jexterity from the con-| and twenty-five the tendency to theft is She has been every $hing wa : ous Bory
EPHRAIM FLANDERS died in Bowdoinham,
Me., Feb. 19, in the 76th year of his age, leaving
tongue in, the ree- | double what it is between the ages of | thing; speaks all languages; has travels
tant emp Oymuent 9
aged companion in feeble health, and chilun
|
paragon
word,a
a
in
world—is,
the
over
all
other
and
this
Oa
of quibbling. Butit you could ong thirty-five and forty.
lreation
y appoint
an umpire, the number of points crimes education has a very important in- of imprudence and enchantment, of folly [dren who deeply feél theirloss. Bro. F . Wis a
t could be scored against him would sur- fluence, as is shown in Quetelet’s statistics and generosity, of wickedness and charity, good citizen and much respected. He professed
faith in Christ some
years since, and it is believrise those who are in the habit of venerat- of erime in France ‘and. England.
In the of tenderness and temptation. She is a ed that he died a Christian.
. G.
Greek,
a
Russian,
an
Italian,
a
Spaniard,
ing. him as Sir Oracle.
<i
former country, out of one hundred ecrimiMR.
LEWIS
SANBORN,
of
Lake
Village,
died
or the argufying man has his, admirers nals, sixty-one could not read or write, and a Frenchwoman; the much-fathered
Feb. 4, aged 45 years.
Mr. Sanborn possessed
daughter
of
a
Grand
Vizier,
of
the
Pope
of
«people who estimate him at his own value
twenty-seven could read imperfectly, and
a generous heart often exercised with strong refeople who are cheated by his volubility an
ous feeling, but he neglected to make a publie
only twelve eould read and write. well. In Rome, of the Emperor William, of a Rusgrandee, and
is abnormal flux of words. ¢ Mr.
Theo- England, thirty-six could not read at all, sian admiral, of a Spanish
rofession of faith in Christ.
His sickness was
of
a
French
general.
Every
body
at
Baden
short,
and removal unexpected to his family and
dore,” remarks an old lady in a novel we
Jess consideration than the accused, and as came across the other day, ‘“ Mr. Theodore ‘sixty-one could read and write imperfectly knows something about her mobody else friends. His funeral was largely attended, and
and rose, at “last, with greater veneration
the béreaved family received assurances of the
for learning, but with greater kindness for a ‘still’ more odious—you know the word— is such a * languageous ’ person”—and your and only three could read and write well,
Actions which appear on the surface to | Knows; and what each knows is altogeth- esteem in which: their friend was held. May
Wit.
when directed to those who are esteemed argufying man is, by disposition and culture,
er
different
from
the
general
knowledge
of
sustain our deeply afflicted sister, and the
Their conduct was, whenever they desir- B jhe world as considerable personages. languageous. Now, there is still a great’ depend entirely on the will of the individual this singular woman, who seems pleased grace
tatherless children.
M. C. HENDERSON.
ed to recommend themselves to distinction,
u t of all the accused are fortunately w ol- Lg eal of respect in the world for what is are also strangely influenced by apparently with the mystery surrounding her, and noRk,
Statistics of suicide 3 hangentirely opposite. Wit ~was daring and 1 - unconscious, . for. there is nothing so en- ‘coarsely but very significantly called jaw. trivial causes.
wise averse to deepening it by a continua00
250 per month guaranteed
adventurous; Learning cautious and delib- tirely natural and unaffected as the highest On one stumping tour of Mr. Gladstone's ing, for example, show that thé maximum’ tion of eccentric courses and inexplicable
to
sure to Agents everyof such cases occurred between six and
where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
erate. Wit thought nothing reproachful breeding.
E
Uo
’
the torrent of that orator's eloquence flooded eight in the morning; the number decreas- vagaries.— Harper's Magazine.
CLOTHES
LINES.
Sellsreadily
at every house. Sambut dullness; Learning was- afraid of no
Did E kow the Goldenrod family? Of six or eight columns of the Twmes every
sles free. Address Girard
Wire Mills, Pmladelphia,
imputation but that of error. Wit answer- course I did,
Well, the Lady was first morning, ahd vastly increased the wonder ed slightly till noon, and then dropped sudba.
i
12meow4
Gambetta.
#
ed before he understood, lest his quickness cousin ‘to Mrs. Midhs Goldenrod.
She had for his abilities in the minds of old ladies denly to the minimum, there being 123
ATWOOD’S
—
—
of apprehension should
be questioned; been here in hercarriuge to call upon her and others who have a reverential feeling for cases between ten and twelve o'clock against
Learning paused where there was no diffi- —not very ‘often. Were her rich relations the *‘ languageous.” And so with the ar- only 32 between twelve and two o’clock.
The man destined to the most powerful
UININE TONIC
culty, lest any insidious sophism should kind ‘and “helpful ‘to “her P "Well, yes: at gulyivg man. There must he something in The number rose ‘in the afternoon to 104 influence in the republican party was Gamcases between four and six, dropping to an betta. It is customary to criticise him . selie undiscovered. Wit perplexed every de- least they made her presents now and then.
im, people think, when so much comes out
bate by rapidity and confusion; Learning Three or four years ago they sent her a sil- —forgetttig how very little there is in a average of about 70 through the night, the verely because he stood up when others fell,
tired the hearers with endless distinctions, ver waiter, and every Christmas they sent «drum. And it is noticeable how difficult it second minimuny, 45, being between two because he believed when others doubted,
How because he retained his faith when France
The best Wonic and Stomand prolonged
the dispute without advan- her a bouquet—it must ¢ost asmuch as five is ever to restrain the argufying nature even and four o'clock in the morning.
achic ever offered the
cléarly the influences of mid-day meal and
tage, by woying that which nover was dollars, the landlady thought.
public.
in its superior levels. The quarrels of the- the midnight sleep are marked in their eleva- lost faith in herself,because he dictatorially
And how did the Lady receive these valun- ologians have become proverbial. Men of
denied.
it, in hopes of shining, would
prolonged a war which had become impos- hi Tuptove Your Appetite, Hasina Digestion,
tion
of
the
mental
tone,
while
the
depresive tone to
Vervous
hem,
igor
to every organ
venture to prodnce what he had not consid- able and useful gifts?
;
sible at the surrender of Sedan and the
science will wrangle on conic sections with
the body, there: rn
ey
oalth and Strength,
ered, and often succeeded beyond his own
Every Christmas she got out the silver ferocity, and will fight over the spots on the sion of the morning and afternoon at the treason of Metz, losing the gilngaign but of here
is no remedy 80
good for Languor
and Debility
e train of a waiter, and borrowed a glass tumbler and sun’s face as our forefathers would fight at prospect of another day or night of misery saving the honor of his country. I have whether general or following acute disease. The
- expectation, by following
seuliy endorse it for Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
iucky thought; Learning would
reject filled it with water, and put the bouquet in the charge of a blot-on their private escutch- is likewise indicated by the increased num- never belonged'to the worshipers of suc- Medical
Debility, and all diseases arising from a disevery new notion, for fear of being entan- it and set it on the waiter. It smelt sweet eons, But these encounters serve, perhaps, -ber that sought relief in self-destruction. ~ | cess. Ido not consider misfortune a crime. Nervous
ordered. Liver or homach, Songtipation, Flatulence,
<Another instance of this influence of ob- Gambetta saw himself abandoned by for- Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss of Appetite, Nausea,
gled in consequences which she could not enough, and looked’ pretty for a day or to vitalize and animate discussion. It is®
Heartburn
Stomach, Fullness or Weight
in the
foresee, and was often hindered, by her two, but the landlady thought it would n't to the social .argufyer that we must lodge scure laws on the actions of man is the tune, by victory.
What should he have
or Fluttering at the Pit of the Stomby
M.
Quetelet done ? * He did not seek the fate of Brutus Siomach,Sinking
statistical statement
caution, front pressing her advantages and haye hurt ‘em if
ach, Dimness of Vision, Yellowness of the Eyes and
'd sent, a piece of our objections. ‘He has no more right to brin
s in
that, in Belgium, out of 10,000 marri
8kin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest,
Burning
subduing her opponent.
Fouts for a dress, or at least a pocket- his disputatious crankness into violent an
after the battle of Philippi, when, Seeing
the Flesh or sudden Flashesof Heat,
of which
Both had prejudices, which in some deandkerchief or two, or something or unsolicited opposition to nur humors thanhe each period of five years from 1841 to 1865, that liberty was expiring, the country was inindicate
a derangement of the Liveror Digestive Or8.
{
gree hindered
their progress towards per- other that she could 'a’ made some kind of has to assault us bodily. We have our six men, aged from 30 to 45, married wom- lost, and his héart was broken, while over
r= Persons living in, or visiting sections where
en aged60 or more.
M. Quetelet therefect.on, and left them open to attacks.’ use of.
opinion, and he will not let us have it in upon remarks: ‘“It.is courious to see man him the stars shone calmly in the azure Malaria prevails, where Fever and Ague, jHjlious FeNovelty was the darling of Wit, and antiqThe Lady was not very
sociable; kept peace. We must have his, and swhllow it
sky of Greece, he doubted in that last
wth them. They area sure preventive of
uity of Learning. To Wit all that was mostly to vy
The
Young Girl (our upon compulsion, ‘without a particle of proudly entitling himself King of Nature, hour of supreme
ish , the existence
gue, Intermittents, Biliousness: and all
and
fancying
himself
controlling
all
things
new was specious; to Learning, whatever
Scheherazade) used to visit her somnetimes, courtesy to take the bitterness out ‘of the
of virtue. (Gambetta is a man of his time, ailments arising
from malarious causes. Price $1.00.
was ancient was venerable.
Wit, however,
Prepared by A. LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston,
and they seemed to like each other, but dose. [He is allowed extraordinary liberties. by his free will, yet submitting, unknown and knows that liberty is sometimes. eclipsMass.
Sold
by
all
Daalers in Medicine. 13eow26w
to
himself,
more
rigorously
than
any
other
seldom failed to divert those whom he the Young Girl had not many spare hours Long ago there was a chance of “his being
ed, but never extinguished, that the .councould not convince, and to convince was for visiting: The Lady never found fault, shot by a geuntleman who did not care to be being in creation to the laws to whieh he is try falls, but does not die; and in spite of
not often his .ambition ; Learning always but she was very nice in her tastes,and kept descrined as a liar or a dolt, inferentially or under subjection, These laws are coordi his misfortunes, which were the fault of his Some of the Latest and Best Books for
supported her opinjon with so many col- everything about her looking as neat. and otherwise ; but now a man in an argument nated with such wisdom that they even es- time, "and not of his intelligence or of his Youth and Sunday School Libraries.
iateral truths, that when the eause was pleasant as she could.
]
: may almost say anything, and he receives cape his dttention.”—Scribner's for June.
$125 From Nig to Light, $125
character, T believe Gambetta to be among Rose and Millie,
The Hartz Boys,
125 Mabel Livingstone,
125
decided against her, her arguments were
What did she do? Why she read, and encouragement from the immunity he enthe first of the republicans of Earope, and
Soldier
Fritz,
5 Bud and Blossom,"
50
Female Gamblers.
remembered with admiration.
she drew pictures, and she did needlework joys for impertinence.
number him ‘among those who have con-| The Victory,
50 Neddie,an:
gie
50
.
Nothing was more common, on either
atterns, and played on an old harp she
| tributed most to the diffusion of our ideas,
What renders it so difficult to put up with
Baden,
Homburg,
Wiesbaden,
and
Bhs
side, than to quit. their: proper characters,
d; the gilt was mostly off, but (it sound- the argufying man is the circumstance that
I have studied often his “intelligence and
and to hope for a complete conquest by the | ed ‘very sweet, and ‘she sung to" it some- he never contends for, truth, but for triumph. have each their feminine noblesse from the his character. In that enormous head; in
Hero
The Euhigrant
125
leading
nations
of
Europe.
They
compose,
use of the weapons which had been employ- times, those old songs that used to be in This is plain enough from the dishonest and
that broad forehead; in the concentrated ors Series.4v.6 00 Sunnydell Series 5 vlad x .
ed against them.
Wit would sometimes fashion twenty or thirty years ago, with uncandid way in which he goes to work. indeed, some of the best known habituésy Drilllancy of the eye which remains to him ;| p
labor a syllogism, and Learning
distort her words tq them that folks could understand. He will grant nothing ; never confess to the can be met, while they are alive, -in the in the mouth, wreathed by a smile of be8 Lib
Lichtenthal avenue, the Wilhelmstrasse, or nevolence; in his face, ruddy with a sanfeatures with a jest; but they always sufferDid she do anything to help support her- most palpable hit, though
Little fed Cap
you have bent.
ed by the experiment, and a
them- self ? The landlady could n't say she did, your foil against his pad half a dozen times on the Mahlberg-Kopf with as much certain- guine temperament ; in his form, which is Young Ladies’ Library, 4 yols....coviesiviienns &5 00
selves to confutation or contempt. The se- but she theught there was rich people in as many minutes; and he never*knows ty as the tailleur with his imperturbable herculean in spite of his low stature; in his The Original $500 Prize Stories, 8 vols........... 12 00
New Prize Series, 13 vols. c.ecuneriiaiiiinns 16 75
face, frigidly polite manners, and perpet- whole, bearing—you can see at once the The
riousness of Wit was without
dignity, and enough that ought to buy the flowers and when to stop.
The Homespun Library, 5 vols...............000 500
He is not satisfied with an ual “ Faites votte
jeu, messieurs.”
The
Select Library, 7 vols........ Fasadisiien
nde 8 50
‘the merriment of Learning without vivaci- things she worked and painted.
happy mingling of intelligence with force,’
imaginary victory.
Whenever he thinks.
One of ghe most" noted player of rack is of high ideas with energetic resolution.
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.
All this
points to the fact that she was you are down because you are silent, he
find it to their advantage of their schools to send all
Their contests, by long
continuance, bred to
an ornamental, rather than gives you a sort of verbal kick to rouse you the famous Countess Kisso ef, whom all freNature believes in division of labor, and orders directto D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, whose
grew at last important, py the divinities what is called a useful ‘member of sogiety. or another combat. Loyola was a simple- quenters of Homburg must remember as a variously groups the vocations of men. stock is one of the largest and best selected in the
large gray-haired woman hobbling
ver
United States.
roke into parties. Wit was taken into the This is all very well as long as fortune fato him in gasuistry. He has the trick of about with a crutch and often carried by Usually when she creates a man of action
protection of langhter-loving Venus, and a vors those who are chosen to be the orna- ton
she takes away from him the aptitudes of
escape possessed by that fish who can hide
servants in an invalid-chair to the gam- the man of ideas.
retinue allowed him of Smiles and Jests, mental personages; but if the golden tide from his enemies by exuding a preparation
The latter is' fond of
and was often permitted to dancé amon g | recedes, and leaves them stranded, they which renders the water around him dark ing-table, which she seldom quits. She spiritual investigation, and the former of
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the Graces. Learning still continued the are more to be pitied than almost any other and obscure. ‘Without having a specific
material
labors.
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loves
retirement,
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and expenses paid,
favorite of Minerva and seldom went out class, “TT can not dig; to beg I am asham- acquaintance with a topic which it may. be reported dead again and again. Her port- aud the other the world; the one peace of .
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ly and crippled
figure was conspicuous in mind, and the other the combat; the one}:
of her palace, without a train of the severer ed.”
in your line or your bent to understand,
he
“aw,
virtues, Chastity, Temperance, Fortitude,
Lthink'it is unpopular in this eountry to is still ready to contradict a doctor in medi- the Cursaal last season, and will be again great books, and the other great passions.
this,
I
am
sure.
She
could
hardly
forego
and Labor, Wit co-habiting with Malice, talk much about gentlemen and gertle womDoubtless Plato
never could have been
cine, or a ‘composer in counterpoint. He
hada son named Satyr, who followed him,
en. People. are touchy about social dis- bristles with paradoxes, and he is an artful the pleasure of occupying her accustomed Pisistratus, nor Montesquieu have been Colswat during the last gambling
- year, when
carrying
a quiver filled with poisoned ar- tinetions, which no doubt are often invidiimposter in the method in which he conducts she has, for nearly a quarter of a century bert. To unite thought with action, as in
rows, which, when they once drew blood ous and quite axbitrary and accidental, but
To unite energy of|
little
knowing
with
starts
He
breathed the genial summer air of the Tau- Cesar, is a prodigy.
could by no skill ever be extracted. These which it is impossible to avoid recognizing his business.
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which he desires nus Mountains. She is, or rather was, the speech with energy of will, as in Danton,
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nothing
or
arrows he frequently shot at Learning. as‘facts of natural’ history. Society strati- to: argufy. But, as the Attorney-General
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Russian
minister
to
when she was most earnestly or usefully fies itself Sve
phere, and the stratum
Lo balance in one perhe picks your brains Rome, and all kinds of stories are .told from great defects.
employed, engaged in abstruse inquiries, which is generally recognized as the up- said of the Claimant,
son the idea with the act, energy of intellionly
can
he
if
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go
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about her.
She is said to have separated
ermost will be apt to have
the advantage
‘or givin
instructions to “her followers.
own words from her hushand because he insisted that gence with activity of ' life, is a gift" which
your
Minerva therefore deputed Criteism to her in easy grace of manner “and in unassum- confound yaqu with
greatthe
all
is
his elation
she should give him up or give up gdming, nature has allowed in 4 "High degree to | By Rev. ROBERT LOWRY and W. HOWARD DOANE,
aid, who generally broke the point of ing confidence, and consequently be more and statements,
Gambetta.—Emilo Castelar.
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two
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;
say-that
Jupiter was at last angry that the peace tues
utilities wold be foolish. “ Much
effect,
he may
of the heavenly regions should be in perpet- of the noblest work in life is done by ill- This, you will perceive, of the theme on tiful basilisk of fascination, and her figure
By REV. ROBERT LOWRY, WM. F, SHERWIN and
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total
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though
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ment.
grace?)so slight and symmetrical that St.
lower world. Hither therefore they came
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reeding, than the fact that the best part it is obvious enough,
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same night,
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leasant to see if in its place, and it would made. by the Government. to revive the. rien ne va plus.
CHARLES H., only child of Ira and Nancy Y.
Her losses at Homburg are stated to have
once entered the temple of. the rival power.
aged
20,
May
© pleasantto see it there agaimy and I, for « Council of State,” one of the most effiMass.,
Libbey. died in Bradford,
OM.
There were indeed a class of mortals, by one, should be thankful to have the lady cient and famous pieces of despotic ma- been enormous,—not less during the last 4 years, 9 months,
and
(Successors to Wm. B, BRADBURY,)
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whom Wit aud Learning were equally dis- restored, by some turn of fortune; to the chinery, The Assembly agreed to revive twelve or thirteen years than eight gr ten
CORA SAVILLE, infant child of Rev. J. N.
regarded ; these were the devotees of Plu- position from which she has been so eruclly it,
But wishes to elect the twenty-eight millions of florins. She has done much to K. J. Rich, died in Carolina Mills, R. I., Sune 425 Broome St., New, York, or 756 Wabash Ave,, Chicago. '
J.N.R
tus, the god of riches; among these it sel- cast down.—dAtlantic Monthly.
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itself, while M. Thiers wishes to improve the little town, has built many of | 1.
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may. be used as an argument for short wedding
tours.

The Sun.

The surplus Which it is expected will accrue
to the credit of the Executive Committee of the
Jubilee, after paying all expenses, will be devoted to art purposes.
A French colony in Franklin, Kansas, has es-

A correspondent of the Oneida Circular says
that Prof. Young of Dartmouth, in + recent

extends, aré aloless, or which ‘neither contribute to the sustenance of life nor avert disease,
‘nor add, in any way, te our well-being or happithought
ness. Tobacco,perhaps,should not be ranked with
them;- for, while itisin mo respect essential to
:
Cows that Kick.
existence, it does seem to add to the happiness
nt —
of a large portion of mankind. Fight against
Many of ‘our best cows dislike to be milked, it as ‘we may, brand it @s a poison; as certainly
pail
seta
you
when
uneasy
and
fussy
are
‘and
we must, still the smoke of a million cigars will

lectureat New: Haven upon the great lumina.

the Jersey grades: - Instances of this kind seem

that they can tell their own fortunes by counting
their money.

Of seventeen

Pure

The Catholics on Long Island

have

The band
first French
of Boston
This band

go

succeeded

the public

absorb

many
a

night so

tin

of the Garde Republicaine is the
band that has appeared in the streets
since the close of “the . Revolution.
served under Louis Philippe,
the

Republic of ’48 and Napoleon ITI., having chang-

schools,

Half the depositors in the Massachusetts savings banks are women, and $26,000,000 is the

medal at the Paris exposition.
Owing to the
scarcity of men they all hore arms’ during the
Paris siege. They are veterans, some of them

Seven of: the fifty-fire members are decorated
with military honors, The band drétv the first

having been in the Crimean war.

of Refuge

There is a, girl

2
in Minnesota,

only

eighteen:

years of age, who, with the aid of two boys, runs
a farm of over two hundred acres. She put
$500 in a St. Paul bank last year,
The will of the late Samuel A. Way

leaves

the

The Hon. Charles Hale, during the dnavoids:
ble absence of Secretary Fish, is the Acting Secretary of State.

It is announced that the International Telegraph line has been purchased by the Western
Union Company.

The caucus of republican membeis of the New
taking

five

ballots

and a session which lasted until midnight, nominated Bainbridge Wadleigh of Milford for United
The

Maine Republican

State

than

a thousand

delegates

convention

The

patient

was

a man

who

had been poisoned by phosphorus. The physician effected the transfusion of 580 cubic centimetres of blood, just taken from a person in
perfect health, into a vein in his arm, at the
same time taking from an artery 500 centimetres
of the patient’s own blood. The experiment was
followed by an immediate

improvement

in

the

patient’s condition.
-A touching incident is veported from Chattanooga. An utter stranger called on a respectable farmer and asked him if his house had not
been roboed during the war. The farmer replied that it had. * I,” said the stranger, “ was
farmer,

was

There were more
presemt.

A Berlin medical, journat has an account of
the successful transfusion of blood from one per-

one of the marauding party that did it. I took
a little silver locket.” * That locket,” said the

States Senator.

held in Lewiston,Wednesday.

Prince de Joinville.

son to another.

bulk of his property for the benefit of poor sewing-womep.

Hampshire legislature, alter

The only one

of them who has been in this country before is
the sub-director, Maury, who was here with

from Princeton, Ind., for shooting his father and

. killing his mother.

their

changed.

ed their

House

as

vernment

the superintendent of public instruction having
issued an order to that effect. There is no appeal exeept through the legislature.

sum total deposited by them.
A boy has been sent to the

name

tears, ‘‘ had been worn by

my dear dead child.” “ Here itis,” replied the
stranger, visibly affected; “I am rich, let me

Governor

r | make restitution. Here 5 $20 for your little
Perham was renominated by acclamation
son.” He gave the farmer a $50 bill, and receivhis third term. The Hon. 8. E. Spring of Port
land and the Hon. Alexander Campbellof ed $30'in change. HEé then wrung the farmer's
Cherryfield were chosen also by aeelamation
for hand warmly and left. The farmer has since
electors at large. Great enthusiasih os let dried his tears and loaded his shot-gun. The $50
bill was bad.
for Grant and Wilson.
There were 8ix cases of sunstroke in New
The diamond-saw quarrying
chine, of
whieh Messrs. Willard, Whittier & Company of
York on Thursday.
s to revoluThe Pennsylvania temperance State convention Boston are the proprietors, pi
tionize one of the

has nominated S. B. Chase for governor.

City on Saturday.

departments

It consists

of a

straight saw, armed with diamond teeth, which
can be set at any angle, and operated by steam.
It has been tested in sandstone, marble, granite
and solid flint, and can be used not only for cat~

In New York outs are talking

trouble

important

of enterprise inthe country.

Tennie C. Claflin has been elected colonel of a
New York colored regiment—the eighty-fifth.
There was a serious riot of strikers in Jersey
of desperate measures, and

most

is expected

=

ting the rock in its quarry bed accurately and
this week.
smoothly and into any desired dimensions, but
Fifty-five persons were killed and a large num- for dressing and facing building stone after it
ber injured by the explosion of the boiler of the has been removed from the quarry. It cuts a
Spanish steamship Guadayea, while lying at a channel eleven feetin length, one-half an inch
dock in Marseilles, Sunday. The steamer and in width, and nearly five feet in depth; and can
the wharf took fire, and farther damage toa con- be handled and operated Ly two men. The
siderahle amount ensued.
|| importance of such an invéntion is obvious to all
By the explosion of the boiler of a steamboat, who know anything of the emormous
on the Mississippi River on Saturday five or and wasteof the ordinary methods of cutting
more persons were killed and several were il- and finishing stone.
jured.
German emigration to this country incresses so
rapidly that the German Parliament

FOREIGN.

at the threatenedd

» The ballot bill has passed in the English House
of Lords.

is

alarmed

of the Fatherland.

In one district of 50,000 inhabitants,1,500 emigratThe French As sembly has rejected the army ed this spring, and they still continue to leave at
the rate of about 200 » week. The young: go,
bill,
The revolution in Venezuela is ended ‘and leaving the old and infirmat home to shift for:
Salazar, who was. captured, was to have been: themselves or be supported by charity, and the
Landwehr is losing half its men. The blame . for
executed last Friday.
this bad state of things is laid at the door of the
A despatch from Bremen announces that the:
Austrian Polar expedition has sailed from that
port for the Aretic Ocean.
Dr. Houard will probably be

Spanish government

about

released by

the

the

middle of this

month. -

The new Spanish ministry, after an existence
. of

several

days,

has

resigned.

There

was

a

want of harmony with the King.

Emigration Agencies, and some
have them suppressed.
It were
press Ameriea.
3

parties would
wiser to sup-

‘There is now performing at a Berlin theater, a
remarkable play founded upon the story of the
Chicago conflagration, fA fter several acts,devoted entirely to red fire, harrowing incidents, and

fearful elucidations of historical and geographi-

Its reported that the Haytien government cal points, the fire is ended by the Prussian conwill soon declare war against Baez and iavade! sul rushing upon the stage, mounting the engine
and waving the red, white and black flag of
San Domingo.
London has a ** S(rangers’ Homs' for Asiaties, Deutchland. This is supposed to revive the
Africans, and South Sea Islanders,” and large well nigh exhausted energies of those who are
numbers of these races are said to find refuge fighting against the flames, and, striking up
“ Waeht an der Rhine,” they again attack the
there.
The roydl line mail steamer Kingston was de- blaze and are of course, victorious. Appreciastroyed by fire on the Sf. Lawrence River; tive Berlin flocks to see this play, and implicitly
believes that the Chicago fire
was extinguished
‘Wednesday, while making her up trip. All on
;
board were sayed except one lady passenger. in precisely the manner indicated.
The cargo wasail lost.

The Swedish Goverpment is about to send an

The British answer to the American case in
the San Juan boundary matter has been submit-

tor, and Mr. Batcroft has sent in his replication.

expedition fo the North Pole, immediately north
of Spitzbergen, and great efforts are being made
in Germany to get up an expedition t> reach the
Pole by way, of East Greenland, under the léad-

A decision will be given as soon as both

ership of a formex explorer.

ted to Emperor William of Germany,the arbitra-

request it.
At his recent. inauguration “as

parties

rector

of the

After all, it comes out that the rumors of
fresh trouble between France and Germany were

® University of Edinburgh, Sir William Stirling not'without foundation,
Maxwell declared himself in favor of teaching

It seems that there is

still some danger of 4 little

‘tromble,

as

an

ars

women everything they desired to learn, and for rangement must be concluded during the current

opening to them the doors of the highest’ ora)
instruction
as wide as the doors
of book learning.
He laid special stress on their claims to medical
‘education. x

Anew]

muistryy bas deen formed;

with Senor
1a as president sof: the council.
A late Aatiuirh, Bowsean represents that he ob+
stinately refuse
Neila Corts. the position, The
:
~ King has proroguéd’

month for the payment of a very large sum due
Germany, and the opinions of the negotiators of
the two nations do not uecodas to the manner
of payment.
The German Government: no-longer holds sosternly ag it once did to stipulating

for the occupation of six departments of : France:
until 1874, and it ce rtaigly should he generous
enough to spare the French the infliction ‘of that
indignity.

If the money

matters

do

not

make

trouble nothing else wil
of

ie’

cessor will be appointed

}

Ltn

ou no sue-

until our differences

Princess Lucien Murat Hit brought suit for
separation of estate from” her hushbind. ‘She
A styles herself Princess Murat (by. birth Caroline

with Spain are settled, ~~ . *
«
The Geneva board of arbitration-in the matter] Georgina Fraset), and lier hushuild
‘ofthe Alabama claims met on Saturday. Sum- poleon Frandois . Lucien Charles
on
§

both

Legh -Bolg
Xcite were
secretly and nothing futher is defiI

-ajiely know.

spendthrift habits make

Prince

Na-

Murat.

His

this measure necessary

now that he can no longer repair to the FEmperor’s privy purse. She wishes. to suve a portion
of the estate given them by N apoleon my.
°

\

plished; then the temperature will fall, perhaps
thousands of degrees, till solidification begins,
when it will again remain stationary. One authority believes the Sun to be surrounded with
a liquid coat already, and the Sun-spots are plac
es where the surrounding metallic clouds have
‘opened, and we see

the liquid

surface

below

it.

The theory that the sun’s heat is kept up by
matter constantly falling into” it, he doubts,—
arguingsthatif such masses of matter existed
outside of the sun, they would exert some slight
influence on the surrounding planets,no evidence
of which is discernible.
Speaking of iron, he said that if the word were

unpleasant

‘during

illness, if not death.

back to work at the old wages and the old hours.
in banishing the Bible from

will

Clinton,

much of the smell of the paint as to be totally
unfit to drink; a bowl of water remaining in a
close sleeping-room will also imbibe a very unpleasant flavor, Dr. Chandler, of the School of
Mines, New York, has found in water, which
has lain over night in lead pipes, a sufficient
amount of dissolved lead to Produce: dangerous

The strike in New York has begun to wane.
to

water

newly painted, will absord

Heavy freshets are doing a great deal of damage in the northern part of New Hampshire.
Senator Wilson has resigned the chairmanship
of the national republican executive committee.
agreed

four have

odors. A pan full of clean, fresh water from a
well or spring, placed in a room which has been

MISCELLANEOUS.

have

but

been re-elected—John Adams, George
D. D. Tompkins and John C. Calhoun.

still further modified.
Some discussion followed, and the report was agreed to by a party vote.
An evening session was held, at which several
minor bills were passed, and at nine o’clock the
forty-second Congress was a thing of the past.

Several hundred of the outs

Vice Presidents

temperature, till this, ‘process is entirely accom-

written in great letters across the Sun’s face,the
proof of its existence there would not bg so satis-

factoryas that afforded by the spectrum. Kf
pointed out lines in the spectrum made by met-

most

cases, cOWs

addicted to it after having been milked a few’

years; though quiet and gentle the first year of
their milking.

There is mo doubt that the production of a
large quantity ‘of milk is often attended with a
sensation of soreness, and exhaustion in the lac
teal parts, which induce a sensation of dread
and dislike to be milked by the animal. In a
case like this,~and I think they comprise fully
nine-tenths of the troublesome milkers,~it is
the worst kind of folly to ‘abuse a cow . for kicking.

‘

When a cow becomes troublesome about milking, the best thing that can be done is to fasten
the foot with a rope. Make ‘the end of the rope
fast behind her, take a wind and draw the foot

alittle back and tie with a half hitch! Put a
measure of shorts or some other pgovender before her, and then proceed carefully to milk, faneighborhood

in this condition.

Nearly

all of

and give

:

field.’

Wells.

her milk

No animal

when

Any one who engages in deep borings for water doesso at considerable risk, as no geologist
or chemist can give him positive assurances of

needs kind

tesian wells, some of them of great depth.
The
famous St. Louis well is about 1,900 feet deep,
and the force with which the water rises is very
great. It is, however, entirely unsuited to domestic uses, being charged with mineral constit-

uents derived

and careful

from rocks and minerals over and

through which it passes in its course.

Offensive

treat-

quantity

Temperature in Butter-making.

In this counfry we have numerous ar-

SUCCCSS,

into the eighties.
posed.

But the main

‘ perature

provement; the cream is then too cold. But get
to the temperature of about 60 degrees, and

ter at a temperature

the water of most

temperature

above

other

100

is uniformly

degrees F., and

wells is found

above

70 degrees F. ' In winter such water, if pure,
would be delightful for, washing purposes, but

a dash of cold water will make the butter

there will be no
keep your

difficuity.

milk at

the

The

same

best

ter will be pure,

sweet

and

warm room,

It has been
artesian wells

temperature ‘getting

Auvergne,

thirty

miles distant.’

Eels and small

finds

always

an undefinable

All

Mothers.

Perseverance in this routine will soon

result in securing quiet evenings for both’ eh
and parent.
Some wmothers have a long season
every morning and every night in getting the
baby asleep. , They rock them and sing to them
till' Morpheus enfolds them.
With most children this is entirely unnecessary.
An
infant
can be accustomed by a few days’ training to go
to sleep itself for a morning nap as well as for
the longer rest at night.
A mother has duties
to herself as well as to her offspring. While she
should exercise
a constant care in securing its
utmost physical comfort, she should secure rest

and recreation for herself. In no other way can
she keep freeh in feeling and buoyant in spirit.
Nothing is so wearing as the unceasing tending
Every, means

should

he

em-

ployed to aid the child in taking care of itself
and giving
as little trouble as possible. It may
learn in babyhood to amuse itself with toys or
by watching movements
going on around it.
Fashion
as well as good sense requires infants
dresses to be made with long sleeves and high in|
the neck. Fashion requires children of all ages
the

these joined together,and

we

be fit to churn without changing the temperature,

Young

clad.

bad taste besides those

through

her evenings to herself.
If the baby “sleeps: all
night, a long morning nap will naturally come
about dinner fame, “after which the child, except
when very young, shouldbe kept awake till 6

warmly

above 80 degrees, as it will

sea, and

The three requisites for babies are plenty of
sleep, plenty of food, plenty of flannel, The saying that man is a bundle of habits is true of ba
bies as it is of grown childfen. If an infant is
accustomed from its birth to sleep from 6 o’clock
at ‘night till Gaylight, the habit of early sleep
will be formed, and the mother may have all

to be

"The

mentioned.
This comes from the breath of the
inmates of the room, the air of which is foul‘ed in this way.
At other times there is the

In summer, appliances will
keep down the mercury, or a

Flannel

should

incase

whole body, with the exception of the head

soon
keep
or a
year

us you, can
it in your
few degrees
roudd, will

have to be used to
| room secureds

and a good cellar properly kept, windows open
when gool, and shut when warm, will answer
the purpose. We must abide by the temperature or suffer loss.— Ex.
Og

Hoeing and Weeding.
——
1
We think many farmers failto recogmze the
importance of clean culture for their field crops,
and often deglect to hoe and weed as they
should. If they do the work at all, it is not
done in season,

of a fretful baby.

bad butter.

vent in the

occurring at the mouth of the Rio Sargartos, off
Cape Caloche,four hundred yards from land. The
inhabitants of Syracuse
obtain excellent fresh
water by rowing off in boats into the salt sea,
and dipping it up into vessels as it rises to the
surface from the orifice below. It is; difficult
to conceive of anything more paradoxical than
this,— Fireside Science,

o’clock.

sure to get

downwards

water spring bubbling up through a mass of salt
water. Humboldt
mentions such a spring as

for

are

have—winter butter.
:
Buy a thermometer ; buy it as
get it, if you have milk, and
milk-room at the figure of 60
from it. Then your cream, the

thus the curious spectacle is afforded of a fresh

Hints

had

in such a case, decomposition will set in, and
there will be a rancid taste. There will, also,”
in almost -all cases be the flavor of smoke, and

onion taste.

passes

and so

the

crop

suffers

injury.

We have seen fields where the weeds were
lowed to grow until the crop could hardly
seen, and then the attempt would be made
hoe or weed it out. Such
a course must be
jurious.

In the

the manure

first

place, the

intended

alone

weeds

albe
to
in-

exhaust

for the crop; they

get such a start, that in removing them the crop
is often injured; it costs a great deal for labor
to accomplish the work. Then the crop is often
greatly benefited by a hoeing. Now,the only way
is for the farmer to plant or sow only so much

as can be properly

eared

for, and then attend to

the hoeing
and “weeding in ‘season. Weeds
should never be allowedto get more than an
inch high. We remember some years ago being
in Rochester; N. Y., and going
over acres of
ground
belonging to the largest commercial
nursery in that place, and on all those acres we

did not see as many weeds as it would take to
fill a bushel basket, The rule then wis to run the
plow.and cultivator, and keep the hoe going
constantly, so_that the weeds should not be allowed to make any headway. Remember that if

a single crop of weed seed be deposited

in the

well,” and

this

should

hunger, Let" the—mother obey. the dictated of
common sense in this matter and aot forcé food
into
a baby’s stomach for every little complaint
it makes.
Ohildyen of three and’ four years old
need much more sleep

than

they

usually

have.

For irritable and nervous children sleep is a
specific, and it can be secured to them only by
force 6f habit.” Many light forms of disease may
be.cured by keeping a child To a uniform temperatfire and in quiet. Let the yoyng mothers
Who read thig column experiment on these few
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GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
HE subscriber hereby
gives notice to all concerned What he was on
fourth dayof June,
A. D.18%2, dul
uted and allowed to be GuarSan of ‘JOS
AR LOPER, of Strafford, in the
n, and
of Strafford, decreed an insane
De
upon Dimatt, that trust, and given bonds
ba rn law direc
Lieven this fourth day of June, B Foi
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It is cheaper than Hair, and wall hold its elasticity
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to 10K than one hundred churches
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Our Boxes of Assorted Fireworks,
‘price $3.00 up to $50 each, ave a specialty. Our
New Patent Portable Rocket, is a great improvement.
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LARGE COMMISSIONS | WANTED AGENTS,
male and female, to sell #*XOTU WES everywhere.
One alone has retailed over 11.500. Another writes,
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table kingdom is capable of producing: Mankind
can not be persuaded to roll up leaves of any

from
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be the motto of every

Regularity in feeding is a8 important as either
-of the other requisites.
Bubies cry as often from

frequently as

Rovaerer ia 8 @. 30
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farmer. Never let the crops suffer because of
weeds, Only the slovenly farmer will do it unless under peculiar circumstances that can not
be avoided.

erties. Tt is unlike anything else” which the vege-.
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soil, it may take years to recover from the effects, “ What ie worth doing, is worth doing

and hands. The fruitful cause of colic in infants is the nakedness of their nécks and arms.
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Those who have their milk near the stove in a

wells, which shows that there is sometimes direct communication through the strata with distant pouds or superficial accumulations of water. The water which falls upon inland mount_

ains and hills, and

al-

have

access to it, and the milk comes sweet and pure
from the cow. The temperature is the all-important point, summer and winter.

fish have been found in the’ water of artesian

pervious strata, often

after

solid. provided

sources from which to obtain potable waters.

found their way there from the mountains of

way is to

‘the animal heat has been abstracted,
and the bat:
ways that no impurities or bad edors

ces, This
was
shown in a boring at Tours,
France, from
which,
when the borer
was
withdrawn, quantities of sand and small snailshells
were
ejected,
which
without “ doubt

oe PETROLEUM.
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Crude. ...uovens 131 g.o i)

come.

temperature

for drinking it would be vapid and nauseous.
Itis also without atmospheric air, and would
need
not only to be cooled but to be aerated to
fit it for table use. Altogether we may conclude
that the deep springs are not very promising
remarked that the water from
is derived from great distan-

1)

result of an elevated tem-

is the difficulty in bringing the butter.

depends in a great measure upon the depth of
the boring. The well at St. Louis delivers wa-

the

ol
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Ifit gets into the eighties, the

Sometimes, however, when the dash
is large
and the water very cold, there willbe no im-
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butter will be rancid, more or less, according to
the amount of heat and the. léngth of time ex-

hydrogen, and sometimes sulphureted hydrogen
is evolved freely, giving to the water the smell
of stale eggs. The temperature of the water

wells,

high.

SUPERS

fourteen days, and the whole declivity will soon
be covered with a close carpet of green.

For fullfos from

. 3

Tihs jas

well stirred in so as to bring the whole to the
consistency of mortar. The slope is to be cleaned and made perfectly smooth, and then well
watered, after which the paste just mentioned
is to be appiied with a trowel, and made even
and thin as possible.
Sliould it crack by exposure to the air, it is to be again watered and
smoothed up, day by day, until the grass makes
its appearance, which will be in from eight to
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two-thirds of water, is added and
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six cubic feet of good dry garden earth and loam.
This is placed in a tub, and liquid manure, dilut-

“ed with about

fiat.
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seed, and mix it intimately

0

Cotton Flannel.
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In mid-summer the temperature of cream will
oftén be far in the seventies, and sometimes get

The gases present the usually carbureted

deep

method
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hy

to be planted, take half a pound of lawn grass

te

There will be a frothy mass, and will often con”
tinue so for hours, the butter is a soft, white,
greasy affair. It is the heat that does this. Often

gases are often mingled with water coming from
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loose in thé yard or

ment more than cows giving a large
of milk.—~Cor, N. E. Farmer.

—

Hea

whatever to leave the hen and’ gather upon the
young, as is frequently the case when no precaution is taken. One thorough application, such
as we have described, will suffice,
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chickens are hatched, there will be no vermin

Grass

Fansabs

Mid.to gd mid,
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COTTON,

Qudin

Powdered sulphur is a cheap preventive of
parasites upon chickens. After a hen has been
setting till well established, sprinkle a small
handful upon her eggs when she is off, and upon
all parts of the nest, and for u little distance
around it. ‘Then when she goes on, disturb her
just enough vo make her bristle her feathers,
and then dust another handful down to the skin
upon her head, neck and every part of the body
not in contact with the nest and do not omit to
put a pinch ‘under each wing, Then, when the

voring her as she shows cringing or uneasiness.
I know of something" like a dozen cows in the

them are superior milkers., The extraction of
a large pailfal, twice a day, of a rich, highly vials which exist in the sun, though entirely un- talized fluid, like milk, can exert no other than
known to us. ~
an exhausting and debilitating influence on the
‘He gave several iilustrations of the heat of the
animal,
This on a nervous animal soon inducSun.
If a pillar of iee covering nine
squaie
es irritability and what we call vicious conduct.
miles extended from the earth to the sun, and
In old times our cows used to godry three or
all the heat of ‘the latter should be directed upon
four months, and with most of our gd stock it
it, the whole mass would be melted in exactly was difficult to get much milk more “than eight
one second.
If an icicle forty-five miles in di- or nine months in a year,—~the tendency to beef
ameter were to be thrust into the sun with the| predominating over that to milk in four or five
velocity of light, say twelve million miles a minmonths after calving. Such cows were quiet,
ute, it could never touch the Sun; it would
and seldom was it that any of them made objeemelt as fast as it eame.
Still physicists are as tion to being milked in the yard or pasture. In
yet unable to determine the exact temperature,
our herds of large milkers, that are milked right
one placing it at: 67,000 deg. Fabr., another at
up to calving time, not more than oae out of
20, 000,000 deg. Fahr.—some difference.
four or five, can be induced to stand willingly,

Artesian

Use. of Sulphur in Nests.
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Several people who have answeréd an adver
tisement promising a ‘ correct likeness of yourself, and your fortune told,” for fifty cents,
have receiveda three eent mirror, and informed

the temperature of the water settles slowly till
it reaches
82 deg., and there remains till every
drop
is frozen. The Sun may be a vast quantity of merely gaseous matter, which is gradually
liquifying, and accordingly will not change its

In many or perhaps
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pets, and render our raflway ears uid. hotels
almost unendurable.
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the market or cheese factory.
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At the of educating his children there.

freezing point;
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until half-past two.
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by those who supply milk for

system adopted
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o'clock

afternoon’ session, the conference committee on
the omnibus bill reported that they were unable
to agree and a new committee was ordered, the
same members being appointed. A bill was
passed abolishing the franking privilege after
September 1, 1872, The bills making appropriations for public buildingsin Raleigh, N. C., and
Pittsburg, Pa, were passed. A resolution fur
ther extending the session until nine o'clock was
adopted, and then’ hp conference report was pres
sented again, the enforcement amendment being

of which is below

the tem-

nes

Piotolssens

Es
i

the enforcement amendment being

perature

to be more numerous. than formerly, and are
‘most common in dairies kept under the forcing

8

40 8. n
Canaliisenes 17 % @18 bi00 POrtoRico......
OIL.

curl upward every -day, and the expectorating
crowd of chewers will continue to soil our car

gf

A California clergyman is the only living
white man who is a master of the Choctaw lan
guage.
A huge red cypress tree gave Baton Rouge its
name.
General Longstreet will probably take up his
residence at Adrian, Michigan, for the purpose

. somewhat modified. Filibustering was at once
! begun and carried onin a very lively manuver,
but after a while the report was recommitted by
a vote of
99 to 79. A resolution extending the
‘session until six o'clock in the evening was then
adopted, and a recess was taken from half-past

twelve

‘are

The living graduates of American colleges
said to number thirty-five thousand.

thus: Puta pail of water
in a room,

the case with

£5.

United States,

Sun’s constitution, he illustrated “very simply

This iy particularly

,Clayed.. 25
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presented,

first. in the

the

tablished a velvet EAnshtory,

ry, imparted much information. The theory
which he most seemedto favor respecting
the

them.

Jou

a

evening session was held, at which
in. A
no business.of importance was done, and the
final adjournment then. took
place. In the
. House the military committee reported the result
of their investigation of the Buell lost-record case
and asked for further time. The conference report upon the omnibus appropriation bill was

under
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the political disabilities
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suggestions, and we are sure they will have
many an hour in ‘the nursery for reading and
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On Monday, in the Senate, thé minority r-port
on the New York custom-house investigation
was presented. The Ohio bridge bill was pass-

ed.

Ban

It has been discovered that nearly nine out of
every ten cases of marital infelicity, are between
couples who have traveled ‘extensively. This

CONGRESSIONAL

of ex~Grovernor Vance was passed.
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